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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
STATE OF UTAH, 
Plaintiff/Appellee, 
v. 
JULIO SOSA, 
Defendant/Appellant. 
JURISDICTION AND NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS 
This is an appeal from a conviction of: 
One count of Possession of a Controlled Substance (Cocaine) with the 
intent to distribute, a second degree felony, in violation of U.C.A. § 58-37-8 
(1953), as amended; and 
One Count of Possession of a Controlled Substance (Marijuana), a class B 
misdemeanor in violation of U.C.A. § 58-37-8 (1953), as amended; and 
One count of Giving False Information to a Law Enforcement Officer, a 
class C misdemeanor a violation of U.C.A. § 76-8-507 (1953), as amended. 
A jury trial was held on August 16, 19, and 26, 1996. After Mr. Sosa's 
conviction, but prior to sentencing, the Appellant, through a new attorney, filed 
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* BRIEF OF APPELLANT 
* Case No. 980173-CA 
a timely Motion for a New Trial. Said Motion was based upon trial counsel's 
ineffective representation of the Appellant. A hearing on the Motion for New 
Trial was held on December 19, 1997. The trial court denied Appellant's Motion 
for a New Trial on December 19, 1997. The Appellant then filed a timely Notice 
of Appeal with the Utah Court of Appeals. Because of some confusion 
surrounding Mr. Sosa's appeal, this case was transferred to the Utah Supreme 
Court and then poured-over to the Utah Court of Appeals pursuant to §78-2-2(4). 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES ON APPEAL, STANDARD OF 
REVIEW AND CITATIONS TO THE RECORD 
POINT I 
The trial court committed reversible error when it 
failed to grant Defendant's Motion to Suppress Evidence 
obtained as a direct or indirect result of an unlawful stop 
and search of the defendant, Julio Sosa. 
Standard of Review: A trial court decision to deny a motion to suppress 
evidence is reviewed under the clearly erroneous standard. State v. Brown, 853 
P.2d 851 , 854 (Utah 1992). The Court of Appeals will review the trial court 's 
conclusions for correctness. Erickson v. Schenkers Int'l Forwarders, Inc., 882 
P.2d 1147, 1148 (Utah 1994); State v. Pena, 869 P.2d 932, 936 (Utah 1994). 
Citation to the Record: Trial counsel properly filed a Motion to Suppress 
Evidence obtained as a direct or indirect result of the unlawful stop and search 
of Defendant, Julio Sosa. Oral argument and testimony was heard on the 
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motion on July 10, 1996. (R. 28-81) 
POINT II 
The trial court committed reversible error when it failed to 
grant defendant's motion for a new trial based upon a clear 
showing that his trial counsel was ineffective in preparing for 
trial and presenting a proper defense on behalf of the 
Defendant. 
Standard of Review: A trial court's ruling on a ineffective assistance of 
counsel claim at a Rule 23B hearing is similar to a Motion for a New Trial based 
upon a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel. Therefore, defendant's 
ineffective assistance of counsel claim on appeal presents the Court with a mixed 
question of law and fact. See Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 698, 104 
S. Ct. 2052, 2070, 80 L. Ed. 2d 674 (1984); State v. Snyder, 860 P.2d 351, 354 
(Utah Ct. App. 1993) Accordingly, the Appellate Court should defer to the trial 
court's findings of fact, but review its legal conclusions for correctness. See State 
v. Perry, 899 P.2d 1232, 1238 (Utah Ct. App. 1995); see generally State v. Pena, 
869 P.2d 932, 935-36 (Utah 1994) A trial court decision to deny a motion for a 
new trial is reviewed under the clearly erroneous standard. State v. Brown, 853 
P.2d 851 , 854 (Utah 1992) The Court of Appeals will review the trial court 's 
conclusions for correctness. Erickson v. Schenkers Int'l Forwarders, Inc., 882 
P.2d 1147, 1148 (Utah 1994); State v. Pena, 869 P.2d 932, 936 (Utah 1994) 
Citation to the Record: New counsel for Mr. Sosa properly filed a Motion 
for a New Trial and argued the Motion before the trial court on December 19, 
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1997. (R. 442-454) New counsel argued that the trial was replete with evidence 
of trial counsel's errors in his representation of Mr. Sosa. Some specific errors 
cited to the trail court were: (1) trial counsel's failure to timely object to two 
officers testifying as experts (R. 141-149, 158-160, 2030219; (2) trial counsel's 
total lack of knowledge of the law. (R. 143-145, 167); and (3) failure to move for 
a miss trial when he learned of his error. Instead counsel only asked for a brief 
continuance to find an expert to contradict the State's experts. (R. 293-303) 
CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS, STATUTES & RULES 
U.S. CONSTITUTION, AMENDMENT IV 
The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and 
effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no 
Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, 
and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things 
to be seized. 
U.S. CONSTITUTION, AMENDMENT V 
No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous 
crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury, except in cases 
arising in the land or naval forces, or in the Militia, when actual service in time 
of War or public danger; nor shall any person be subject for the same offence to 
be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be compelled in any criminal 
case to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, 
without due process of law; nor shall private property be taken for public use, 
without just compensation. 
U.S. CONSTITUTION, AMENDMENT VI 
In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy 
and public trial, by an impartial jury of the State and district wherein the crime 
shall have been committed, which district shall have been previously ascertained 
by law, and to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation; to be 
confronted with the witnesses against him; to have compulsory process for 
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obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have the Assistance of Counsel for his 
defense. 
U.S. CONSTITUTION, AMENDMENT XIV 
Section 1. All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and 
subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the 
State wherein they reside. No State shall make or enforce any law which shall 
abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall 
any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of 
law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the 
laws. 
UTAH CONSTITUTION ART. l t SECTION 12 
In criminal prosecutions the accused shall have the right to appear and 
defend in person and by counsel, to demand the nature and cause of the 
accusation against him, to have compulsory process to compel the attendance 
of witnesses in his own behalf, to have a speedy public trial by an impartial jury 
of the county or district in which the offense is alleged to have been committed, 
and the right to appeal in all cases. In no instance shall any accused person, 
before final judgment, be compelled to advance money or fees to secure the 
rights herein guaranteed. The accused shall not be compelled to give evidence 
against himself; a wife shall not be compelled to testify against her husband, nor 
a husband against his wife, nor shall any person be twice put in jeopardy for the 
same offense. 
Where the defendant is otherwise entitled to a preliminary examination, 
the function of that examination is limited to determining whether probable 
cause exists unless otherwise provided by statute. Nothing in this constitution 
shall preclude the use of reliable hearsay evidence as defined by statute or rule 
in whole or in part at any preliminary examination to determine probable cause 
or at any pretrial proceeding with respect to release of the defendant if 
appropriate discovery is allowed as defined by statute or rule. 
UTAH CONSTITUTION ART. 1, SECTION 14 
The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers and 
effects against unreasonable searches and seizures shall not be violated; and no 
warrant shall issue but upon probable cause supported by oath or affirmation, 
particularly describing the place to be searched, and the person or thing to be 
seized. 
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History 
UTAH RULES OF EVIDENCE 7 0 2 
(Testimony by experts.) 
If scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will assist the trier 
of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue, a witness 
qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education, 
may testify thereto in the form of an opinion or otherwise. 
UTAH RULES OF EVIDENCE 7 0 4 
(Opinion on ult imate issue.) 
(a) Except as provided in subparagraph (b), testimony in the form of an 
opinion or inference otherwise admissible is not objectionable because it 
embraces an ultimate issue to be decided by the trier of fact. 
(b) No expert witness testifying with respect to the mental state or 
condition of a defendant in a criminal case may state an opinion or inference as 
to whether the defendant did or did not have the mental state or condition 
constituting an element of the crime charged or of a defense thereto. Such 
ultimate issues are matters for the trier of fact alone. 
UTAH CODE ANNOTATED §77-7-16 
(Authority of peace officer to frisk for 
dangerous weapon - Grounds) 
A peace officer who has stopped a person temporarily for questioning may 
frisk the person for a dangerous weapon if he reasonably believes he or any other 
person is in danger. 
UTAH RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE §77-14-3 
(Testimony regarding mental s tate of defendant or another) 
(Notice requirements & Right to examination) 
(1) (a) If the prosecution or the defense intends to call any expert to testify 
at trial or at any hearing regarding the mental state of the defendant or another, 
the party intending to call the expert shall give notice to the opposing party as 
soon as practicable but not less than 30 days before trial or ten days before any 
hearing at which the testimony is offered. Notice shall include the name and 
address of the expert, the expert's curriculum vitae, and a copy of the expert 's 
report. 
(b) The expert shall prepare a written report relating to the proposed 
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testimony. If the expert has not prepared a report or the report does not 
adequately inform concerning the substance of the exper ts proposed testimony 
including any opinion and the bases and reasons of that opinion, the party 
intending to call the expert shall provide a written explanation of the expert 's 
anticipated testimony sufficient to give the opposing party adequate notice to 
prepare to meet the testimony, followed by a copy of any report prepared by the 
expert when available. 
(2) As soon as practicable after receipt of the expert's report, the party 
receiving notice shall provide notice to the other party of witnesses whom the 
party anticipates calling to rebut the expert's testimony, including the name and 
address of any expert witness and the expert's curriculum vitae. If available, a 
report of any rebuttal expert shall be provided. If the rebuttal expert has not 
prepared a report or the report does not adequately inform concerning the 
substance of the expert's proposed rebuttal testimony, or in the event the 
witness is not an expert, the party intending to call the rebuttal witness shall 
provide a written explanation of the witness's anticipated rebuttal testimony 
sufficient to give the opposing party adequate notice to prepare to meet the 
testimony, followed by a copy of any report prepared by any rebuttal expert 
when available. 
(3) If the prosecution or the defense proposes to introduce testimony of an 
expert which is based upon personal contact, interview, observation, or 
psychological testing of the defendant, testimony of an expert involving a mental 
diagnosis of the defendant, or testimony of an expert that the defendant does or 
does not fit a psychological or sociological profile, the opposing party shall have 
a corresponding right to have its own expert examine and evaluate the 
defendant. 
(4) This section applies to any trial, sentencing hearing, and other hearing, 
excluding a preliminary hearing, whether or not the defendant proposes to offer 
evidence of the defense of insanity or diminished mental capacity. 
(5) If the defendant or the prosecution fails to meet the requirements of 
this section, the opposing party shall be entitled to a continuance of the trial or 
hearing sufficient to allow preparation to meet the testimony. If the court finds 
that the failure to comply with this section is the result of bad faith on the part 
of any party or attorney, the court shall impose appropriate sanctions. 
UTAH RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE §77-17-13 
(Expert tes t imony generally - Notice requirements) 
(1) (a) If the prosecution or the defense intends to call any expert to testify 
in a felony case at trial or any hearing, excluding a preliminary hearing, the 
party intending to call the expert shall give notice to the opposing party as soon 
as practicable but not less than 30 days before trial or ten days before the 
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hearing. Notice shall include the name and address of the expert, the expert 's 
curriculum vitae, and a copy of the expert's report. 
(b) The expert shall prepare a written report relating to the proposed 
testimony. If the expert has not prepared a report or the report does not 
adequately inform concerning the substance of the expert's proposed testimony 
including any opinion and the bases and reasons of that opinion, the party 
intending to call the expert shall provide to the opposing party a written 
explanation of the expert's anticipated testimony sufficient to give the opposing 
party adequate notice to prepare to meet the testimony, followed by a copy of 
any report prepared by the expert when available. 
(2) As soon as practicable after receipt of the expert's report, the party 
receiving notice shall provide notice to the other party of witnesses whom the 
party anticipates calling to rebut the expert's testimony, including the name and 
address of any expert witness and the expert's curriculum vitae. If available, a 
report of any rebuttal expert shall be provided. If the rebuttal expert has not 
prepared a report or the report does not adequately inform concerning the 
substance of the expert's proposed testimony, or in the event the rebuttal 
witness is not an expert, the party intending to call the rebuttal witness shall 
provide a written explanation of the witness's anticipated rebuttal testimony 
sufficient to give the opposing party adequate notice to prepare to meet the 
testimony, followed by a copy of any report prepared by any rebuttal expert 
when available. 
(3) If the defendant or the prosecution fails to meet the requirements of 
this section, the opposing party shall be entitled to a continuance of the trial or 
hearing sufficient to allow preparation to meet the testimony. If the court finds 
that the failure to comply with this section is the result of bad faith on the part 
of any party or attorney, the court shall impose appropriate sanctions. 
STATEMENT OF THE FACTS WITH CITATIONS TO THE RECORD 
The Appellant, Julio Sosa, was a passenger in a vehicle driven by Mark 
Wayne Cruz, when it was stopped by Officer Malmborg of the Ogden Police 
Department for speeding. (R. 12-13, 60) The stop occurred at 2:00 o'clock in 
the afternoon, during daylight hours, on Washington Boulevard, an extemely 
busy road in Ogden, Utah. (R. 13,60} Jus t prior to stopping the vehicle, Officer 
Malmborg thought he saw the driver and the passenger trying to exchange 
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something. (R. 13, 60-61) After stopping the vehicle, Officer Malmborg 
immediately had the driver step out of the vehicle. (R. 61) He asked Mr. Cruz 
for a driver's license and identification, (R. 61), which Mr. Cruz said he could not 
produce. (R. 61) Officer Malmborg then had Mr. Cruz walk back to his patrol 
car, where he handcuffed him. (R. 61) This obvious deviation from a standard 
traffic stop was based solely on the fact that Officer Malmborg "felt" Mr. Cruz was 
lying to him. (R. 62) Mr. Cruz gave Officer Malmborg a false name of "Lee". 
(R. 62) Because Officer Malmborg "felt" Mr. Cruz was lying to him, he 
approached Mr. Sosa, who was still sitting in the front passenger seat. (R. 62) 
As Officer Malmborg was talking to Mr. Sosa, he saw what he "thought" was a 
22 long rifle ammunition box. (R. 62) However, when questioned, Officer 
Malmborg said the box was open, contained no ammunition, and had no 
markings to identify the box as an ammunition box. (R. 63-64) Based solely on 
the presents of the small card board box, and the suspicious movements of the 
suspects prior to the stop,1 Officer Malmborg called Sergeant Ashment to the 
scene, and asked him to take Mr. Sosa out of the car and search him. (R. 13-16, 
42-44, 60-62, 64-65, 150-152) Sergeant Ashment conducted a very thorough 
search of Mr. Sosa, his outer clothing, his pockets, his waist band, arms and legs 
(R. 51-53) Sergeant Ashment found no weapons. (R. 14-16, 43-44, 55, 150-152) 
1
 Although the officers has some concerns as to Mr. Sosa's identity at the scene, Mr. Sosa 
was not arrested for false information, nor was his true identity known until after he was 
searched, arrested and booked into the Weber County Jail for possession of controlled 
substance. (R. 18) 
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However, he did feel a small soft circular object in Mr. Sosa's right front coin 
pocket. (R. 16, 44-45, 152) Sergeant Ashment knew that the object he was 
feeling was in no way a weapon. (R. 16, 43-45, 55-56, 152) However, he went 
on to manipulate the soft object to determine its size, shape, and texture. (R. 45) 
2
 After Sergeant Ashment manipulated, squeezed, and grabbed the flat soft 
object, (R. 56-58), he reached into Mr. Sosa's coin pocket, and pulled it out. It 
was only after he removed the object, that Sergeant Ashment discovered that the 
object was a l/8th ounce of either cocaine or methamphetamine. (R. 16, 45, 
152) After finding the small baggie of what he thought was an illegal substance, 
Sergeant Ashment arrested Mr. Sosa, and continued to search him, (R. 17-18, 
157). During the subsequent search, he found three additional packages of 
cocaine in Mr. Sosa's left front pocket. (R. 18, 158) 
Prior to trial, Mr. Sosa's trial counsel, Michael J . Boyle, filed a Motion to 
Suppress the Cocaine found in Mr. Sosa's coin pocket, and the subsequent 
Cocaine found on Mr. Sosa's person. The Motion to Suppress was based upon 
the illegal detention and search of Mr. Sosa. A hearing was held on the pretrial 
motion on July 10, 1996. (R. 29-81) During the Suppression Hearing, Mr. 
Boyle failed to subpoena any officers; to support his motion, (R. 30-32), and he 
failed to present any evidence regarding the reasonableness of Officer Ashment's 
2
 Although Sergeant Ashment testified that he did not "manipulate" the baggie, this 
testimony is inconsistent with his testimony that he could feel the size, shape and texture of the 
package. 
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contention that he felt a small flat object in Mr. Sosafs coin pocket. (R. 164-165) 
When trial counsel learned of his failure to raise the issue of Officer Ashment 's 
assertion of "plain feel" of a small baggie in a coin pocket, he tried to raise it 
during trial. (R. 164) The trial court denied this attempt as untimely. 
(R. 164-165) After the hearing, the trial court denied Mr. Sosa's Motion. (R. 81-
88) 
During trial, and without prior notice, the State called two drug officers to 
testify as to the quantity of the drugs found on the Defendant, and how the 
unusually large amount and packaging of the drugs supported the State's claim 
that the Defendant possessed the drugs with the intent to sell them. (R. R. 141-
145, 167-173, 203-228) Mr. Boyle attempted to object to the State's failure to 
give notice of their two experts, (R. 141-143, 167-173). However, Mr. Boyle was 
unable to cite any controlling law as to the notice requirements for expert 
witnesses. (R. 144,167-173) Trial counsel cited U.C.A. §77-14-3 (Expert Witness 
Re: Mental State of Defendant), rather than the correct controlling statute, 
§77-17-13 (Expert Witness, generally). Because of trial counsel's lack of 
knowledge regarding the law, and his failure to promptly object, otherwise 
inadmissable testimony was allowed to go to the jury. (R. 203-228) 
The State's entire case in chief, including the evidence supporting the 
contention that Mr. Sosa possessed the cocaine with the intent to distribute it, 
was presented on August 16, 1996. (R. 276) After the State rested, Mr. Boyle 
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was unprepared to present any evidence to contradict the State's experts who 
testified that Mr. Sosa possessed the cocaine in an amount consistent with those 
amounts seen with drug dealers. In fact, trial counsel failed to present any 
evidence at all. He simply went into his closing argument. (R. 277-278) The 
State properly objected, and the trial court continued the case until August 19, 
1996 for jury instruction and closing argument. (R. 282-286) By August 19, 
1996, trial counsel had learned of his mistake regarding the application of U.C.A. 
§77-17-13. He also, a little too late, recognized his need for an expert to 
contradict the State's two experts, (R. 292-303) Rather than move for a mistrial, 
based upon his negligent handling of Mr. Sosa's defense, trial counsel simply 
moved for a brief continuance, to try and find an expert witness to testify for Mr. 
Sosa. (R. 293-303) The trial court granted the requested continuance, and gave 
trial counsel until August 26, 1996 to find an expert. (R. 298-303) This 
continuance gave Mr. Boyle less than five working days to locate an expert and 
to prepare for trial. 
Six days later, Mr. Boyle called Dr. Ricky D. Hawks, a psychologist and 
drug counselor with Weber County Human Services as a drug addiction expert. 
(R. 306-307) Despite Dr. Hawks' training as a drug and alcohol counselor, Dr. 
Hawks readily admitted that he had never before been called or qualified as an 
expert witness in the area of drug usage or as an expert regarding possession 
with the intent to distribute type cases. (R. 309, 338-339) Before calling Dr. 
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Hawks as a defense "expert", trial counsel never considered the legal 
ramifications of calling a drug and alcohol counselor from the same agency 
where Mr. Sosa had been receiving counseling for years. (R. 419) He failed to 
consider the disadvantages of using someone who had access to very sensitive 
and otherwise inadmissable personal drug and alcohol records of Mr. Sosa. (R. 
419), and he didn't even attempt to limit the extent of Dr. Hawks' access to 
highly prejudicial statements made by the defendant during treatment. (R. 419-
420) Because of the short time frame to find a defense drug expert, Dr. Hawks 
saw Mr. Sosa in jail on Friday, only 3 days before trial. (R. 421-422) Mr. Boyle 
did not even talk to Dr. Hawks, or review his report, until the day of Mr. Sosa's 
trial. (R. 422, 433) In fact, Mr. Boyle even sent the State a copy of Dr. Hawks' 
report without reading it. After Dr. Hawks testified, the prosecution solicited 
very damaging evidence from Dr. Hawks regarding statements Mr. Sosa made 
about his intent to sell drugs for profit. (R. 349) The State also solicited 
statements from Dr. Hawks regarding Mr. Sosa's personality disorder and his 
tendencies to lie. (R. 352) Both of these statements by Mr. Sosa were completely 
unknown to the State and were completely inadmissable, until trial counsel gave 
a copy of Dr. Hawks' report to the prosecution. But for trial counsel's use of Dr. 
Hawk's report without properly redacting prejudicial statements, the State would 
have never had access to Mr. Sosa's incriminating statements. After Dr. Hawk's 
testimony, trial counsel rested without any other supporting evidence. (R. 359) 
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The Defendant now appeals from his conviction. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
POINT I 
The Trial Court Committed Reversible Error When It Failed 
To Grant Defendant's Motion To Suppress Evidence Obtained 
As A Direct Or Indirect Result Of An Unlawful Stop And 
Search Of The Defendant, Julio Sosa. 
Mr. Sosa was detained and then searched against his will by officers of the 
Ogden Police Department, while he was a passenger in a vehicle stopped for a 
traffic violation. The Fourth Amendment of the United State's Constitution, and 
Article 1, Section 14 of the Utah State Constitution, protect individuals against 
unreasonable warrant-less searches of their persons and property. It is true that 
a law enforcement officer may search a person, without a warrant. However, this 
is the exception, not the rule, and the search must be for officer safety reasons 
only. Ogden City police officers searched Mr. Sosa for weapons, and then entered 
his coin pocket, and retrieved a small soft package. Although the package was 
clearly not a weapon, or readily identifiable contraband, the officer reached into 
Mr. Sosa's pocket and retrieved a small baggie which later tested positive for 
cocaine. This search of Mr. Sosa's pocket went beyond the scope of a standard 
pat-down or Terry frisk, and as such, the evidence should be suppressed. 
Even if the Court finds that the intrusive search into Mr. Sosa's coin pocket 
falls within the scope of a protective Terry frisk, the Court must still suppress the 
seized evidence, because it was the direct result of the unlawful detention of Mr. 
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Sosa. Mr. Sosa was a passenger in a vehicle, and absent a reasonable articulate 
suspicion that he, as a passenger, was involved in some type of illegal activity, 
his continued detention after the initial stop was unlawful and, as such, the 
cocaine taken from his pocket must be suppressed. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT I 
The Trial Court Committed Reversible Error When It 
Failed To Grant Defendant's Motion For A New Trial 
Based Upon a Clear Showing That His Trial 
Counsel Was Ineffective In Preparing For Trial And 
Presenting A Proper Defense On Behalf Of the Defendant 
The Fourth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution and Article 1, Section 14 
of the Utah State Constitution protect "the right of the people to be secure in 
their persons, houses, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures..." 
U.S. Const. Amend. IV. See State v. Lopez, 831 P.2d 1040, 1043 (Utah App. 
1992); State v. Lovegren, 829 P.2d 155 (Utah App. 1992). It is true that a law 
enforcement officer may conduct a pat-down, or Terry frisk of a detained suspect 
to check for weapons which he reasonably believes are in the possession of the 
suspect. Ybarra v. Illinois, 444 U.S. 85, 93 (1979); Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 30, 
88 S.Ct. 1868, 1884-85, 20 L.Ed 889 (1968). However, a Terry frisk is a very 
limited exception to the protections guaranteed under the Forth Amendment and 
Article 1, Section 14. Id. A Terry search is justified only if it is "justified at its 
inception, and ... reasonably related in scope to the circumstances which 
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justified the interference in the first place." Id. at 20, 88 S.Ct. at 1879. For a 
frisk to be reasonable it must be supported by all of the following factors: 
(1) "a police officer observes unusual conduct" which he interprets 
"in light of his experience" as indication of possible criminal activity 
and present danger, (2) "where in the course of investigating this 
behavior he identifies himself as a policeman and makes reasonable 
inquires, and (3) nothing in the initial stages of the encounter serves 
to dispel his reasonable fear for his own or other's safety." 
State v. White, 856 P.2d 656, 660 (Utah App. 1993) quoting Terry, 392 U.S. 1, 
30, 88 S.Ct. 1868, 1884 (1968). Furthermore, a Terry frisk is only a "carefully 
limited search of the outer clothing...in an attempt to discover weapons which 
might be used to assault" an officer. Terry, 392 U.S. 1, 30 88 S.Ct. 1868, 1889 
(1968). "The Terry Court refused to sanction any intrusion based on nothing 
more substantial than 'inarticulate hunches'." White, * 856 P.2d at 660 (quoting 
Terry, 392 U.S. 1, 30 88 S.Ct. 1868, 1889 (1968). According to White "a police 
officer must reasonably conclude in light of his experience that the unusual 
conduct he observes might suggest criminal activity and danger." White, 856, 
P.2d 656, 660 (1993). This conclusion need not be based upon an absolute 
certainty that an individual is armed, but it must be founded in reason. For a 
Terry frisk to be valid, the State must show that "a reasonable prudent man in 
the circumstances would be warranted in the belief that his safety or that of 
others was in danger." Terry, 392 U.S. 1, 30 88 S.Ct. 1868, 1889 (1968) The 
Terry Court further added that an officer must be able to point to "specific and 
articulable facts which, taken together with rational inferences from those facts, 
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reasonably warrant that intrusion." Id. a t 2 1 , 8 8 S . C t . at 1880. 
A: Officer Ashment did not have the specific articulable facts, taken 
together with rational inferences from those facts, to reasonably 
warrant a Terry frisk of Mr. Sosa. 
According to both officer's testimony, the stop of Mr. Sosa was a routine 
traffic stop. It occurred on a busy down town street in the middle of the 
afternoon. Other than the initial movement of the two individuals, there was no 
mention of any "unusual conduct" which might "suggest criminal activity and 
danger". Officer Malmborg did notice some movement in the vehicle prior to 
pulling over, but he was unable to specifically state why he thought the 
movement was unusual or why he thought it might suggest criminal activity. 
Upon approaching the automobile, Officer Malmborg observed a small, empty, 
unmarked cardboard box, which he "thought" was a .22 Long rifle ammunition 
box. Other than the empty ammunition box, no other conduct by the occupants 
of the car was unusual or criminal. 
The only articulable facts to support the officers' frisk of Mr. Sosa were the 
pre-stop movements of the two suspects and the empty cardboard box. A Terry 
stop and frisk requires that an officer believe "his safety or that of others was in 
danger". White, 856 P.2d 656, 660 (1993) (quoting Terry, 392 U.S. 1, 27, 88 
S.Ct. 1868, 1883 (1968). There is no testimony by either officer of any fear on 
their part regarding their, or another's, safety. The mere presents of an empty 
cardboard box is not enough to suggest the occupants had any type of weapon. 
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Terry and White caution against this very type of expansive interpretation. 
Terry requires more that just one objective fact. Under Terry the officer is 
required to view the entire incident considering the "totality" of the facts. In the 
present case, there is no information that the two occupants were combative, or 
that their movement in the car continued after the stop. The stop occurred in 
the middle of the day, and was on a busy, well traveled road in Ogden. 
The fact that the occupants were moving in the vehicle prior to coming to 
a complete stop is not enough to warrant a Terry search of Mr. Sosa. The Utah 
Supreme Court has already ruled on a case with almost the same set of facts. 
There is no reasonable suspicion of criminal activity to warrant a Terry frisk 
based on furtive gestures and fidgeting appearances. These types of motions 
can easily result from non-criminal activity. State v. Schlosser, 774 P.2d 1132, 
1138 (Utah 1989). "The Schlosser court considered a search instituted on this 
basis to have been conducted pursuant to 'a mere hunch, ' not an articulable 
suspicion that satisfies the Fourth Amendment," White, 856 P.2d 656,661 (Utah 
App. 1993) (quoting Schlosser, 774 P.2d 1132, 1138 (Utah 1989). 
Of the two factors cited by the officers, neither taken together or separately 
warrant a Terry search of a passenger in an automobile stopped in the middle of 
the afternoon for speeding. The trial court erred in failing to suppress the 
evidence gathered from the search as "fruits of the poisonous tree" Wong Sun 
v. United States, 371 U.S. 471 , 487-88, 83 S. Ct. 407, 417, 9 L. Ed. 2d 441 
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(1963). 
B: The evidence gathered directly or indirectly from the protective 
search must be suppressed, because the officer exceeded the scope of the 
search for weapons when he reached into Mr. Sosa's coin pocket and 
retrieved an object that was clearly not a weapon. 
Even if this Court believes there were reasons to justify the search of Mr. 
Sosa for weapons, the search of his coin pocket was still unlawful, because the 
officer could not have reasonably believed the soft flat object in Mr. Sosa's coin 
pocket was a weapon. Terry and its progeny are quite clear on the purpose and 
scope of a protective search. A Terry search is a "limited search of the outer 
clothing... in an attempt to discover weapons which might be used to assault.* 
Terry, 392 U.S. 1, 30 88 S.Ct. 1868, 1885 (1968); State v. Rochelle, 850 P.2d 
480 (Utah App. 1993). See 3 W. Lafave, Search and Seizure Sec. 9.4(a) n. 23 
(1987 & 1993 Supp.) 
A Terry search must be "confided in scope to an intrusion reasonably 
designed to discover guns, knives, clubs, or other hidden instruments for the 
assault of the police officer." Terry, 392 U.S. at 29, 88 S.Ct. At 1884. The Utah 
Legislature has codified the Terry frisk doctrine in Section 77-7-16. U.C.A. 
(Authority of peace officer to frisk suspect for dangerous weapon - Grounds) 77-7-
16 states that: 
A peace officer who has stopped a person temporarily for 
questioning may frisk the person for a dangerous weapon if he 
reasonably believes he or any other person is in danger. (Emphasis 
added) Section 77-7-16. U.C.A. 
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The Utah Courts have required interpretation of this provision to be 
consistent with the narrowly drawn exceptions to the warrant requirement 
described in Terry. State v. Roybal, 716 P.2d 291, 292 (1986); see State v. 
Carter, 707 P. 2d 656, 659 (Utah 1985). 
In this case, Officer Ashment realized the object in Mr. Sosa's coin pocket 
was not a weapon. He specifically stated that the object was "a round pliable 
object". That is all he knew, before he stuck his hand into Mr. Sosa's pocket. In 
State v. Ayala, 762 P.2d 1107,111 (Utah App. 1988), the Court determined that 
when an Officer, while doing a protective search, removed a "soft item" from the 
defendant, the officer went beyond the scope of a protective search. "It is 
generally held that police officers can not remove soft objects from an 
individual's pockets during a pat-down search/' Id. See also, State v. Collins, 
139 Ariz. 434, 679 P.2d 80 (App. 1983). 
In removing the "round pliable object" from Mr. Sosa's coin pocket, 
Sergeant Ashment exceeded the scope of his Terry search. The confiscation of 
the object, and the subsequent search of Mr. Sosa's entire person was 
unreasonable under the Fourth Amendment and Article I, Section 14, and 
therefore the evidence seized should be suppressed. 
C: The continued detention of Mr. Sosa, a passenger, after the driver 
had been questioned, clearly exceeded the scope of the original detention 
and any evidence obtained must be suppressed. 
Even if this Court finds that the intrusive search beyond the scope of the 
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original Terry frisk was lawful, the continued detention of a passenger, absent 
any reasonable suspicion of the passenger's involvement in a crime, made the 
subsequent search unlawful. 
After an officer has lawfully stopped a vehicle for a traffic violation, the 
officer "may briefly detain the vehicle and its occupants while he examines the 
vehicle registration and the driver's license". State v. Schlosser, 774 p.2d 1132, 
1135 (Utah 1989) (citing Delaware v. Prouse, 440 U.S. 648, 99 S.Ct. 1996, 59 
L.Ed. 2d 660 (1979). In addition, an officer may check for outstanding warrants, 
"so long as it does not significantly extend the period of detention." State v. 
Figuerosa-Solorio, 830 P.2d 276, 280 (Utah App. 1992); see also State v. 
Sepulveda, 842 P.2d 913, 917 (Utah App. 1992). 
If the officer extends the detention beyond the point of a reasonable routine 
traffic stop, there must be a specific finding by the court to determine whether 
the officer had additional reasonable suspicion to justify the prolonged detention. 
Terry, 392 U.S. at 19-20, 88 S.Ct. 1878-79; State v. Johnson, 805 P.2d 761, 763 
(Utah 1991); State v. Gorina-Luna, 826 P.2d 652,654-55 (Utah App. 1992) 
In the present case, neither officer indicated any reason for the continued 
detention of Mr. Sosa, a passenger of a vehicle stopped for speeding. The driver 
was the one stopped, and under suspicion of violating the law. It was the driver 
who the officer thought had given him a false name, and it was the driver who 
had no license, or registration. The passenger, Mr. Sosa, had committed no 
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crime. Neither officer indicated that Mr. Sosa had done anything wrong. Even 
up to the time the officer got Mr. Sosa out of the car and started to search him, 
there was no reason to detain Mr. Sosa. As such the subsequent search of Mr. 
Sosa's person was unlawful. State v. Robinson, 797 P.2d 431 (Utah App. 1990) 
further temporary detention for investigative questioning after the 
fulfillment of the purpose for the initial stop is justified under the 
Fourth Amendment, only if the detaining officer has a reasonable 
suspicion of serious criminal activity. 
State v. Robinson, 797 P.2d 431, 435 (Utah App. 1990). The officer's continued 
detention of Mr. Sosa exceeded the initial scope of the stop and therefore any 
evidence seized as the result of a subsequent search, after the unlawful detention 
should be suppressed as "fruit of the poisonous tree". Wong Sun v. United 
States, 371 U.S. 471 , 487-88, 83 S. Ct. 407, 417, 9 L. Ed. 2d 441 (1963). 
POINT II 
The Trial Court Committed Reversible Error When It Failed 
To Grant Defendant's Motion For A New Trial Based Upon 
a Clear Showing That His First Trial Counsel Was 
Ineffective In Preparing For Trial And Presenting A 
Proper Defense On Behalf Of the Defendant. 
Both the United States Constitution and the Utah Constitution guarantee 
persons charged with a criminal offense the right to effective assistance of 
counsel to assist in their defense. See U.S. Const. Amend. VI; U.S. Const. Amend. 
XIV, Section 1; Utah Const. Art. 1, Section 12; See also Strickland v. 
Washington, 466 U.S. at 667 at 697, 104 S.Ct. 2052 (1984); State v. Templin, 
805 P.2d 182 (1990J. Even though Mr. Sosa was represented by counsel during 
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the trial, he was denied his right to effective counsel because his trial counsel 
was completely unaware of the law surrounding the case and, because counsel 
failed to move for a miss trial when he learned of his negligence. Because Mr. 
Sosa was denied the assistance of competent counsel, the trial court's verdict 
and judgment must be reversed. 
This case involves a slightly different claim of ineffective assistance, in that 
the issue of ineffective assistance of counsel was preserved at the trial court 
when Mr. Sosa's appellate counsel, Kent Snider, filed a Motion for New Trial on 
the issue of ineffective assistance of counsel. A trial court's ruling on a 
ineffective assistance of counsel claim at a Rule 23B hearing is similar to a 
Motion for a New Trial based upon a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel. 
Therefore, defendant's ineffective assistance claim on appeal presents this Court 
with a mixed question of law and fact. See Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 
668, 698, 104 S. Ct. 2052, 2070, 80 L. Ed. 2d 674 (1984); State v. Snyder, 860 
P.2d 351 , 354 (Utah Ct. App. 1993). Accordingly, this Court should defer only 
to the trial court's findings of fact, and review its legal conclusions for 
correctness. See State v. Perry, 899 P.2d 1232, 1238 (Utah Ct. App. 1995); see 
generally State v. Pena, 869 P.2d 932, 935-36 (Utah 1994). A trial court decision 
to deny a motion for a new trial is reviewed under the clearly erroneous 
standard. State v. Brown, 853 P.2d 851, 854 (Utah 1992), with the Appellate 
Court reviewing the trial court's conclusions of law for correctness. Erickson v. 
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Schenkers Int'l Forwarders, Inc., 882 P.2d 1147, 1148 (Utah 1994); State v. 
Pena, 869 P.2d 932, 936 (Utah 1994). 
A: The Appellant was denied his Constitutionally guaranteed right 
to effective assistance of counsel and due process when his court 
appointed attorney failed to object to inadmissible and prejudicial 
testimony during trial and then failed to move for a miss trial when he 
discovered his error. 
On the day of Mr. Sosa's jury trial, the State called and solicited testimony 
from two expert witnesses. Sergeant Ashment and Lieutenant Chris 
Zimmerman. Although trial counsel was aware that the State would call 
Sergeant Ashment as a witness, because he was one of the arresting officers, 
counsel did not know the State intended to call Sergeant Ashment as an expert. 
In the middle of Sergeant Ashment's testimony, the State started questioning 
him for the purpose of soliciting evidence to support the State's claim that the 
drugs Mr. Sosa possessed were packaged like drugs seen in sales rather than for 
just personal use. (R. 141-145) Furthermore, trial counsel had absolutely no 
notice that the State intended to call Lieutenant Zimmerman as an expert. (R. 
203-228) 
The fact that the State blind sided the defense, failing to give them proper 
notice their intent to use these experts, was even more egregious, because it 
totally destroyed the defendant's only defense. The issue of Mr. Sosa's 
possession of the cocaine was never disputed. The only issue at trial was the 
amount and packaging of drugs Mr. Sosa possessed. Mr. Sosa's only defense was 
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that he possessed the drugs for personal use and not sales. 
Clearly, the State could have called an expert to testify as they did with 
Sergeant Ashment and Lieutenant Zimmerman. Rule 702 of the Utah Rules of 
Evidence provides for the use of expert witnesses to assist the trier of fact to 
"understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue..." Utah Rules of 
Evidence Rule 702. However, the use of expert witnesses is tempered by 
requiring the giving of notice to opposing counsel. Utah Rules of Criminal 
Procedure §77-17-13. §77-17-13 provides in part: 
(1) (a) If the prosecution or the defense intends to call any expert to 
testify in a felony case at trial or any hearing, excluding a 
preliminary hearing, the party intending to call the expert shall give 
notice to the opposing party as soon as practicable but not less than 
30 days before trial or ten days before the hearing. Notice shall 
include the name and address of the expert, the expert's curriculum 
vitae, and a copy of the expert's report. 
Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure §77-17-13. If a party fails to comply with 
subsection (l)(a), section (3) provides for sanctions, to include granting a 
continuance or not allowing the expert to testify. 
(3) If the defendant or the prosecution fails to meet the 
requirements of this section, the opposing party shall be entitled to 
a continuance of the trial or hearing sufficient to allow preparation 
to meet the testimony. If the court finds that the failure to comply 
with this section is the result of bad faith on the part of any party or 
attorney, the court shall impose appropriate sanctions. 
Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure §77-17-13. 
It is undisputed that the State failed to comply with §77-17-13. The 
Appellant also does not dispute the fact that the State's failure to comply with 
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§77-17-13 was inadvertent and not committed in bad faith. However, at the time 
that the experts testified, trial counsel was unaware of §77-17-13. He attempted 
to object to the experts' testimony, but failed to give the trial court the 
controlling law. Instead, trial counsel cited Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure 
§77-14-3 (Testimony regarding mental state of defendant and notice 
requirements) (R. 143-145) Because of trial counsel's lack of knowledge 
surrounding this issue, the trial court over ruled his objection. (R. 167-173) 
Trial counsel's lack of knowledge allowed otherwise inadmissable evidence to go 
to the jury. This error alone could have been corrected by a request for a 
continuance long enough in duration to allow defense counsel adequate time to 
locate a competent expert and properly prepare a defense. 
However, even after trial counsel knew the jury heard two experts tell the 
jury that Mr. Sosa possessed too large amount of cocaine for personal use, he 
presented no defense. (R. 277-278) After the State rested, trial counsel stood 
up and started into his closing argument. (R. 277-278) It was only after he had 
the weekend to discus the case with other attorneys with the PDA, that trial 
counsel learned of his mistake. (R. 417-415) After learning of his mistake, trial 
counsel approached the court and requested a continuance for him to find an 
expert to counter the State's experts. (R. 293-297) However, at this time, the 
defendant was in a no win situation. The jury had already heard the defense rest 
and start into their closing argument. Trial counsel should have moved for a 
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miss trial, or at least ask for sufficient time to locate an expert, and properly 
prepare a defense. Instead, trial counsel compounded his mistake, by stipulating 
to only a one week continuance. (R. 293-303) This left the defendant with the 
impossible task of finding a drug expert who was knowledgeable enough in the 
area of drug addiction, as well as being an expert in the area of packaging, use 
and sales of illegal street drugs, and he had to do it in less than four days. Trial 
counsel did not have time to interview his expert, or to check his qualifications. 
The expert had to interview Mr. Sosa, at the Utah State Prison, prepare a report 
and then prepare for trial. The direct result of trial counsel's negligence was 
devastating to Mr. Sosa's case: 
(1) Trial counsel settled on the first "expert" he could find, Ricky Hawks. 
(R. 306-341) 
(2) Dr. Hawks had never testified as an expert in the area of alcohol or 
drugs, nor had he ever been qualified as an expert to testify regarding possession 
with the intent to sell versus possession for personal use. (R. 338-339) These two 
issues were the very essence of Mr. Sosa's defense. 
(3) Dr. Hawks used Mr. Sosa's old Weber County Drug and Alcohol 
records to obtain information about Mr. Sosa's drug history, (R. 349) as well as 
Mr. Sosa's personality disorder. (R. 351-352). Mr. Boyle did not review this 
information until the day of trial, and even turned it over to the State without 
redacting it from the report. 
B: The Appellant was denied his Constitutionally guaranteed right to 
effective assistance of counsel and due process when his court appointed 
attorney failed to: (1) Contact a potential expert defense witnesses to 
support Mr. Sosa's defense; (2) Interview and prepare his own witnesses 
before allowing him to testify. 
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In evaluating defense counsel's strategy under an ineffective-assistance of 
counsel analysis, an Appellate Court will "... give trial counsel wide latitude in 
making tactical decisions and will not question such decisions unless there is no 
reasonable basis supporting them." State v. Crosby, 927 P.2d 638, 644 (Utah 
1996). However, failure to call witnesses, interview witnesses, or even review 
documents before they are turned over to the prosecutor can not be construed 
as trial strategies. In State V. Templin, 149 Utah Adv. Rep. 14, 805 P.2d 182, 
185 (Utah 1990), the Utah Supreme Court said that although a defense counsel 
is given much leeway and discretion in presenting the defendant's defense at 
trial, failure to prepare can not be ignored. The Court said: 
... if counsel does not adequately investigate the underlying facts of 
a case, including the availability of prospective defense witnesses, 
counsel's performance cannot fall within even the wide range of 
reasonable professional assistance. This is because a decision not 
to investigate cannot be considered a tactical decision. It is only 
after an adequate inquiry has been made that counsel can make a 
reasonable decision to call or not to call particular witnesses for 
tactical reasons. 
State V. Templin, 149 Utah Adv. Rep. 14, 805 P.2d 182, 185 (Utah 1990). 
Nowhere can it be argued that Mr. Boyle's performance at trial fell even 
remotely within the wide range of acceptable trial tactics. Mr. Boyle failed to 
properly request a continuance to find an expert, and then he failed to properly 
interview his own expert, before putting the expert on the witness stand. It is 
quite obvious that Mr. Boyle's failure to properly contact his own witness before 
the day of trial and his failure to review damaging evidence before he turned it 
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over to the State "fell below any objective standard of reasonable" representation. 
There is no doubt that the appellant has met the first prong of the Strickland 
/Templin test. The Appellant has specifically identified acts or admissions which 
under the circumstances show that his court appointed counsel's representation 
fell below an objective standard of reasonableness. State v. Templin, 149 Utah 
Adv. Rep. 14, 805 P.2d 182, 185. 
Having met the first prong of the Strickland /Templin test, the Appellant 
mus t now show "that there is a reasonable probability that, but for counsel's 
errors, the result of the proceedings would have been different." Id. 
Because of Mr. Boyle's failure to request enough time to locate and 
prepare his expert witness, he was forced into a situation of being unprepared 
to call his own witness. Mr. Boyle didn't even have a copy of his own expert 's 
report until the day of trial. If he had, he would have known that in the report, 
Dr. Hawks refers to a statement that Mr. Sosa made to another alcohol counselor 
about getting rich by selling drugs. (A copy of the report was admitted into 
evidence, and made part of the record as Post Trial Exhibit #1 . (R. 420) A copy 
of the report is also attached as Addendum "A" for the Court's convenience.) 
But for Mr. Boyle's failure to properly prepare Dr. Hawks and review his 
report before trial, evidence of Mr. Sosa's personality disorder, his propensity to 
lie, and his prior statements about dealing drugs would have never came to the 
attention of the State. And it certainly would have never been brought to the 
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attention of the jury. Once Dr. Hawks put these statement into his report, the 
subject became an issue for cross examination, and was very eloquently paraded 
before the jury. (R. 349-352) 
The only issue now is the extent of the damage caused by Mr. Boyle's 
negligent representation, and whether, but for the ineffective representation, the 
out come of Mr. Sosa's trial would have been different. Strickland v. 
Washington, 466 U.S. at 667 at 697, 104 S.Ct. 2052 (1984); State v. Templin, 
805 P.2d 182 (1990). It is obvious the extent of Mr. Boyle's error. Before Dr. 
Hawks took the stand, the only evidence the jury had to consider was the 
testimony of two officers who said that the defendant possessed drugs in a 
quantity and packaging consistent with drug dealers. This, although damaging, 
was their opnion, and subject to speculation. However, after Dr. Hawks' 
testimony, the jury had a confession from Mr. Sosa that said he thought selling 
drugs was a good way to make money. Why Mr. Boyle allowed this type of 
evidence to go to the jury is completely unexplainable. It was inadmissable as 
a protected communication between Mr. Sosa and his drug and alcohol 
counselor, but when Dr. Hawks put in his report, it became the dagger in Mr. 
Sosa's defense. Had this statement been obtained by the State by unlawful 
means and then admitted at trial, Mr. Sosa would unquestionably be entitled to 
a new trial. This is because of the intrusion into his personal communications 
between him and his counselor and it obvious prejudicial effect. See Rule 506 
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U.R.E. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons Mr. Sosa's convictions must be reversed and 
remanded for a new trial, where he will be afforded the proper protection of the 
Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Amendments to the United States Constitution, and 
Article I, Sections 12 and 14 of the Utah State Constitution. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this the Z'" day of November, 1998. 
Kent Br^nider 
Attorney for Appellant 
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ADDENDUM "A" 
HUMAN SERVICES 
2650 LINCOLN AVENUE • OGDEN, UTAH 84401 • (801)625-3700 • FAX (801)625-3690 
CONFIDENTIAL 
** FOR USE BY PROFESSIONALS ONLY ** 
PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSULTATION 
CLIENT: Julio SOSA EXAMINER : Rick D. Hawks, Ed.D. 
LOCATION OF TESTING : Utah State Prison 
DATE OF BIRTH: 11/20/73 
DATE OF ASSESSMENT August 22,1996 
REFERRAL SOURCE : Judge Heffeman 
DATE REPORT COMPLETED : August 26,1996 
ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE: Julio was administered the Substance Abuse Subtle 
Screening Inventory-U (SASSI-II). A clinical interview was conducted with Julio. Consultations 
were made with Carmen Guitterez, his aunt who raised him; both prosecuting and defense 
attorney; and Dr. Reese Utah State Prison official. Available Weber Human Service records and 
police reports were reviewed. 
I. PURPOSE OF EVALUATION: 
The evaluation was requested by Judge Heffeman to evaluate Julio's drug use and related issues. 
II. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: 
1 With tolerance someone can use large amounts of drugs such as Cocaine. There are individuals 
with established Cocaine habits that use an "8 Ball" in an aftemooa Personal use can reach high 
amounts including 5.46 grams (the amount Julio had) in a couple of days. 
2 People can use both Cocaine powder and "Rock" Cocaine. Individuals can "Rock-up" then-
own Cocaine and therefore have powder Cocaine. In addition, they can at times use both forms, 
"powder" and "rock." 
3 There are observations both "Pro" and "Con" concerning Julio's potential as an "established 
SOSA, Julio 
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drug dealer" or "a Plunker.-
Rick Hawks, Ed.D. 
Psychologist 
•Clinical notes available upon request. 
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CLINICAL NOTES 
CLIENT: Julio SOSA EXAMINER : Rick D. Hawks, Ed.D. 
LOCATION OF TESTING : Utah State Prison 
DATE OF BIRTH: 11/20/73 
DATE OF ASSESSMENT: August 22,1996 
REFERRAL SOURCE: Judge Heffeman 
DATE REPORT COMPLETED : August 26,1996 
I. BEHAVIORAL OBSERVATION: 
Julio was dressed in prison attire. He had noticeable tattoos. He appeared his stated age. He had 
some problems in reading comprehension. For example, the examiner assisted in defining words 
on the SASSI-2. Overall Julio was cooperative and oriented to person, place and purpose of 
evaluation. Julio was given a forensic warning. 
II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 
Julio was raised by his aunt. He has another brother in prison. Julio has been in a variety of 
correctional placements including Observation and Assessment and prison. He has been in prison 
most recently for 7 months. At the time of the arrest Julio described himself as "homeless" This 
was also verified by his aunt. He explained, 
I would just stay with my friends. I lost all my clothes. When you don't have no permanent 
residence. I lost all my stuff. I had nice clothes to. I would just carry my stuff with me. I 
wouldn't leave it (drugs) there because I would be afraid they would find it in and I 
wouldn't have it anymore. 
Carmen Guitterez. Carmen raised Julio since he was one year old. He does call her 
"mom." Carmen mentioned that during the time of the charge, 
He wasnt at home he was more or less running around. He had violated his probation. 
That was why he was out and about. Td see him every now and them... He would come 
over maybe twice a month... Looking back at Julio from way way back Julio is not a 
seller. From 8th grade started to get into trouble. We use to go to counseling. That was his 
main problem drugs and alcohol. Julio was stealing. He stole from us. Sometimes things 
would just be missing in our house. He is not a seller. He has never been caught for 
distributing. He does use. He likes Hcoke, weed, and rock." When he would come over 
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he would be a little of both drunk and high. IVe been around it enough. His attitude and 
how he is with me... 
It was determined that he had a learning disability. Julio took some tests and it is on his record 
about his learning problem. 
History of mental health/ drug treatment 
Information gathered suggested that Julio has been in and out of treatment programs since his early 
teens. Those programs appear to have been. 
1 & 2. Weber Human Services Juvenile at about age 14 with both Mental Health and 
Alcohol/drug teams (Ray Navarro & Abel Ortiz). 
3. Odyssey House Residential Program at about age 17 for two months. 
4. Project TURN at about age 18 for 4 months. 
5. Esperonsa Ogden residential outpatient program 
6. Has attended AA and NA groups. 
WHS records. 1987. Julio would of been age 14 at the time of this treatment. Learning 
disabilities were noted in the record. The diagnosis was "Identity Disorder." Drug dealing was 
listed as a treatment goal "learn new, positive options." Ray Navarro, Julio's counselor, wrote on 
10-1-87 as part of the treatment plan with WHS records, 
Julio presents symptoms of maladaptive long term goals to gain financial security through 
illegal sale of drugs, has disreguarded familial standards related to friendship patterns with 
peers, has also chosen dysfunctional models whojiave chosejsareers of law violators... 
Julio maintains a very strong beUeJ^cmTpHing wealthy early iiTlitfElirlias one primary 
choice on how to attain sueCesifto sell drugs on the street for profit.... 
Utah State Prison. Dr. Reese. Julio has been through diagnostic during 4/2/94 a pnor 
placement in prison. At that time a Shipley Verbal IQ was 74; Abstract IQ was 126; and a 
complete estimated IQ was 102. On a WRAT-2 given 8/6/92 Julio received the following scores 
Reading 3B; Spelling <3; and Arithmetic 9B. There was no mention made of a history of drug 
dealing. The Revised Beta was given 8/6/92. He received an IQ score of uless than 60." The 
T^PF2-wa^given. The T-scores were: L=65, F=55, K=80,1=64, 2=60, 3=66,4=100, 5 
6=57, 7=70, 8=^7r9=^5^0=40. 
Observation and Assessment. 1989. Dr. Thomas Atkin completed a psychological on Julio 
while at O & A. During the evaluation report Dr. Atkin noted no psychotic symptoms, a 
"Considerable substance abuse problem," and a variety of legal problems including the fact that he 
entered the court system in 1983." His charges have included thefts, simple assault, and felony 
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burglaries. Dr. Atkin made no comments about Julio being a dealer. No mental illness diagnosis 
was given. An out-of-home placement was recommended. 
m. INFORMATION RELATED TO CURRENT CHARGE 
Source of money 
When asked about where he would obtain the money for purchasing the Cocaine Julio stated, 
I would steal. Once I stole my aunt's VCR. I was 18. I made a beer run once and stole 
beer from a store ... I would do what I had to do for it I don't sell drugs ... Td go to work 
at LSI... Sometimes I would work a whole week or only a few days. I usually wouldn't 
make that much. Maybe $200 a week... I would go ask my aunt and my grandmother for 
money. I would shoplift and sell it... I was making it. I was working at Freeport Center at 
Scott Signings friend for. $6.50 an hour Full time. I went on a drunk binge and didn't go to 
work 
Julio recalled that about 90 days before incarceration he was unemployed 
Alcohol & drug use pattern 
Alcohol Prior to incarceration Julio stated he drank alcohol "about every day. I use to 
really drink beer." He admitted alcohol was a problem. "When I drink I cant function as well and 
it interferes with my life." He estimates spending about $25 per week on alcohol 
Marijuana & Rock Cocaine (Primo). Prior to incarceration Julio confessed to smoking 
"Primo's daily." He explained, "I didnt like to smoke it plain I liked to put Rocks on it... it is 
called Primo. I didnl like smoking Cocaine in a glass pipe. I liked putting them both together like 
that and smoke it in a joint." He went on to say, "You put them (joints) nice size but not real big so 
the rocks will melt in your weed when you smoke." He estimated having smoked Primo for several 
years when Tm not locked up. I like Primo. I could smoke 4 or 5 primos a day... I would put a 
quarter to a half gram in a joint." He mentioned he would spend about $50-$60 on marijuana. He 
claimed it would last for a little over a week. He claimed he had his rolling papers "in the 
cellophane of my cigarettes" at the time of the arrest. 
Cocaine. When asked about the use of powder Cocaine he mentioned, "I was not only 
doing the Primos I was into snorting it up also. I wasn't into shooting it up." Upon confrontation he 
admitted to having smoked cocaine once or twice. When asked about paraphernalia to use Cocaine 
he commented, 
I would use anything. Td card a line up and roll up a dollar bill and snort it. That is all you 
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need. My brother had an ID card... I snorted it a lot If I didnl have the utensil to rock it 
up Td snort it... If you're in a car if you have no rock already you would just line it up... 
Rock Cocaine. When asked about "Rock Cocaine" Julio stated, 
I would get cocaine powder and put baking soda in it. I'd go to a friends house. See if he 
had a spoon and rock up a joint or two. Td rock it up. All you need is Cocaine, baking 
soda, and a lighter... the rock draws to the top to let it cool down... When you first rock it 
up it sometimes it comes out soft. If you know how to do it you can do it again... Td rock 
it up myself because it would save me money. 
Buying drugs. He commented, 
I would buy it in Teenners... If buying four of them you get it cheaper $75 if buy 3 or 4 
Teenners. A quarter ounce would be in 4 separate bags. 16th of an ounce in each of those 
bags. Four 16ths would last me about one week. If you're using it will keep you over. It is 
enough to keep you well. He estimated spending $300 a week to a week and a half. 
Julio described his Cocaine at the time of the offense as, "One wasn't touched. It had 3 grams. 
When I bought three two teenners... a teenner in another bag. And two other bags. Two had 
different amounts in some of them dipped into. I did it that night A half gram was taken out." 
Selling drugs. Julio mentioned, "I never sold drugs. If you do them too much you cant sell 
them. I was doing too much. You want it for youreel£ I was called a PlunkerAyns smoked out. I 
did not sell..." V ___^-^""^^ 
TV. TEST RESULTS: 
SASSMI results 
The SASSI-H is an alcohol and drug screening test. Julio's SASSI results were interpretively 
useful. Using the SASSI decision making rules Julio was classified as having a serious problem 
with both Alcohol and Drugs. It should also be noted that Julio has a propensity for 
oppositional/antisocial behaviors. 
Credibility 
Julio was asked why the big deal about "possession vs. distribution." Julio became somewhat 
upset and explained, 
The difference is the charges. They will put me away for along time ... The difference is 
the time they put it away for. Ifyou been through the system and they catch you selling 
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drugs your going to do a lot of time. It gets me so mad the way the system works. They do 
what they want to you. They cant do wrong. The system is awtul... ' 
Julio certainly comprehends the difference between "possession" and "distribution" suggesting that 
motivation andjzpportunity to "dissimulate are pr^nfNft addition, Julio's has a documented 
history of at least once m his teens" to have been selling drugsXlSS^VJulio's social history and 
brief testifljpilso suggests thai he has a personality ihsordef^X would support a dissimulation 
presentation. 
V. ESTABLISHED DEALER VS. USER 
Julio reported adequate means to use both the Cocaine, Rock & Marijuana. Julio reportedly had 
no money upon booking. However, his brother did have a couple of hundred dollars cash. 
[Observations 
History of dealing 
Type of legal history (prior dist.) 
Personal use pattern (controlled) 
Finances 
((High roller) 
Lifestyle (Guns, peers) 
Lifestyle (Car, apartments, phone) 
Potential for dissimulation (lying) 
Carefully packaged product 
| Ability (IQ) 
An established drug dealer 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
1 x 
Julio as a "PlunkerM-dfog user I 
x 1 
o 1 
0 J 
? 
(Brother had money) | 
x 1 
o 1 
x 1 
0 | 
0 _J 
Evidence gathered. The police gathered the following weights for the drugs obtained from 
Julio. They were. Weights are listed in net weight without the bag. The ideal weight for the 
Cocaine was established by the Ogden City Drug task force. (1 ounce = 29 grams) 
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Evidence gathered. The police gathered the following weights for the drugs obtained 
from Julio. They were. Weights are listed in net weight without the bag. The ideal weight for the 
Cocaine was established by the Ogden City Drug task force. (1 ounce = 29 grams). Net weights 
of packages in grams: 3.21; 1.54; .58; .13 (Rock); and 12.23 (Marijuana). There is some concern 
about the weights of the drugs. Overall, just from the two packages over a half a gram was 
missing. 
[ DRUG 
#1 Cocaine powder 
#2 Cocaine powder 
Weight 
3.21 grams 
1.54 grams 
Ideal sell weight 
(estimated) 
3.5 grams 
1.8 grams 
Name 
8 Ball 
Teenner 
Difference 
-.29 grams 
-.26 grams 
(2i AJUP 
Rick Hawks, Ed.D. 
Psychologist 
ADDENDUM "B" 
1 A. It appeared to be cocaine as I had 
2 suspected. 
3 Q. Consistent in color, everything else? 
4 A. Color, packaging, size. 
5 Q. And was that powder form or rock form? 
6 A. That particular package was powder. 
7 Q. Up to this point, Sergeant Ashment, had 
8 the individual you were searching given you his 
9 name? Specifically had he given you his name? 
10 A. He had given the name of Willy Cruz. 
11 Q. Willy Cruz? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. And is the person that gave you that name 
14 and the person that you found what you believed to 
15 be cocaine in his pocket in court today? 
16 A. He is. 
17 Q. Please identify him for the Judge. 
18 A. He is the individual sitting to the 
19 defense counsel's right dressed in the blue jail 
20 clothing. 
21 Q. Based upon your location of the cocaine, 
22 what you believed to be cocaine, what action did 
23 you take? 
24 A. I placed him under arrest, continued the 
25 search. 
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1 Q. What other-- What else did you search? 
2 A. Searched the rest of his person and in the 
3 left front pocket of his trousers I found three 
4 additional packages each containing cocaine. Two 
5 of the packages contained cocaine hydrochloride 
6 which is cocaine powder. The other contained 
7 cocaine base or in other words, crack cocaine. 
8 Q. Did you find any use paraphernalia on him? 
9 A. I did not. 
10 Q. At some point did you discover that his 
11 name was not Willy Cruz? 
12 A. Not until we got to the jail. 
13 Q. Based upon your training and experience do 
14 you have an opinion of whether or not the amount 
15 and the different packages of cocaine you found on 
16 his person would be consistent with possession for 
17 use or possession for intent? 
18 A. It's my opinion based on my training and 
19 experience and observations that this particular 
20 amount of cocaine would be for distribution. And 
2 1 II it's not necessarily based upon the amount itself 
22 || but the way that it was packaged. There was the 
23 || first package that contained what I estimated to be 
24 || an l/8th of an ounce. And then there were three 
25 || ddditicial pat^eacc, "*"hey were significantly 
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1 P R O C E E D I N G S . 
2 (JULY-10, 1996) 
3 THE JUDGE: Good morning. 
4 MR. HEWARD: Good morning, Your Honor. 
5 THE CLERK: State of Utah versus Julio 
6 Sosa, 9619-312. 
7 THE JUDGE: Okay. I have had a chance to 
8 read fairly thoroughly your briefs. I haven't read 
9 all the cases in detail that you've cited, I've 
10 read some of them. Just to clarify the issues 
11 involved, my understanding of the first issue is 
12 that was this a justified search pursuant to 
13 essentially a Terry stop. Okay? Pat-down. Was 
14 that, was that something that was appropriate under 
15 these circumstances. And the second issue is if 
16 the search was, the pat-down search was appropriate 
17 was the officer entitled to remove an object from 
18 the defendant's person, his pocket, that clearly 
19 was not a weapon but that the officer may testify 
20 was contraband, specifically in his experience an 
21 8-ball of cocaine. And I've read the cases on 
22 that. 
23 It appears that defense's side of the case 
24 that talked about soft objects can't be removed 
2*5 |l because tkey're Clearly not weapons /\nd it doesn't 
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1 go any further to discuss whether the soft item 
2 was, how it was determined to be contraband, what, 
3 what the officer's experience was, that type of 
4 thing. Then there's the U.S. Supreme Court cited 
5 by the prosecutor. I don't have that cite handy 
6 but it's Minnesota vs. Dickerson I believe. 
7 MR. HEWARD: Correct. 
8 THE JUDGE: Where they talk about plain 
9 feel versus plain view incident to a Terry stop. 
10 I believe it was a Terry stop, or was it incident 
11 to arrest? 
12 MR. HEWARD: Terry stop. 
13 THE JUDGE: Terry stop. Okay. Where 
14 they found an object but then moved it around to 
15 try to get a better feel of it and that was ruled 
16 to be going beyond the scope. But if it had just 
17 been an easily identifiable plain feel kind of 
18 contraband the implication of that case is that 
19 they were entitled to seize it. Is that it? 
20 MR. HEWARD: Those are the issues, Judge. 
21 THE JUDGE: Okay. Okay. And I've, and 
22 [J I will be interested to hear your arguments about 
23 || that and also hear the officer's testimony about 
24 || the object. 
25 }j MR. liOYL^:- Are von .going^ to put youi 
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officers on? 
MR. HEWARD: I have the officers ready, 
Your Honor. I checked with Mr. Boyle when I came 
in because he had not subpoenaed them. They're 
both on duty and I'd be glad to get them in here. 
THE JUDGE: Okay. 
MR. HEWARD: He did not anticipate 
putting on any facts but Officer Ashment is on duty 
and can be here in approximately five to ten 
minutes . 
If you wouldn't mind, would not mind if 
you have access to the phone if you would just dial 
626-822], that is the dispatch, and ask Officer 
Ashment if he would please come to Judge 
Heffernan's courtroom. I've talked to him earlier 
this morning and he will be here shortly. 
THE JUDGE: I, I don't feel comfortable 
going ahead without hearing some of the factual 
circumstances. 
MR. HEWARD: And that's why we had him 
ready. The defense didn't subpoena him but we--
THE JUDGE: Okay. 
MR. HEWARD: -- I did subpoena him. 
THE JUDGE: Okay. 
MR HEWARD: He did call me to m^ke sure 
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1 what was happening this morning. 
2 THE JUDGE: I-don't think it just comes 
3 down to a legal argument in this case even if, if 
4 some of the facts as specified appeared to be 
5 pretty much stipulated to basically. 
6 Well, why don't w e — Do you h a v e — Do 
7 you want to proceed with anything else before we 
8 h e a r — 
9 MR. HEWARD: It probably makes sense to 
10 go ahead and take the facts and get those done from 
11 the officer. 
12 THE JUDGE: Right. It makes sense to 
13 me. I don't know what he's going to say regarding 
14 how he found it and what it, what it felt like, you 
15 know. I don't have a basis for drawing a 
16 conclusion until I hear that so... 
17 MR. HEWARD: Okay. 
18 THE JUDGE: Okay. So we'll just take a 
19 recess until he gets here. 
20 MR. HEWARD: Thank you, Your Honor. 
21 (TAPE TURNED OFF) 
22 (COURT CALLED TO ORDER). 
23 THE JUDGE: Okay. Mr. Heward, I guess 
24 we always have a question as to who's going to go 
2E (I firs-L with, this • T ^up.^ose the--
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1 MR. HEWARD: I'm more than happy to put 
2 the officer on and go through his experience--
3 THE JUDGE: Yes. 
4 MR. HEWARD: -- and training. 
5 THE JUDGE: I think that that probably is 
6 appropriate. And then you can cross examine him. 
7 MR. BOYLE: That's fine. 
8 MR. HEWARD: That's fine. The State 
9 will call Sergeant Michael Ashment. 
10 WITNESSES FOR THE STATE 
11 WHEREUPON, 
12 OFFICER MICHAEL ASHMENT 
13 having been placed under oath by the clerk of the 
14 court and sworn to testify truthfully in this 
15 matter, upon examination testified as follows: 
16 DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. HEWARD 
17 MR. HEWARD: Please give us your name, 
18 occupation and current duty assignment. 
19 A. My name is Mike Ashment. I'm a sergeant 
20 with the Ogden City Police Department and I'm 
21 currently assigned to the Uniform Division. 
22 Q. And how long have you been with the Ogden 
23 City Police Department? 
24 A. It'll be ten years in October this year. 
25 )\ Q. And how lonq have you be^n a sergeart 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
assigned a uniform? 
A. About six months. 
Q. Prior to becoming a sergeant in the 
Uniform Division what was your assignment with 
Ogden City Police Department? 
A. I was a detective assigned to the 
Weber-Morgan Narcotics Strike Force as an agent. 
Q. And how long were you in that capacity? 
A. A little over three years. 
Q. And what were your basic job, what was 
your basic job description and/or responsibilities 
during that three year time period with the Strike 
Force? 
A. My specific assignment was that of agent, 
an agent which consisted of working in an 
undercover capacity at times, drafting and 
executing search warrants, and also developing 
narcotics cases and throughout the Weber County and 
Morgan County areas. 
Q. When you say developing, did that include 
using undercovers to make purchases — 
A. Yes. 
Q. -- of controlled substances? 
A. Yes. 
Q, Approximately how many naiveties cases 
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1 were you specifically involved with that you made 
2 either yourself in an undercover capacity or that 
3 you had confidential informants make that you were 
4 monitoring or managing? 
5 A. Well in excess of 100, 200. 
6 Q. Did you also provide assistance to other 
7 members of the Strike Force aside from your own 
8 cases? 
9 A. I did. 
10 Q. Is that something that you do on a, you 
11 would do on a regular basis--
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. -- as a narcotics officer? 
14 Prior to your three years assigned as an 
15 agent what was your assignment with the Ogden City 
16 Police Department? 
17 A. I was a detective. 
18 Q. And did you have a specific division or 
19 specific type of crime you were assigned to? 
20 A. Initially I was assigned to the Major 
21 Crimes Unit investigating predominantly business 
22 and residential burglaries. 
23 Q. And while in the course of investigating 
24 business and residential burglaries was there any 
2? cror^cover ir»to investigation of narcotJ zs off^nsos? 
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1 A. Yes. It was not uncommon to be dealing 
2 with the same type of suspects. It was pretty 
3 common for the people that were doing the 
4 burglaries to be committing thefts in order to 
5 purchase narcotics. 
6 Q* In the course of putting those cases 
7 together and/or making arrests would you regularly 
8 see controlled substances, how they were packaged, 
9 how they looked, how they felt, that type of thing? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. While with the Strike Force did you 
12 receive any specific training courses or attend any 
13 specific training courses that assisted you in the 
14 identification of illicit or controlled substances? 
15 A. Yes, I did. 
16 Q. What were those, please? 
17 A. Received training on a continual basis 
18 within the Strike Force itself. Prior to that I 
19 had also attended and graduated from Weber State 
20 University with a bachelor's degree in criminal 
21 justice. Part of the course curriculum consisted 
22 of narcotics identification courses. I'm also a 
23 member of the Utah Narcotics Officers Association 
24 and receive training through them. 
25 H Q. They put ca a yearly conference as *?&! 1 as 
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1 ongoing training;--
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. -- is that correct? 
4 And I believe also as a Category-1 officer 
5 you're required to participate in or attend a 
6 certain amount of training on a yearly basis to 
7 maintain your certification. Is that right? 
8 A. That's true. 
9 Q. And does that training also include case 
10 law, recent case decisions in the area of narcotics 
11 and narcotics trafficking? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. And does it also include on an ongoing 
14 basis new trends or things that are happening in 
15 narcotics cases? 
16 A. Yes, sir. 
17 Q. While with the Strike Force did you attend 
18 any specific training in addition to the ongoing 
19 types of things? Any narcotics training courses, 
20 clandestine labs, anything like that? 
21 A. Yes, I did. As a matter of fact, I was 
22 certified by the State of Utah as a narcotics 
23 clandestine laboratory investigator. I also was 
24 certified by the State of Utah as a narcotics 
25 J detector dog handler* Par.t of that certification 
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1 involves handling and observing various types of 
2 illicit drugs. 
3 Q. So when you would be-- I assume then for 
4 a period of time you were responsible for a 
5 narcotics dog while you were with the Strike Force? 
6 A. That's correct. 
7 Q. And part of your duties while working with 
8 the dog would be ongoing training for the dog? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And as a result of that training you would 
11 be handling controlled substances? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. I think you, you indicated also that you 
14 participated quite regularly in the preparation and 
15 the execution of search warrants. 
16 A. Yes, sir. 
17 Q. During the execution of those search 
18 warrants specifically for narcotics did you 
19 discover and have an opportunity to see how 
20 controlled substances here in the Weber County area 
21 are commonly packaged? 
22 A. Many times. 
23 Q. Are you familiar with the term 8-ball? 
24 A. Yes, sir. 
2 5 Q. W-aat do*- 3 t h a u i r e a n ? 
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1 A. 8-ball is a street slang term for a 
2 quantity of narcotics which would be l/8th of an 
3 ounce. 
4 Q. And is that a common method of or common 
5 size for the packaging of certain controlled 
6 substances? 
7 A. It is. 
8 Q. What controlled substances normally did 
9 you see packaged in that manner? 
10 A. Cocaine and methamphetamine. 
11 Q. Through your training and experience did 
12 you also have the opportunity to see not only the 
13 size that items were packaged in but how they were 
14 packaged,--
15 A. Yes, sir. 
16 Q. — the types of things they were put in? 
17 What is the common ways that you would see 
18 8-balls or quantities of powder form controlled 
19 substances packaged here in Weber County? 
20 A. How the 8-ball is packaged in a plastic 
21 bagf the powdery substance is put in the corner of 
22 the bagf the bottom of the bag. And then the bag 
23 is tied off and either cut and tied or sealed by 
24 some type of a heat source in burning the plastic 
25 I together* 
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1 Q. Other ways, did you see other ways that it 
2 was packaged besides that? 
3 A. There are, there are other ways of 
4 packaging powdered narcotics. However, in that 
5 particular quantity the 8-ball was the most popular 
6 in the plastic bag. 
7 Q. In addition to your experience have you 
8 also had an opportunity to teach to other officers 
9 narcotics identification as well as common 
10 narcotics trafficking patterns? 
11 A. Yes, I have. 
12 Q. And in what areas and/or capacities have 
13 you done that? 
14 A. I've instructed at the Weber State 
15 University POST Academy. I've also done numerous 
16 lectures to civic groups and also training within 
17 the local police departments in the area. 
18 Q. Specifically calling your attention to 
19 March 25th of 1996, were you employed and acting as 
20 a uniformed sergeant for the Ogden City Police 
2 1 II Department? 
22 || A. I was. 
23 || Q. Did you receive a call from Sergeant Berl 
24 || Malmborg also of the Ogden City Police Department 
25 il to coma to o pirticu^ar location based uporr a 
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1 traffic stop that he had made? 
2 A. Yes. He didnJt ask for me 
3 specifically. He requested a unit to back him on 
4 a traffic stop and I was in the area so I 
5 responded. 
6 Q. Did you in fact go to the location where 
7 he was? 
8 A. I did. 
9 Q. Calling your attention to the individual 
10 seated to the immediate right of Mr. Boyle, have 
11 you seen that person before? 
12 A. Yes, sir. I have. 
13 Q* And did you see him there on the 25th of 
14 March at the location where Sergeant Malmborg was? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Where was he at when you initially arrived 
17 at the scene here in Ogden City? 
18 A. He was sitting in the passenger 
19 compartment of the vehicle that Sergeant Malmborg 
20 had pulled over. 
21 Q. Did you have an opportunity when you 
22 initially arrived to speak with Officer Malmborg 
23 prior to your approach of the defendant? 
24 A. I did. 
25 I Q, ol i Officer Maliab.orc relay to V'ou any 
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1 specific information about the reason for the stop 
2 and what was happening or what he had observed 
3 while attempting to make the stop of the vehicle 
4 the defendant was in? 
5 A. Yes. When I got out of my vehicle I 
6 noticed that Sergeant Malmborg had the driver of 
7 the car that he had stopped in his vehicle. 
8 Sergeant Malmborg got out of his vehicle and spoke 
9 with me. He said that he was concerned, he was 
10 suspicious about some conflicting statements that 
11 had been made. He advised me that when he stopped 
12 the vehicle that the driver did not pull over 
13 immediately and he said that the driver and 
14 passenger appeared to be passing something or 
15 hiding something. He also advised me what the 
16 conflicting statements were regarding the, the name 
17 and the identity of the passenger. He said that 
18 the driver had called the passenger Lee and the 
19 passenger had given him a different name. 
20 Q. Did Officer Malmborg relay to you any 
2 1 II information regarding the potential presence of 
22 || weapons or anything that he had seen that would 
23 || lead him to believe that there may be weapons 
24 || present? 
25 ii \ . We both %TajLked up to thf /passenger ^i-de of 
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1 the vehicle that he had stopped and 
2 Sergeant Malmborg and I-made contact with 
3 Mr. Sosa. During that contact Sergeant Malmborg 
4 advised me that he had observed a box of bullets on 
5 the seat. Sergeant Malmborg asked the passenger 
6 to step out of the vehicle. And based on the 
7 totality of the circumstances that I just described 
8 with the box of bullets on the seat, the movements 
9 that they had made prior to pulling over and the 
10 fact that they didn't pull over immediately I felt 
11 that there was enough cause for our safety, concern 
12 for our safety that I searched Mr. Sosa for weapons 
13 after he stepped out of the car. 
14 Q. Did you do that right there on the scene? 
15 A. I did. 
16 Q. How do you do that specifically, Sergeant, 
17 when you perform a pat-down? 
18 A. I placed his left hand into a low profile 
19 wristlock. It's just a control hold that allows me 
20 the ability to use my left hand to do that, which 
21 is my weak hand, to control him while searching and 
22 searching by grabbing the outer clothing and areas 
23 where a weapon would typically be concealed. 
24 Q. While doing that did you locate any 
25 -eaDons ^n.hir? 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q» While doing that did you feel something 
3 that gave you reason to believe that there might be 
4 something other than a weapon on him? 
5 A. Yes, I did. 
6 Q* Where was it that you felt that? 
7 A. That was in the right coin pocket of the 
8 passenger's Levis. 
9 Q. And what was — 
10 THE JUDGE: Of what? I didn't hear 
11 that. 
12 THE WITNESS: It was in the right coin 
13 pocket of Mr. Sosa's Levis. 
14 MR. HEWARD: And I assume the coin pocket 
15 is near the waistband. Is that right? 
16 A. (THE WITNESS:) Yes. 
17 Q. (MR. HEWARD:) Or the top of his, near 
18 the waistband? 
19 A. Yes. It's that small pocket. 
20 Q. Is the waistband area a common location 
21 for the presence of weapons? 
22 A. It is the most common. 
23 Q. What did you feel? Describe it for me, 
24 please. 
?5 |l A. X felt what I -oelievfcd to D^ an 8-brO1 cf 
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l a controlled substance in powdered form. It was 
2 my suspicion that it was either cocaine or 
3 methamphetamine. 
4 Q. How did it feel to you? 
5 A. It felt like-- Well, there were several 
6 things. Number one, it was in the coin pocket 
7 which based on my experience is a very common area 
8 for hiding controlled substances. It was 
9 consistent in size and shape and texture with 
10 controlled substances in powder form. And like I 
11 said it was, it was my suspicion based on what I'd 
12 felt that that was probably an, either an 8-ball of 
13 cocaine or an 8-ball of methamphetamine. 
14 Q. Was there anything, based upon your 
15 experiences to the size, shape and texture of an 
16 8-ball, was there anything inconsistent about what 
17 you felt in the coin pocket of the defendant back 
18 on March 25th? 
19 A. There was nothing inconsistent with it at 
20 all. 
21 Q. Based upon what you felt did you in fact 
22 retrieve or remove from the pocket the item that 
23 you could feel? 
24 A. Yes. 
2C, !' 2: And did it appear to be' visual ly * n fact 
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1 some powder form of a controlled substance, either 
2 cocaine or methamphetamine? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. How was it packaged specifically? 
5 A. It was in a plastic bag that was, the 
6 substance was in the bottom corner of the plastic 
7 bag and it was, I can't recall without looking at 
8 it again if it was tied off or if it was sealed by 
9 burning it together. 
10 Q. And I, I assume that based upon your 
11 discovery at that point in time the defendant was 
12 placed under arrest. 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Had the defendant given you a name up to 
II 
15 this point in time prior to his arrest as to what 
16 his correct name was? 
17 A. Yes, he had. 
18 Q. What was that, do you recall? 
19 A* I, I don't recall what name he gave us. 
20 Q. When you-- Did you in fact transport him 
21 to the Weber County Jail? 
22 A* Yes. 
23 Q. And when you arrived at the jail was it 
24 discovered that in fact his name was not what he 
2^ | had cpven you? 
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1 A. Yes. One of the jailers recognized him as 
2 Julio Sosa and pulled up a picture of him and it 
3 was at that point that we identified him. 
4 Q. Now, the picture that was pulled up in the 
5 Weber County Jail in fact matched the defendant? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. How long after you arrived on the scene, 
8 Sergeant Ashment, did you approach the vehicle and 
9 first come in contact with the defendant? 
10 A. From the time that I arrived at the scene 
11 I had a short conversation with Sergeant Malmborg. 
12 It was probably 30 seconds after I arrived that 
13 Sergeant Malmborg and I approached and had a 
14 conversation with him. 
15 Q. And what would your best estimate be from 
16 the time that you approached the driver's side of 
17 the vehicle where the defendant was located until 
18 the time that the controlled substance was located 
19 on him? 
20 MR. BOYLE: Objection, Your Honor. 
21 That's a mischaracterization of the testimony. 
22 The defendant in this case was a passenger in this 
23 car, not the driver. 
24 MR. HEWARD: Right. If I said driver I 
25 (I apologize. 
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THE JUDGE: 
MR. HEWARD: 
THE JUDGE: 
Okay. 
I mean passenger. 
With that substitution in 
mind. 
THE WITNESS: 
MR. HEWARD: 
Two or three minutes. 
So a fair statement then is 
approximately three minutes after you arrived or 
shortly more than three minutes after you arrived 
it was discovered that the defendant had in fact on 
his person a controlled substance or what you 
believed to be a controlled substance? 
THE WITNESS: Yes. 
MR. HEWARD: Thank you. That's all I 
have, Your Honor. 
THE JUDGE: Okay. Mr. Boyle? 
CROSS BY MR. BOYLE FOR DEFENSE 
MR. BOYLE: Officer Ashment, was it your 
testimony that you responded to the scene as backup 
in this case and that you also testified that you 
had a short conversation with Officer Malmborg. 
In that conversation, in light of the fact 
that Officer Malmborg is here to testify, did he 
relate to you that, the finding of this box of 
ammo? 
A I'm sor1-; ? 
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1 did not know the defendant personally. Is that 
2 correct? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. You in your experience as a Strike Force 
5 agent have you had a chance to come in contact with 
6 Mr. Sosa? 
7 A. I don't believe so. 
8 Q. So you had no prior experience or 
9 knowledge of his use of drugs or possession of 
10 drugs? 
11 A. No. I did not know that individual. 
12 Q. As you-- If you could briefly state, you 
13 came up to the passenger side. You asked him to 
14 step out of the car. Is that correct? 
15 A. Sergeant Malmborg did. When he saw the 
16 box of bullets he asked him to step out. 
17 Q. So Officer Malmborg asked him to step out? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 [I Q. And what did you do at that time? 
20 || A. Sergeant Malmborg asked him to step out. 
21 || He stepped out and I took him by the arm and placed 
22 || him in a low profile wristlock and--
23 || Q. Was he standing--
24 || A. -- conducted the search while 
75 || Sergeaut Malmborg 7 ^ cl-^d in **"he vehicle. 
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A. He was searched after the narcotics were 
retrieved from his pocket. 
Q. But you didn't handcuff him prior to 
finding the narcotics in his coin pocket? 
A. No. 
Q. In the length of the search was the coin 
pocket at the beginning of the search, the middle 
of the search or towards the end of the search? 
A. The end. 
Q. And had you prior to feeling the coin 
pocket made a search of the whole waistband area 
which I assume is, is an area normally where guns 
are kept or weapons are kept? 
A. That is the most common area, yes. 
Q. But my question was did you search the 
waistband and then go back to the coin pocket? 
A. I don't recall the exact sequence of the 
search. I will typically do a, a very quick 
cursory search initially, the waistband area 
because that's the most common place. And then 
the chest area under the arms and the back of the 
waist area. After I'm relatively confident that 
there was no weapons in that area, any obvious 
weapons then I'11 go to the other areas and then 
. I'll COFO, ba^V , to that azea jvst to'Le svre 
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1 I Ar.d then i usually go to the turoo area under the 
2 arms. 
3 Q. For a shoulder holster possibly? 
4 A. Yes. And then I'll usually go into the 
5 legs. And then, because those are the most typical 
6 areas where, where you might find a weapon. And 
7 then If11 go back and concentrate more on the 
8 pockets in case they were to have a, a weapon 
9 inside of their pocket which is not as common as 
10 having one inside of the waistband or in the torso 
11 area. 
12 Q. In your experience not only as a, as a 
13 uniformed officer but also as a Strike Force agent 
14 have you ever found a weapon in the coin pocket on 
15 any search that you've conducted? 
16 A. Just knives. 
17 Q. Just knives? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. What type of knives are those? 
20 A. Pocket knives. 
21 Q. What size pocket knife? 
22 A. Oh, about three inches long. 
23 Q. And located within the coin pocket? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. And when you've felt that object were you 
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1 || p. Hard? S>ft? 
9
 I1 A. Well, I'm Lure that y^u can j^aair^ what 
3 that would feel like. It's a powdery substance 
4 inside of a plastic bag and it's a little smaller 
5 than a quarter in diameter. 
6 Q. Is it round or flat? Is it flat? 
7 A. It's round, yes. 
8 Q. Round? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And how long did you manipulate that 
11 object before you were at least in your mind 
12 certain that it was contraband? 
13 A. I didn't manipulate it. I did not 
14 manipulate it. As soon as I felt that it was my 
15 opinion that that was either cocaine or 
16 methamphetamine. 
17 Q. Okay. From that feel though, outside of 
18 just your belief there was nothing immediately 
19 apparent about that? In other words, you couldn't 
20 see into the coin pocket? 
21 A. That's true. 
22 Q. And as you testified earlier you had no 
23 experience with Mr. Sosa as being a user or a 
24 II possible dealer of drugs. Is that correct? 
25 II A. Did not know him. 
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MR. HEWARD _ , Y our 
Hono i: 
THE JUDGE: Just one question. When 
y O U s ay it could have been somethi ng else, can you 
give TT!^  some examples of w ha t :i it: ini ght have been? 
THE WITNESS: 1 c a n L . 
i Okay. 
THE WITNESS: That's the on 1 y thing that 
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i I is packaged that way uhat, that I'm faj .4 l.in with. 
2 But 1 mean, there's aiw^y?. that chance that it 
3 could have been something else but I can't tell you 
4 what it may have been. 
5 THE JUDGE: Could you tell immediately by 
6 the immediate feel that it was a plastic bag? 
7 THE WITNESS: I couldn't tell you that it 
8 was a plastic bag. But I can tell you that it was 
9 consistent in size, it was consistent in, in the 
10 texture. 
11 THE JUDGE: What was the texture like? 
12 THE WITNESS: It was pliable. 
13 THE JUDGE: And how did you determine 
14 that it was pliable? 
15 THE WITNESS: As I, as I did the search I 
16 grabbed. And it was pliable. Although I didn't 
17 have to sit there and manipulate it to determine 
18 that. It was immediately apparent that it was not 
19 a hard substance like a say a piece of, or say a 
20 rock. 
21 THE JUDGE: That's all I've got on 
22 this. Anything else? 
23 MR. HEWARD: Nothing further, Your 
24 Honor. Thank you. 
25 II THE JUDGE: Okay. You can step down. 
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TUl'.: WITNESS: Thank you. 
THE JUDGE: Any oiher witness" i ii i i. 
MR. HEWARD: satisfied wi.tr '.he 
record thai. ;nsei wants 
i-i TMi+- on so in*-.'!. :. . •: ej.se, tha - :.:.*•••. 
MR. BOYLE: 
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1 |! because he is an officer that makes him 
2 I automatically hostile. I th^ '-iV that perhcps the 
3 motion may be a little premature. 
4 THE JUDGE: Okay. At this time let's--
5 I'm going to perceive this officer to be a fact 
6 witness and, and therefore, if it appears that 
7 you're not getting, able to get the information 
8 that you need I'll consider another motion. 
9 DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. BOYLE FOR DEFENSE. 
10 MR. BOYLE: Officer Malmborg, if you 
11 could please just basically state the reason for 
12 the initial stop o f — 
13 THE WITNESS: I was stopped in the 400 
14 J block of 20th Street clocking the westbound traffic 
15 on 20th with radar working speeders and traffic 
16 enforcement. 
17 Q. And did you have a chance to pull over a 
18 car? 
19 II A. Yes. I stopped a brown Chrysler 
20 II westbound for 46 in a 35 mile an hour zone. 
21 || Q. And did you have a chance to identify the 
22 || driver in that case? 
23 || A. Yes, I did. 
24 || Q. And as you approached the automobile was 
25 || there anything strange or different about the 
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1 I speech, his answers to my questions *s tar as his 
2 || identification, his name, I felt tnat he was lying 
3 to me, 
4 Q. When you removed the driver from the car, 
5 had him exit from the car did you have a chance to 
6 view the, the interior of the car? 
7 A. Just briefly. I asked him who he was. I 
8 asked Officer Ashment to come and assist me because 
9 1 knew he was fairly close. I obtained his, the 
10 driver's name. I asked the driver who his 
11 passenger was and he called him Lee. 
12 I then went up to the passenger to ask the 
13 passenger who the driver was to confirm whether or 
14 not the driver was lying to me. There was a lot 
15 of hesitation in his answer. He gave a different 
16 name than Lee as his own. 
17 Q- Do you remember what name that was? 
18 A. I don't right off, no. As I was talking 
19 to him at the passenger door I noticed a 22 long 
20 rifle ammunition box sitting on the console between 
21 the front seats. 
22 Officer Ashment arrived. I told Officer 
23 Ashment briefly the circumstances for the arrest of 
24 the driver, my suspicions that both he and the 
25 passenger were lying to me and that there was a gun 
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Q. Okay. Sc che end that foLio .ver would 
2 !! he the one th^ t designates--
3 A. That would lock it, seal it. 
4 Q. -- would show that, would be the 
5 manufacturer and the type-- Would that give the 
6 information on the outside? 
7 A. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
8 Q» Did you see that? 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. Okay. 
11 A, It was-- What I saw was the tray that 
12 holds the ammunition. 
13 Q. Okay. So that is, it was a plastic tray? 
14 A* No. It's a cardboard. 
15 Q. And did that cardboard tray have any 
16 markings on it at all? 
17 A. No. 
18 Q. Were there any bullets in that tray? 
19 A. No. 
20 Q. So basically your observation was an empty 
21 cardboard box? 
22 A. No. An empty 22 long rifle box. 
23 Q. Right. But there was nothing on the box 
24 to indicate that it was a long rifle 22 caliber? 
25 A. I, I have a 22 long rifle that I practice 
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1 with anJ 'shoot with a lot. J. buy a lot of 
2 | ammunition. And t>e cyp^cal 22 hex ir quite 
3 standard size, typical looking. There was no 
4 doubt in my mind it was a 22 long rifle box. 
5 Q. Okay. No further questions. 
6 THE JUDGE: Go ahead, Mr. Heward. 
7 MR. HEWARD: Thank you, Your Honor. 
8 CROSS BY MR. HEWARD FOR THE STATE 
9 MR. HEWARD: Just for purposes of 
10 clarification, Sergeant Malmborg, so that both the 
11 record is clear and perhaps for the benefit of 
12 all. 22 long rifle ammunition is not limited to 
13 being shot through a rifle. 
14 A. Oh, no. 
15 Q. When we refer to 22 long rifle is it a 
16 fair statement that there are different sizes of 22 
17 ammunition made. Shorts--
18 A* Shorts and long rifle. 
19 Q. All right. 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. There used to be shorts, longs and long 
22 rifles but I think the middle one has been 
23 eliminated. Is that right? 
24 A, Yes. 
25 Q. All right. So the standard 22 caliber 
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1 pistol or 22 caliber resolver woulo fire 22 LR or 
2 Jl 22 long rifle ammunition? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. All right. But--
5 A. Some of our derringers, the very small, 
6 very small weapons shoot the, the 22 long rifle. 
7 Q. All right. The 22 caliber ammunition is 
8 rim fire as opposed to center fire? 
9 A, That's correct. 
LO Q. In your experience you've just described, 
11 and while you were making approximate sizes with 
L2 your fingers the record wouldn't reflect that. 
L3 A 22 long rifle ammunition box would be 
L4 approximately two, 2-1/2 inches by one inch. Is 
.5 that right? And about one inch high? 
.6 A. About three-quarters of an inch high, an 
.7 inch, maybe an inch and a quarter by about 2-1/2 
.8 inches, yes. 
.9 Q. All right. And you've described the most 
10 common or the typical kind of 22 long rifle ammo 
!1 box would have a cardboard shaped tray that slides 
!2 inside of the box that has end flaps that open on 
:3 either end. Is that right? 
!4 A. That's correct. 
!5 Q. And, and it would essentially be just like 
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a tray or perhaps like a, a high sided cake pan? 
2 II A. Yes . 
3 Q. Would that be an accurate description? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And so that you could, you could see that 
6 it was in fact open from the top and then covered 
7 on all the other sides so that it could slide into 
8 the outer covering or the other cardboard box. Is 
9 that right? 
10 A. That's correct, yes. 
11 Q. In, in your experience in the law 
12 enforcement or in life in general have you, have 
13 you ever seen any other item that comes in a box 
14 that is that same or similar shape and size? 
15 A. I have not. 
16 Q. That was sitting, as you indicate, between 
17 the seats on the console? 
18 A. On the console, yes. 
19 Q. All right. Do you know whether during 
20 the impound of the vehicle there were any firearms 
21 located? 
22 A. Yes, I do. 
23 Q. Do you know what the caliber of that 
24 firearm was? 
25 A. I believe it was a 22. 
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1 || Q. Okay. Do you know whether or not any 
2 I! -ammunition was found? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. All right. Now when we, when we referred 
5 to bullets again I think so that we can make sure 
6 we're all talking about the same thing, correctly 
7 the bullet is the projectile, the piece that comes 
8 out of the end of the barrel? 
9 A. There's the casing and the projectile, 
10 yes. 
11 Q. All right. Or a loaded one would 
12 properly, properly be referred to as a cartridge? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. All right. But when you talk about 
15 bullets you're talking about a box that would only 
16 contain cartridges, fully — 
17 A. The fully loaded ammunition. 
18 Q. -- loaded ammunition? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. All right. So, so and during the impoun 
21 both 22 bullets or 22 cartridges, that is loaded 
22 ammunition, and a 22 firearm were located in the 
23 vehicle? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. Thank yoy. Nothing further. 
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THE JUDGE: Anything else? 
JxEriRjSCr BY MIv. PCYLE FOR DE"ENSE 
MR. BOYLE: After both individuals had 
been handcuffed and I assume arrested, at that 
point did you conduct an inventory search of the 
car while it was still on the street? 
A. I did not. I had Officer Hancock seated 
to the rear here conduct the inventory and the 
impound of the vehicle. He located the weapon and 
the ammunition. 
Q. But just so we're clear on one point. 
The cardboard box itself had, had no markings on it 
whatsoever? 
A. No. 
Q. No further questions, Your Honor. 
Do-- I'm sorry. 
Go ahead if you have 
MR. HEWARD: 
THE JUDGE: 
anything else 
MR. HEWARD: Thank you. 
RECROSS BY MR. HEWARD FOR THE STATE. 
MR. HEWARD: In your experience again the 
22, the inside of a 22 caliber box, the one that 
you, or the one like you saw, do those normally 
have any writing on them? 
A. No. 
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0. Ts the designation us far as i-'ie 
manufacturer and the type of ammunition only-
contained on the outside or the portion of the box 
that that would slide into? 
A. Yes. They're on that part. 
Q. Thank you. 
Anything else? 
No further questions, Your 
THE JUDGE: 
MR. BOYLE: 
Honor. 
you 
THE JUDGE: You can step down. Thank 
Thank you. 
Any other witnesses from 
No, Your Honor. 
No, Your Honor. 
Okay. Do you want to give 
THE WITNESS: 
THE JUDGE: 
either side? 
MR. HEWARD: 
MR. BOYLE: 
THE JUDGE: 
an argument? 
MR. HEWARD: Judge, I believe the State 
would have the burden by a preponderance. I would 
waive my initial and reserve rebuttal to respond to 
Mr. Boyle. 
THE JUDGE: Well, if you know I've got 
one question about this case that you cited, this 
Utah case. And I don't know if you know the answer 
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to .•his. T didn't: get a chance *-o--- VT^li, wi en I 
read the case briefly before we started I, I didn't 
get an idea exactly what was found in the case that 
you cited, the Utah case of State versus Spurgeon? 
MR. BOYLE: To tell you the truth, Your 
No. That's the wrong one. 
No that's, it's State versus 
Honor, I don't--
THE JUDGE: 
MR. BOYLE: 
lava (?) 
THE JUDGE: Right. Iaya (?) 
MR. BOYLE yes. And to tell you the 
truth, Your Honor, I don't remember exactly what it 
was. To go so far as to make a presumption it was 
probably some type of contraband but I--
THE JUDGE: Okay. Do you want to go 
ahead? 
ARGUMENT BY MR. BOYLE FOR DEFENSE 
MR. BOYLE: Your Honor, in light of the 
initial comments of the Court and in looking to 
Dickerson versus Minnesota as, as kind of a, a 
ruler in which to determine whether or not this 
might have been an unlawful Terry frisk we must 
look at the facts of that case. That was much 
different from the case that's before this Court. 
Before I continue any further, Your Honor, 
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would you ; ; ke u.e to stand? 
;HE J U D G E S If ,vou' re.' jo.af ortable sitting 
3 that's fine. 
4 MR. BOYLE: Okay. 
5 THE JUDGE: We're tape-recorded so it's 
6 probably better that you're as close to the mic as 
7 you can get. 
8 MR. BOYLE: But in Dickerson the search 
9 was conducted incident to a Terry stop. The 
10 person in this case was leaving a known drug house 
11 in which the officers had information indicating 
12 that there was drug activity going on. And I 
13 think the Court weighed heavily upon the facts 
14 surrounding the officer's understanding of what 
15 that object might have been in the defendant's 
16 pocket in Dickerson. 
17 Here the only thing we have is the fact 
18 that it was a soft pliable object. There's 
19 nothing to indicate that, and I think the officer's 
20 testimony was quite clear on this, that there was 
21 any information that the officer had prior to the 
22 frisk to believe that Mr. Sosa might have been 
23 carrying contraband or that at some time in the 
24 past that he might have had some experience with 
25 Mr. Sosa involved in his activities with the 
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1 Weber-Morgan Narcotics Strike Force. 
2 ,i I n l i y h t of t h a t I Lh ink w7e can 
3 distinguish this case from Dickerson in that the 
4 Court, at least in my reading of Dickerson is not 
5 going to allow just wholesale contraband searches 
6 of individuals based on a, on a Terry frisk. I 
7 think Terry is quite clear that we're not going to 
8 allow that. But if the officer does come upon an 
9 object in which he believes to be contraband and 
10 it's immediately apparent, and those are the key 
11 words from Dickerson, the plain feel is kind of a, 
12 just a generalized statement of what, what the 
13 policy is. But the crucial terms is immediately 
14 apparent. And what the Court looked at in 
15 Dickerson is the fact that the, the defendant was 
16 coming out of a known drug house and the fact that 
17 the object itself felt like contraband. Here in 
18 this case all-- The only facts that we have is 
19 that the object felt like contraband. 
20 I think to allow this type of search in 
21 Mr. Sosa's case based on the fact that there was 
22 contraband in his pocket would basically vitiate 
23 the Terry frisk and allow just a wholesale search 
24 for any type of contraband on a person based on the 
25 fact that most people-- And it's getting to the 
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1 II point now witn both the Weber-*:^rgciii Narcotics 
2 |j S t u k e Force as vT2±l a Ogden and the surrounding 
3 jurisdictions that they're, they've teaching these 
4 officers what to look for. And in that situation 
5 it's going to at best gut the Terry frisk which is 
6 an exception to the warrant rule. A warrant 
7 requirement in this case. 
8 And what we'd ask this Court is not to let 
9 the door wide open, is to close this down in this 
10 situation. It was a small, soft round pliable 
11 object removed from a pocket where the officer 
12 testified that he knew it was not a knife and that 
13 no other weapon he's ever been experienced with has 
14 ever come from that small of a pocket. 
15 The basis for Terry was just to look for 
16 weapons and the purpose of, of carving out that, 
17 that exception was, was to protect officers in 
18 their duty of conducting normal traffic stops or 
19 what have you. 
20 The point in the end is that we need to 
21 stick with the, the overall understanding of Terry 
22 and it's generalized belief that we do not want to 
23 open up the door wide open to just normal pat-down 
24 searches for, for contraband. And I think 
25 Dickerson should be looked at narrowly on the facts 
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al'one and not as a basis for opening up the door to 
junt plain feel searches whenever anybody is 
stopped in this case. 
THE JUDGE: Thank you. Mr. Heward? 
ARGUMENT BY MR. HEWARD FOR THE STATE 
MR. HEWARD: Your Honor, there's no 
question as Counsel indicates that Terry versus 
Ohio is fact sensitive. There's no question that 
Dickerson versus Minnesota is fact sensitive. 
There's no question that Terry versus Ohio 
specifically carved out an exception to the warrant 
requirement to allow officers in appropriate 
circumstances to pat individuals down for 
weapons. There is also no question when you read 
Minnesota versus Dickerson that the Supreme Court 
is saying we don't see the plain feel is any 
different than plain view. 
So the issue really boils down to did the 
officer have a right to be doing that and was the 
item that they found and then subsequently seized 
immediately apparent. If the officer is in a 
place where he has a right to be, he or she does 
not have to close their eyes, or in the case of 
Dickerson and the cases that have come after 
Dickerson, close their senses. And they are really 
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1 (I extending "Lhe senses to the re^I of an item. 
2 i| The cniy fa^ts, I7-J there's quite a feu 
3 facts. When Counsel says there is no facts that's 
4 not accurate. Specifically Officer Ashment tells 
5 you the reasons that he gets to the pat-down of the 
6 individual which aren't addressed by Counsel so I'm 
7 not sure if they're, if they're conceding that in 
8 fact the pat-down itself is lawful. We would 
9 suggest there is more than ample basis, reasonable 
10 articulable suspicion. Not an officer simply 
11 pulling an individual out of the car but 
12 specifically acting on his knowledge through the 
13 other officer as to the delay in the pulling over, 
14 that the individuals appear to be passing or hiding 
15 something, that the other officer sees and is not 
16 aware of anything else that the small box could 
17 hold except for ammunition, it's now empty which I 
18 would suggest the logical inference that could be 
19 drawn from that is that the ammunition has either 
20 been dumped out or potentially loaded in a 
21 firearm. 
22 So we have those three specific facts 
23 which get the officer up to the point of the car. 
24 Coupled with the false information where we have 
25 two individuals who are giving different names for 
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themselves and different names foi the other 
2 person. Again, ad^dti^nal reasonable articulable 
3 basis with which to believe that there may be 
4 something else going on. 
5 Get the officers up to the car and the 
6 only evidence before you is, is Officer Ashment's 
7 testimony. Officer Ashment is not a rookie 
8 officer, Officer Ashment is not an officer who 
9 doesn't have extensive narcotics experience. In 
10 fact, it's exactly the opposite of that and he goes 
11 through and lays out for you what that experience 
12 is. And it is a subjective test in this case. 
13 The officer's knowledge, the officer's experience 
14 in a plain feel case is equally important as it is 
15 in a Terry of the, of what the officer can see, 
16 what the officer interprets that to be based on 
17 training and experience. 
18 Officer Ashment tells you that when he 
19 does the pat-down one-- Several things that are 
20 critical. The coin pocket is an area that can 
21 house and he has found weapons to be in. And two, 
22 when he touches it he knows immediately or believes 
23 that it is in fact methamphetamine or cocaine and 
24 that specifically it's an l/8th of an ounce which 
25 again is the common, one of the common quantities 
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1 that we have here. 
2 Vvnen abked by You^ Honor further about 
3 what else it could be, which was a follow-up to 
4 defense Counsel's question, he specifically says 
5 yes, I suppose it could have been something else 
6 but I'm not aware of anything else. I'm not aware 
7 of anything else. I don't have any knowledge of 
8 anything else but there's always some small 
9 possibility. He indicates he doesn't need to 
10 manipulate it and when he feels that it's 
11 consistent in size, consistent in shape and 
12 consistent in texture coupled with the fact that 
13 it's in the coin pocket, in the State's opinion, 
14 Your Honor, is a plain feel and an immediately 
15 apparent plain feel that gives him a basis to in 
16 fact pull it out of the pocket. 
17 It's not often, frankly, that we have 
18 officers who can articulate as well as Officer 
19 Ashment can or that we have the specific facts 
20 leading up to it. In this case there is. 
21 The record that was made today is very 
22 clear as to the reasons for leading up to the stop, 
23 what happens between the stop and taking the 
24 defendant out of the vehicle and what happens once 
25 he's taken out and patted down. And all of those 
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"* ij factors, Youx Honor, support that in fac „ by a 
2 l| preponderance of the evidence whl^h is our burden 
3 here, that the actions of the officers were 
4 justified in initially doing the pat-down and, and 
5 justified when feeling what he believed to be a 
6 controlled substance, seizing it. 
7 THE JUDGE: Anything else? I'll give 
8 you a chance at rebuttal since you did go first. 
9 And I don't assume you're conceding the Terry stop 
10 was appropriate, you know, I think you put that in 
11 your brief and I assume that's still an issue 
12 REBUTTAL ARGUMENT BY MR. BOYLE FOR DEFENSE 
13 MR. BOYLE: That is still an issue, Your 
14 Honor. Just, just briefly then. 
15 I do believe in this situation that, that 
16 State versus Spurgeon is not applicable. If the 
17 Court has had a chance to read the case, that was a 
18 search incident to an arrest, at least that's how 
19 the Court viewed it. Although at the time that the 
20 search was conducted, that pat-down search was 
21 conducted the officer had not placed the defendant 
22 under formal arrest at that time. I don't think 
23 that in any way indicates that just any evidence 
24 from a pat-down search is admissible and I think 
25 that, that the State's position in its brief is, is 
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1 I .^ ot founded by the case itself. 
2 \ I think we need to look a*u State versus 
3 Iaya(?). And I do apologize, Your Honor, for not 
4 including a copy of that in--
5 THE JUDGE: Well I did read it. I really 
6 had-- It was very conclusory, frankly, as to what 
7 the object was, was like. And I guess I could go 
8 back and take a quick look at it and make sure 
9 that-- I don't, I can't-- From my quick reading of 
10 it I didn't know if it was like a bag of marijuana 
11 in somebody's pocket that was large and contrary to 
12 the testimony in this case or whether it was, it 
13 was an 8-ball of cocaine that was pliable. I don't 
14 remember specifically what that object was. And 
15 maybe I should take a minute and take a look at 
16 that case before I give you my ruling. Are you 
17 finished? 
18 MR. BOYLE: Yes, Your Honor. 
19 THE JUDGE: Let me do that. I would 
20 like to look at it and just kind of close a few 
21 open spots that I see here in my mind. It's not 
22 going to take me very long. I think I might still 
23 have it up on the screen. So if you'll just be 
24 around for the next few minutes and I'll just, I'll 
25 be able to give you a decision today. 
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1 (TAPE TURNED OFF) 
2 || COTTRT'S FILING 
3 THE JUDGE: Okay. First addressing the 
4 issue of the pat-down search pursuant to the Terry 
5 doctrine. The standard that applies is whether 
6 there's a reasonable, if the officer who does the 
7 search has a reasonable suspicion that the person 
8 is armed and dangerous. In this case-- And a 
9 pat-down is limited to the pat-down for a search of 
10 weapons based on that belief. 
11 In this case I believe the officer did 
12 have a reasonable suspicion based on the 
13 J information given to him by the officer who made 
14 I the initial stop. First, he was under the 
15 understanding there had been a delay in pulling 
16 over. During the delay there was passing back and 
17 forth which appeared to be suspicious at any rate, 
18 perhaps indicating they were hiding something or 
19 passing something back and forth between each 
20 other. 
21 At the time of the stop the officer making 
22 the initial stop views an ammo, ammunition box in 
23 plain view. It was empty but he determined based 
24 on his experience that it in fact was an ammunition 
25 box for a 22 rifle. However, as testified that 
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1 specific information about the reason for the stop 
2 and what was happening ©r what he had observed 
3 while attempting to make the stop of the vehicle 
4 the defendant was in? 
5 A. Yes. When I got out of my vehicle I 
6 noticed that Sergeant Malmborg had the driver of 
7 the car that he had stopped in his vehicle. 
8 Sergeant Malmborg got out of his vehicle and spoke 
9 with me. He said that he was concerned, he was 
10 suspicious about some conflicting statements that 
11 had been made. He advised me that when he stopped 
12 the vehicle that the driver did not pull over 
13 immediately and he said that the driver and 
14 passenger appeared to be passing something or 
15 hiding something. He also advised me what the 
16 conflicting statements were regarding the, the name 
17 and the identity of the passenger. He said that 
18 the driver had called the passenger Lee and the 
19 passenger had given him a different name. 
20 Q. Did Officer Malmborg relay to you any 
21 information regarding the potential presence of 
22 weapons or anything that he had seen that would 
23 lead him to believe that there may be weapons 
24 [J present? 
?5 il A. T:e both walked up t , the passenger Fide of 
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1 the vehicle that he had stopped and 
2 Sergeant Malmborg and I made contact with 
3 Mr. Sosa. During that contact Sergeant Malmborg 
4 advised me that he had observed a box of bullets on 
5 the seat. Sergeant Malmborg asked the passenger 
6 to step out of the vehicle. And based on the 
7 totality of the circumstances that I just described 
8 with the box of bullets on the seat, the movements 
9 that they had made prior to pulling over and the 
10 fact that they didn't pull over immediately I felt 
11 that there was enough cause for our safety, concern 
12 for our safety that I searched Mr. Sosa for weapons 
13 after he stepped out of the car. 
14 Q. Did you do that right there on the scene? 
15 A. I did. 
16 Q. How do you do that specifically, Sergeant, 
17 when you perform a pat-down? 
18 A. I placed his left hand into a low profile 
19 wristlock. It's just a control hold that allows me 
20 the ability to use my left hand to do that, which 
21 is my weak hand, to control him while searching and 
22 searching by grabbing the outer clothing and areas 
23 where a weapon would typically be concealed. 
24 Q. While doing that did you locate any 
25 weapons or* ^im? 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q. While doing that did you feel something 
3 that gave you reason to believe that there might be 
4 something other than a weapon on him? 
5 A. Yes, I did. 
6 Q. Where was it that you felt that? 
7 A. That was in the right coin pocket of the 
8 passenger's Levis. 
9 Q. And what w a s — 
10 THE JUDGE: Of what? I didn't hear 
11 that. 
12 THE WITNESS: It was in the right coin 
13 pocket of Mr. Sosa's Levis. 
14 MR. HEWARD: And I assume the coin pocket 
15 is near the waistband. Is that right? 
16 A. (THE WITNESS:) Yes. 
17 Q. (MR. HEWARD:) Or the top of his, near 
18 the waistband? 
19 A. Yes. It's that small pocket. 
20 Q. Is the waistband area a common location 
21 for the presence of weapons? 
22 A. It is the most common. 
23 Q. What did you feel? Describe it for me, 
24 please. 
25 II A* I fel I vhac I believed to b* an 8-uall of 
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l a controlled substance in powdered form. It was 
2 my suspicion that it was either cocaine or 
3 methamphetamine. 
4 Q. How did it feel to you? 
5 A. It felt l i k e — Well, there were several 
6 things. Number one, it was in the coin pocket 
7 which based on my experience is a very common area 
8 for hiding controlled substances. It was 
9 consistent in size and shape and texture with 
10 controlled substances in powder form. And like I 
11 said it was, it was my suspicion based on what I'd 
12 felt that that was probably an, either an 8-ball of 
13 cocaine or an 8-ball of methamphetamine. 
14 Q. Was there anything, based upon your 
15 experiences to the size, shape and texture of an 
16 8-ball, was there anything inconsistent about what 
17 you felt in the coin pocket of the defendant back 
18 on March 25th? 
19 A. There was nothing inconsistent with it at 
20 all. 
21 Q. Based upon what you felt did you in fact 
22 retrieve or remove from the pocket the item that 
23 you could feel? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 ^. Ar.d did it aDpoar zo be visually in £-,ct 
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1 Q. Wa&v the, was the defendant standing free 
° II or r'^s h^ leaning against t\e car? 
3 A, No. He was away from the car. 
4 Q. Did you have his legs spread apart? 
5 A. I believe at one point I did ask him to 
6 spread his legs so that I could search the ankle 
7 area. 
8 Q. And that's why you still had the low 
9 profile wrist hold? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. Did, was the defendant at that time 
12 wearing any kind of jacket or shirt or anything 
13 like that? 
14 A. He did have a jacket on. 
15 Q. Okay. In the initial search did you 
16 search the jacket or just the outer body and the 
17 legs? 
18 A. I searched everything. 
19 Q. So you searched the pockets of the jacket 
20 and everything? 
21 A. No. The search consisted of feeling the 
22 outside of all of the clothing items which would 
23 include the jacket. 
24 Q. At any the time during this search did you 
25 || ever handcuff Mr. Sosa? 
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1 A. He vas searched after the narcotics were 
2 || ~etrievrH f^r>^\ his pocket. 
3 Q. But you didn't handcuff him prior to 
4 finding the narcotics in his coin pocket? 
5 A. No. 
6 Q. In the length of the search was the coin 
7 pocket at the beginning of the search, the middle 
8 of the search or towards the end of the search? 
9 A. The end. 
10 Q. And had you prior to feeling the coin 
11 pocket made a search of the whole waistband area 
12 which I assume is, is an area normally where guns 
13 are kept or weapons are kept? 
14 A. That is the most common area, yes. 
15 Q. But my question was did you search the 
16 waistband and then go back to the coin pocket? 
17 A. I don't recall the exact sequence of the 
18 search. I will typically do a, a very quick 
19 cursory search initially, the waistband area 
20 because that's the most common place. And then 
21 the chest area under the arms and the back of the 
22 waist area. After I'm relatively confident that 
23 there was no weapons in that area, any obvious 
24 weapons then I'll go to the other areas and then 
25 I'll come back to that area just to be sure. 
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1 I Q. So and that, that search of the upper body 
2 J and the waistband vou didn't feel any weapons? 
3 I A. No. 
4 Q. Then where did you proceed to search? 
5 A. Like I said, I don't recall the exact 
6 sequence of the search. 
7 Q. Did you — 
8 A. But that's based on what I typically do. 
9 Q. Did you then search his legs and his 
10 ankles? 
11 A. I did search his legs and ankles. I 
12 recall doing that. 
13 Q. And there were no weapons there? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. And do you do a full waistband search or 
16 pat-down, I should say? In other words, do you 
17 pat like this? If you could maybe demonstrate to 
18 the Court exactly how would you go about doing it? 
19 A. Well what I would usually do, and this is 
20 based on, you know my, my typical pat-down 
21 search. And like I said, I don't recall the exact 
22 sequence during this particular search. But what 
23 I will typically do is search the waistband area by 
24 inserting my thumb into the waistband itself and 
25 II running it around the front and then the back. 
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1 ! And then I usually go to the tors* area under the 
2 J a n ^ 
3 Q. For a shoulder holster possibly? 
4 A. Yes. And then I'll usually go into the 
5 legs. And then, because those are the most typical 
6 areas where, where you might find a weapon. And 
7 then I'll go back and concentrate more on the 
8 pockets in case they were to have a, a weapon 
9 inside of their pocket which is not as common as 
10 having one inside of the waistband or in the torso 
11 area. 
12 Q. In your experience not only as a, as a 
13 uniformed officer but also as a Strike Force agent 
14 have you ever found a weapon in the coin pocket on 
15 any search that you've conducted? 
16 A. Just knives. 
17 Q. Just knives? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. What type of knives are those? 
20 A. Pocket knives. 
21 Q. What size pocket knife? 
22 A. Oh, about three inches long. 
23 Q. And located within the coin pocket? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. And when you've felt that object were you 
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1 J fairly certain it was a knife at that time on those 
2 incidents in wh \^h. y^u did find a knife in the co'r 
3 pocket? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. From the total all feel you could tell 
6 that that was a weapon? 
7 A. Well based on the, the feel it was my 
8 opinion that that was a pocket knife. Yes. 
9 Q. Okay. Now this, in this incident you, 
10 you testified that you searched the coin pocket 
11 towards the end as you indicated. And at that 
12 time you felt an object in the coin pocket? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. And at that time did you believe that to 
15 be a pocket knife? 
16 A. No. 
17 Q. If you could as descriptively as possible 
18 tell me what exactly that felt like when you 
19 touched the coin pocket. 
20 A. It felt like an 8-ball of cocaine or 
21 methamphetamine. 
22 Q. Okay. For us who have never touched an 
23 8-ball in a coin pocket what exactly does an 8-ball 
24 feel like in a coin pocket? 
25 A. It feels — 
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1 Q» So it's quite possible that it could have 
2 been something else? 
3 A. It's possible that it could have been 
4 something else. It was my suspicion that it was 
5 drugs. 
6 Q. But the only thing that you had to aide 
7 you in that decision was just the fact of its 
8 location and the soft texture? 
9 A. The location which is based on my 
10 experience as being a very common hiding place for 
11 drugs and the fact that it was packaged consistent 
12 with narcotics that I've seen over the past seven 
13 years. 
14 Q. In that seven years-- I'll withdraw that 
15 question. 
16 No further questions, Your Honor. 
17 MR. HEWARD: Nothing further, Your 
18 Honor. 
19 QUESTIONING BY THE JUDGE. 
20 THE JUDGE: Just one question. When 
2 1 II you say it could have been something else, can you 
22 || give me some examples of what it might have been? 
23 || THE WITNESS: I can't. 
24 || THE JUDGE: Okay. 
25 || THE WITNESS: That's the only thing that 
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packaged t h a t w a y t b a t , t h a t I ' in f; i in 1 1 i a x w j t h . 
•J ^  i v. nave ueen s ome t hing tist- cut "* ^  . t t n \ o 
THE JUDGE: v.- i yon ,^. .:.,nieJi.iL.; £2 
2 £ . mme d i a t e feel trial ; a , a plastic b a q ? 
THE WITNESS: 
; lascic Da a:: ' e L : : : i < o t .:-•;. 
consistent _m size, xu wct& consistent in, xn ine 
texture. 
THE JUDGE: Wha" w> — - texture like? 
THE JUDGE: And hov; did ^ LI determine 
THE WITNESS: **• T — T ^ - ^  +-he search I 
grabbed. And it- , , .- pliable 'Othonqf •.•:: 
I ' 1  i I I I III I.1 t I (I I I I I 11 Ik 1 III I | I I I II . I 1  Il I I I H t.(-» L 111 1 III I 
i mm ediately apparent that it was not 
THE JUDGE: q o t o n 
s . A, n y thin q o 1 G O J' 
MR. HEWARD: Nothing further, Your 
THE JUDGE: Okay, You. can, step down. 
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1 because he is an officer that makes him 
2 automatically hostile. I think that perhaps the 
3 motion may be a little premature. 
4 THE JUDGE: Okay. At this time let's--
5 I'm going to perceive this officer to be a fact 
6 witness and, and therefore, if it appears that 
7 you're not getting, able to get the information 
8 that you need I'll consider another motion. 
9 DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. BOYLE FOR DEFENSE. 
10 MR. BOYLE: Officer Malmborg, if you 
11 could please just basically state the reason for 
12 the initial stop o f — 
13 THE WITNESS: I was stopped in the 400 
14 block of 20th Street clocking the westbound traffic 
15 on 20th with radar working speeders and traffic 
16 enforcement. 
17 Q. And did you have a chance to pull over a 
18 car? 
19 A* Yes. I stopped a brown Chrysler 
20 westbound for 46 in a 35 mile an hour zone. 
21 Q. And did you have a chance to identify the 
22 driver in that case? 
23 A. Yes, I did. 
24 II Q. And as you approached the automobile was 
AJ II tb^ jL.e anythirg strange c-*. r"iffereni-, e.ucut the 
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1 speech, his answers to my questions as far as his 
2 identification, his name, I felt that he was lying 
3 to me. 
4 Q. When you removed the driver from the car, 
5 had him exit from the car did you have a chance to 
6 view the, the interior of the car? 
7 A. Just briefly. I asked him who he was. I 
8 asked Officer Ashment to come and assist me because 
9 1 knew he was fairly close. I obtained his, the 
10 driver's name. I asked the driver who his 
11 passenger was and he called him Lee. 
12 I then went up to the passenger to ask the 
13 passenger who the driver was to confirm whether or 
14 not the driver was lying to me. There was a lot 
15 of hesitation in his answer. He gave a different 
16 name than Lee as his own. 
17 Q, Do you remember what name that was? 
18 A. I don't right off, no. As I was talking 
19 to him at the passenger door I noticed a 22 long 
20 II rifle ammunition box sitting on the console between 
21 || the front seats. 
22 || Officer Ashment arrived. I told Officer 
23 || Ashment briefly the circumstances for the arrest of 
24 || the driver, my suspicions that both he and the 
25 ii passenger jere lying to Tne i: 1 that ^here was a gun 
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1 Q. Okay. So the end that folds over would 
2 be the one that designates— 
3 A. That would lock it, seal it. 
4 Q. — would show that, would be the 
5 manufacturer and the type-- Would that give the 
6 information on the outside? 
7 A. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
8 Q, Did you see that? 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. Okay. 
11 A. It was-- What I saw was the tray that 
12 holds the ammunition. 
13 Q. Okay. So that is, it was a plastic tray? 
14 A. No. It's a cardboard. 
15 Q. And did that cardboard tray have any 
16 markings on it at all? 
17 A. No. 
18 Q. Were there any bullets in that tray? 
19 A. No. 
20 Q. So basically your observation was an empty 
21 cardboard box? 
22 A. No. An empty 22 long rifle box. 
23 Q. Right. But there was nothing on the box 
24 to indicate that it was a long rifle 22 caliber? 
25 II Jl. I, I b3^a c 22 l^ng rifle that I j^rac^ia^ 
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A?" :i t: h a n d shoot w 11 h a ] o t I b u y a 1 o t o f 
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Q. 
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ammunition could be used in something smaller than 
a long rifle, it could be used in a smaller 
firearem which again justified the search of the 
person for concealed, possibly a concealed loaded 
weapon. An additional factor taking into account 
is the false information that was given to the 
officer who made the initial stop regarding the 
name of the passenger, at least a suspicion that 
there was false information. 
All those factors taken into, into 
consideration, considering it was on the side of 
the road, that the officer felt there was either a 
gun in the car or on the person of one of the two, 
and in giving that information to the backup 
officer that backup officer was justified in 
following the direction and request to search the 
defendant in this case who was the passenger in the 
vehicle. 
I would consider this based on what I've 
heard a fairly high level of potential danger. And 
I don't think we have to, that an officer has to 
wait until the gun is either used or brought out to 
make that determination. Without going further 
into that I think it really speaks to the obvious 
w i" that. 
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1 Tn-
 r:^-v- a i ips t ; r'r: . . J u r m g the Terry 
2 stop sea re: w h • I" | HI i in 
3 is li m i t e d to a pat -dew:: : or w e a p o n s did it ^u 
4 • --*• - wiidt d Tdiry search was 
5 designed for? 
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i "ratified m rem"^r:c "he object from, the pocket 
? ' ct.id, which, was later determine i tc 1 M . h\ i u 1 J<k 1 
substance. I base thai on the following things: 
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p a r i - _ — -j- -A. i ^ a. a c • 
e x p e r i e n c e d and t r a i n e d ir: the- ar e a * n a r c o t i c s 
nave m e Miowiedce basr * be 
aoie _ •. * .. ^ject ^ ^  a packet anc* _ .. , :._s 
J I r::: rt lcular case determine tha. beca-^e of :ts size 
1 ' being an 3 /8th ounce,, the shape i. •_ d 
c-oiruciressed sta-*e m s i a e sc me rhnH ^S v ^ ' - b { n r r the 
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1 texture being pliable, not a rock in other words, 
2 indicated apparently to" this officer that it was a 
3 powdery substance consistent again with a 
4 controlled substance. And also the location being 
5 in the coin pocket of the Levis is which is a 
6 fairly common location to find this type of 
7 substance. The location I suppose could initially 
8 be looked at as probably questionable as to whether 
9 you'd find a weapon in it. But the officer 
10 testified that he has found weapons in that area, 
11 that they could be small pocket knives, they were 
12 still dangerous in that type of situation, can be 
13 used as a weapon. 
14 Significant in this case is that the 
15 officer testified that he immediately recognized 
16 this as an object of controlled substance based on 
17 that the packaging size, feel, the shape, 
18 location. It did not require any manipulation of 
19 the object on his part as happened in the Minnesota 
20 versus Dickerson case that went to the Supreme 
21 Court. In that case the Supreme Court found that 
22 by manipulating the object to determine it was a 
23 soft object and by manipulating it and sliding it 
24 around, that went beyond the search for weapons. 
25 II ^n this case wheie -there's a ^ ^ M ^ ^ x a w C - r^' ognition 
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1 answered the questions exactly as I would have 
2 expected someone to have answered them if they had 
3 in fact experienced it as he did which was an 
4 immediate sense, sense that this was a controlled 
5 substance based on his experience. 
6 Therefore, I'm going to deny the motion to 
7 suppress based on those reasons and--
8 MR. HEWARD: We already have trial and 
9 and pretrial dates set. 
10 THE JUDGE: We do have a, we do have it 
11 set. I don't know if that's going to change 
12 things . 
13 MR. BOYLE: Your Honor, just one quick 
14 clarification as to State versus Iaya. 
15 THE JUDGE: Oh, I did look at that case 
16 and I appreciate you reminding me of that. I think 
17 this is distinguishable from that case because in 
18 that case the Court of Appeals made a fairly broad 
19 statement that soft objects can't be retrieved 
20 during a pat-down search because they, they are not 
21 weapons. But that case involved 96 balloons with 
22 heroine inside. It was a soft object in a, in a 
23 large pocket in a jacket. 
24 Arguably I'm going, taking it one step 
25 beyond. A r c u a M y sor'cf> Li^ like that coulc3 have 
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both of you come back and talk to me for just a 
minute . 
MR. HEWARD: Thank you, Your Honor. 
WHEREUPON, the hearing was concluded. 
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1 Q. What e x a c t l y do you clo when y o u ' r e 
2 I a s s i g n e d t ^ cuO Webc. / M ^ ^ J <in T T a r c o t i c s S t r i d e 
3 Force? 
4 A. Well obviously the primary task is 
5 narcotics enforcement. That involves making 
6 narcotics purchases in an undercover capacity 
7 personally as well as using confidential informants 
8 and other agents to make those purchases, drafting 
9 and executing search warrants for narcotics and 
10 anything associated with, with the use or sale of 
11 illegal controlled substances. 
12 Q. In the course of the three years that you 
13 served as an agent with the Strike Force what was 
14 I the approximate number of cases that you made? 
15 A. Personally or been involved with? 
16 Q. Personally first. 
17 A. I would have to estimate somewhere in the 
18 area of 200. Maybe just a little, a little less. 
19 Q. A little less than 200? How many would 
20 you estimate that you have assisted with or 
21 provided assistance with? 
22 A. Probably 600 to 700. 
23 Q. During the course of your experience in 
24 the Strike Force do you have occasion to see 
25 controlled substances on a daily basis? 
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1 || A. Pr-rtty much so. 
2 || Q; Cocaine, ^ethaTP^^^diaine,, marijuana? 
3 A. Yes, sir. 
4 MR. BOYLE: Your Honor, I would object to 
5 this line of questioning. I don't see the 
6 relevance in it. What we're looking at here is 
7 exactly what happened on this day in question, not 
8 what happened for the last three years of Sergeant 
9 Ashment's life. 
10 MR. HEWARD: Going to the qualifications 
11 of the officer for his observations and his 
12 specific feelings. He is the officer who booked 
13 the defendant on possession with intent and I 
14 believe it's appropriate to go into what his 
15 experience and his training is and why he believes 
16 that this substance is possessed with the intent. 
17 MR. BOYLE: Your Honor, unless he's 
18 going to call him as an expert witness this-- Once 
19 again, I reassert my objection that this is not 
20 relevant. If he was an officer for one day he 
21 could observe and see and he could relate to the 
22 jury exactly what took place. He doesn't need 
23 some kind of specialized training or some type of 
24 specialized experience. What I see is this is 
25 basically improper bolstering at this point to, to 
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You will be asking his 
MR HEWARD: I, I think he has to be 
combined. 
3 THE JUDGE: Right. I understand. 
4 MR. HEWARD: He is the one who was the 
5 primary officer and he happens to have some 
6 tremendous training. 
7 THE JUDGE: But you will be asking his 
8 opinion as an expert. Is that correct? 
9 MR. HEWARD: Pardon me? 
10 THE JUDGE: 
11 opinion as an expert? 
12 MR. HEWARD: I believe-- I will-- Yes, 
13 I will ask him ultimately for his opinion. And 
14 whether or not he qualifies as an expert is 
15 something obviously that will have to be 
16 determined. 
17 THE JUDGE: Right. Eut you, that is 
18 your intent at this time? 
19 MR. HEWARD: It is. 
20 THE JUDGE: Then the foundation is going 
21 to be necessary. 
22 MR. HEWARD: And I believe my last 
23 question had to do with whether or not you saw 
24 controlled substances on a regular basis. 
25 THE WITNESS: I did. 
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Q. (MR. FEWAFT:) And did you jlso have an 
opportunity t' observe h^w they ,~rc
 Facka^e^? 
3 A. (THE WITNESS:) Yes, sir. 
4 Q. Did you receive any specialized training 
5 during the course of your experience with the 
6 Strike Force as to controlled substances, how 
7 they're packaged for sale, how they're packaged for 
8 use, those type of things? 
9 A. I did. 
10 Q. Did you make arrests or busts for not only 
11 possession but also possession with intent and also 
12 distribution? 
13 A. I did. 
14 Q. Prior to your work in the Strike Force, 
15 what was your assignment with the Ogden City Police 
16 Department? 
17 A. I was assigned to the Detectives Division 
18 as an investigator in Major Crimes. 
19 Q. And how long were you in that position? 
20 A. A little over four years. 
21 Q. Did the Major Crimes Investigative Unit 
22 investigate narcotics or narcotics violations? 
23 A. That was not our primary focus. However, 
24 my specific assignment was that of residential and 
25 business burglaries and a lot of times those went 
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h?.nd - in-hand. 
Q. Did you in the course, i?fpre j iv ^2?t **o 
3 the Strike Force then work with the agents while 
4 working on your case as it crossed over into 
5 potentially their cases? 
6 A. Yes, I did. 
7 Q. And was that a fairly frequent occurrence? 
8 A. It was. 
9 Q. In addition to the training that you just 
10 described do you, do you have any formalized 
11 training? What is your educational background 
12 please? 
13 A. I have a four year bachelor's degree from 
14 Weber State University in criminal justice with a 
15 special emphasis in criminalistics. I graduated 
16 top of my class from the Utah Peace Officers 
17 Training Academy. I am a member of the Utah 
18 Narcotics Officers Association, a member of the 
19 Clandestine Laboratory Investigators Association 
20 and have received quite a lot of training through, 
21 through those, those organizations as well as 
22 in-house training through the Strike Force and the 
23 Ogden Police Department itself. 
24 Q. Do you also provide training yourself as 
25 an instructor? 
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1 II T I have. 
? |l ^. And whore has ^hat been d^m? 
3 II A. I have instructed in narcotics 
4 identification at the Weber State University Law 
5 Enforcement Academy and I've given several lectures 
6 to civic groups in the area as well as instructing 
7 local law enforcement agencies in Weber and Morgan 
8 Counties. 
9 Q. Calling your attention specifically to 
10 March 25th of 1996, were you working and so 
11 employed in the capacity as a uniformed or a 
12 traffic sergeant for the Ogden City Police 
13 Department? 
14 A. Assigned to the Uniform Division I was 
15 working that day. 
16 Q. Did you receive a call-- I'm sorry. You 
17 were not in traffic. You were (inaudible word, no 
18 mic) in uniform? 
19 A. Correct. 
20 Q. Sergeant Malmborg had the traffic unit? 
21 A, Yes. 
22 Q. All right. Were you on duty? 
23 A. I was. 
24 Q. Specifically in the daylight hours in the 
25 mid-afternoon did you receive a call from Sergeant 
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1 circumstances that he testified to today as far as 
2 what he had made, what observations he had made of 
3 the defendant and the driver at the time he was 
4 attempting to stop them? 
5 A. He did. 
6 Q. Did he convey to you his other 
7 observations or concerns as far as the information 
8 or lack of information that he was getting from the 
9 two individuals? 
10 A. He did. He told me that it was very 
11 suspicious and he was concerned as to what he had. 
12 He had told me what had happened during the course 
13 of the stop. He told me that the driver who was 
14 in his car had given him conflicting information 
15 with what the passenger had given to him concerning 
16 his name. 
17 He also relayed to me the fact that there 
18 was the empty box of 22 caliber ammunition in the 
19 vehicle. 
20 Q. Did that give you cause or concern for 
21 your safety and the safety of Sergeant Malmborg? 
22 A. It did. 
23 Q. Or determine that based upon that 
24 information that a pat-down of the defendant would 
25 be appropriate? 
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Yes, sir. 
Did you conduct one? 
I did. 
Please describe for the jury how you did 
1 A. 
2 Q. 
3 A. 
4 Q. 
5 that. 
6 A. Well, if I could back up just a little 
7 bit. Sergeant Malmborg and I approached the 
8 passenger side of the car. Sergeant Malmborg 
9 asked Mr. Sosa what his name was and Mr. Sosa said 
10 that his name was Willy Cruz. 
11 Q. Did you hear him say that? 
12 A. I did. Sergeant Malmborg said, made a 
13 statement to him, that's not what the driver told 
14 me your name was. And then at that point Sergeant 
15 Malmborg asked him to step from the vehicle. I 
16 immediately stepped in and had Mr. Sosa turn around 
17 and face away from me. I grabbed his left arm and 
18 put him into a control hold that's referred to as a 
19 low profile wristlock or twistlock. 
20 Q. Any reason for doing that? 
21 A. It's just a method of, of controlling. 
22 It's a low--
23 Q. That's done with your hand. 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. lb that! -vight. 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. So when you're patting someone down and 
3 you want to attempt to maintain some control over 
4 them? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. All right. Please continue. 
7 A. I began my search of Mr. Sosa for 
8 weapons. I continued that search. 
9 Sergeant Malmborg during that search 
10 walked away from our immediate area and I don't 
11 recall seeing where he went because my focus was, 
12 was on Mr. Sosa during that search. 
13 Q. All right. During the course of that 
14 pat-down did you locate any weapons on his person? 
15 A. I did not. 
16 Q. During the course of that pat-down did you 
17 locate any substances that you believed to be 
18 controlled substances, illegal controlled 
19 substances? 
20 A. I did. 
21 Q. What did you locate and where was it, 
22 please? 
23 A. I located approximately l/8th of an ounce 
24 of cocaine packaged in a plastic bag in the right 
25 vjoiri pockoL >^r hi. Sola's trousers. 
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1 Q. F^aL is that, please? describe it. 
2 \. There a.-:o a tr„. l-w^ th^ee ziplock-type 
3 plastic bags, two of which contain cocaine powder 
4 or what I believed at that point in time to be 
5 cocaine powder. And the third containing what I 
6 believed at that point in time to be cocaine base 
7 or crack cocaine. 
8 Q. And what exactly is crack cocaine? 
9 A. Crack cocaine simply put is, is base 
10 cocaine or cocaine in its purest form. 
11 The way that it is made, if you'd like me 
12 to go into that--
13 Q. Please. 
14 A. -- would be to add equal parts of the 
15 cocaine powder and baking soda and putting that in 
16 boiling water. And the baking soda pulls away all 
17 of the cutting agents that are used typically on 
18 the street with, with these type of drugs and forms 
19 the pure or base cocaine. 
20 Q. What is a cutting agent? 
21 A. A cutting agent is something that is used 
22 quite simply to make the drug go further. You may 
23 start out with, with a quarter gram and add another 
24 quarter gram of a, a cutting agent that is similar 
25 in appearance to the drug to come up with a half 
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1 || gram and thus rr3.kt more money. 
2 l| Q. All right Th^ pr. v U u x a r Packaging that 
3 those, the three smaller baggies, does that appear 
4 to be consistent with your experience of the manner 
5 or method that you see that particular quantity 
6 packaged here in the Weber County area? 
7 A. It's very common. 
8 Q. You described I believe to the jury how 
9 different or what the differences were between the 
10 individual, three individual bags and what you 
11 described as an 8-ball. 
12 I don't know I ever asked you. What is an 
13 8-ball? 
14 A. An 8-ball is a slang term or a street term 
15 for l/8th of an ounce. 
16 Q. And is that a common size or quantity that 
17 the controlled substances meth or coke are 
18 distributed in? 
19 A. It, it is a common size. However, it's 
20 not as common for personal use as say a l/16th of 
21 an ounce or less. 
22 Q. All right. The l/16th would be half, 
23 half of an l/8th. Is that right? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. And the way that that l/8th is packaged 
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v/ith being in a bug, is thct a common method y,cu 
'* J. bse he^e in the Weber Countv ^r«a? 
3 A. Very common. 
4 Q. All right. 
5 A. Did you want me to continue or--
6 THE JUDGE: Well, I think this may be, 
7 if this is a good break for you--
8 MR. HEWARD: That's fine. 
9 THE JUDGE: -- in your line of 
10 questioning I think we should take a lunch break 
11 and that gives us an adequate amount of time. 
12 We're going to take a recess until 1:30. 
13 That should give you enough time to, to get some 
14 lunch. The mall is down the street. If you're not 
15 familiar with it you can go down there. A variety 
16 of places near here for, to eat lunch on 25th 
17 Street. 
18 I would just again remind you of my 
19 instruction to you not to discuss the case amongst 
20 yourselves or with anyone else until you've 
21 adjourned to the juryroom and had a chance to 
22 discuss it with the remainder of the jurors. And I 
23 ask you to keep an open mind in the case. 
24 At this time we'll be in recess until 
25 1:30. And if I could just see counsel when you 
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1 Ij Q. (MR. HEWARD-) After locating State's 
A || ?roposed EXHIBIT #1? 
3 A. (THE WITNESS:) Yes. 
4 Q. Did you continue your search of him? 
5 A. I did. 
6 Q. Did you locate any other substances that 
7 you believed to be controlled substances? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Or illegal controlled substances? 
10 A. Yes, I did. 
11 Q. What did you locate? 
12 A. I located three additional plastic 
13 baggies. They were ziplock-type bags as opposed to 
14 the twist-top tie like this is. And they each 
15 contained a, a smaller quantity. Two of the bags 
16 contained what I believed to be cocaine 
17 hydrochloride or cocaine powder. And the other 
18 baggy or ziplock bag contained cocaine base or 
19 crack cocaine. 
20 Q. Where were those located, please? 
21 A. Those were in the right front pocket just 
22 below the coin pocket. 
23 Q. Showing you State's proposed EXHIBIT #2. 
24 Do you recognize that? 
25 A. I do. 
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Your Honor and Counsel in chambers it's not 
anticipated that we would asK tnau spfcific 
3 question during the course of direct examination 
4 but rather would go through the evidence that we 
5 have with him relying on his experience and 
6 expertise as to why this evidence is inconsistent 
7 with being for personal use. 
8 THE JUDGE: Okay. And that will, that 
9 will be bolstered by other evidence other than--
10 MR. HEWARD: Correct. Well, he will be 
11 relying upon the facts as they've been contained in 
12 the police reports as well as other things that he 
13 may well be aware of. 
14 THE JUDGE: Do you want to address 
15 that? 
16 MR. BOYLE: Well, I think from a 
17 procedural standpoint, Your Honor, I think the 
18 Court needs to make a finding that his testimony is 
19 necessary to, to help the jury make their 
20 decisions. Once that has occurred--
21 THE JUDGE: Okay. 
22 MR. BOYLE: Once again we just object to 
23 any reference as to the ultimate issue of the 
24 defendant's (short inaudible) as to whether or not 
25 he intended to possess. 
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1 MR, HEWARD: Your Honor, 702 specifically 
2 says if scientific, technical or other specialized 
3 knowledge will assist the trier of fact to 
4 understand the evidence or to determine a fact in 
5 issue, a witness qualified as an expert by 
6 knowledge, skill, experience, training or education 
7 may testify thereto in the form of opinion or 
8 otherwise. 
9 I've also provided for the Court the 
10 copies of two case decisions both dealing with drug 
11 offenses, both dealing with an experienced 
12 narcotics officer testifying in a similar manner as 
13 to what's being asked today. Specifically State 
14 versus Ford (?) which is 572 P.2d 1387 and State 
15 versus Espanoza which is 723 P.2d 420. 
16 It would be our position that the average 
17 juror is not going to have the knowledge or the 
18 requisite skill or training to understand what 
19 happens in the drug and drug culture, how drugs are 
20 possessed, how they're distributed, how they're 
21 used. And that specifically the type of testimony 
22 we're offering is in fact the type of testimony 
23 contemplated under Rule 702 and that in fact 
24 Lieutenant Zimmerman's experience, qualifications 
r;5 Ij ar:? e^w/thing else would in ta'jt qua! if v hi^.tp 
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1 offer that type of assistance to the trier of 
2 fact. 
3 THE JUDGE: All right. It certainly 
4 would not be the defense's, or the State's burden 
5 of laying a foundation for the, the opinions given 
6 by the officers if they're able to do that so long 
7 as it doesn't go to the issue directly of this 
8 defendant had this intent at this point in time and 
9 this is what I'm basing it on. If it's more 
10 general than that showing a correlation between the 
11 presence of those factors and their general 
12 experience with regard to other cases involving 
13 distribution, those types of things, I will allow 
14 it in just with everyone understanding they've got 
15 to be very carefully in the way those questions 
16 come out, that it doesn't go to the ultimate issue 
17 and conclusion of what the defendant's mental state 
18 was in terms of intent to distribute. 
19 Go ahead, Mr. Boyle. Anything else? 
20 MR. BOYLE: Yes, Your Honor. As to we 
21 would object at this time to the State's intention 
22 to call Officer Zimmerman. It would seem to be 
23 clearly duplicative of anything that 
24 Officer Ashment can testify to. I don't know 
25 '! ecvr.^tly what the puipose i~y why Ashment ccrii ^  not 
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1 testify as to the issues. He was one, closer to 
2 the scene, he was actuarlly on the scene, he's the 
3 one who removed the objects from the defendant's 
4 person. He is intimately familiar with the drug 
5 culture. He's been involved as, as a Strike Force 
6 agent for three years. 
7 THE JUDGE: I think it's premature though 
8 to raise that now because I--
9 MR. HEWARD: And beyond that I don't 
10 believe--
11 THE JUDGE: Whether it duplicates or not 
12 I won't know until we're into it and--
13 MR. HEWARD: And beyond that it is not 
14 for the defense to determine what witnesses the 
15 State calls to prove it. If they can raise the 
16 objection as you point out that it is duplicative 
17 or something else, that's one thing. But it's not 
18 for them to tell us who to call to prove our case. 
19 THE JUDGE: Well, yes. But at any rate 
20 we'll see if it is. If it's duplicative it's 
21 subject to objection and we'll deal, you know, and 
22 we'll deal with it when and if it becomes an 
23 issue. Okay? And we talked about these three 
24 things. 
Anything else we 
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1 MR. HEWARD: I believe that's it. 
2 THE JUDGE: -- need to put on the 
3 record? 
4 MR. HEWARD: There was also some 
5 reference Counsel had originally tried to claim 
6 that 77-14-3 prohibited the State from calling 
7 Lieutenant Zimmerman or someone in his capacity and 
8 1 believe there was an agreement after reading that 
9 that specifically covered someone calling a mental 
10 health expert to talk about insanity or diminished 
11 capacity. 
12 THE JUDGE: Is that correct, 
13 Mr. Boyle? 
14 I MR. BOYLE: Well, Your Honor, I would 
15 just for the purposes of appeal I would object. I 
16 was assuming that the Court would overrule the 
17 objection. 
18 THE JUDGE: Well I'm going to simply say 
19 that I don't think that it's appropriate to go into 
20 the ultimate issue of intent and that that 
21 shouldn't be gotten into anyway. So it doesn't go 
22 to mental state. Any testimony shouldn't be going 
23 to the defendant's mental state whether that 
24 statute applies or not. 
25. II M\. BOYLn Z w i n k f r r n l u . if icat- ion, the 
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1 || statute that was cited by the State goes to the 
2 || issue of whether or not they have to give me 30 
3 || days of, of notice before they can present an 
4 II expert witness at trial. 
5 THE JUDGE: Okay. Well, let me take a 
6 look at it if I may. Let me take a look as far as 
7 the notice issue goes. What was the cite again? 
8 MR. HEWARD: 77-14-3. 
9 THE JUDGE: Unfortunately this is not my 
10 annotated copy but I don't--
11 MR. HEWARD: I'd be glad to loan you 
12 mine, Your Honor. 
13 THE JUDGE: Let me just look at it 
14 again. 
15 Just so I'm clear though, the State's not 
16 going to be going into mental state of the 
17 defendant? 
18 MR. HEWARD: You've already told me I 
19 can't. 
20 THE JUDGE: Yes. And that's, that's 
21 clear. Therefore, I don't think this even, even 
22 applies. 
2 3 MR. HEWARD: We agree. 
24 II THE JUDGE: And I think that's going to 
-5 li be my ruling we'ie lot ao^n% ^ixj further than 
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1 that. Whether-- Therefore, there's no notice 
2 really necessary. And that, that will be the 
3 basis for that. 
4 Okay. Are we done? 
5 MR, HEWARD: We're done. 
6 THE JUDGE: The jury has been excluded 
7 during this discussion so we'll bring them back 
8 out . 
9 (JURY RETURNED TO THE COURTROOM). 
10 THE JUDGE: We're waiting for one more 
11 juror. 
12 MR. HEWARD: Ready, Your Honor? 
13 THE JUDGE: No, not quite yet. We're 
14 waiting for one more juror. 
15 I want to welcome the jury back. Sorry 
16 for the delay. I did warn you about this so 
17 hopefully you were, you've been patient with us and 
18 a, I don't anticipate too much further in terms of 
19 this kind of delay before the end of the trial and 
20 the case is submitted to you. 
21 At this point we're going to continue with 
22 the testimony of Detective Ashment. If you'd 
23 retake the stand please. And I would remind him 
24 that he's still under oath from the, earlier 
25 before lunch. 
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1 || THE JUDGE: Okay. You can step down. 
2 || MR. HEWARD: My next witness would be 
3 || Lieutenant Zimmerman, Your Honor. I had 
4 II anticipated calling him later in the day but I need 
5 to get him on and, and have him testify. He has 
6 another appointment in Salt Lake. 
7 THE JUDGE: All right. Has someone gone 
8 out to get him? 
9 WHEREUPON, 
10 LT. CHRIS ZIMMERMAN 
11 having been placed under oath by the clerk of the 
12 court and sworn to testify truthfully in this 
13 matter, upon examination testified as follows: 
14 DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. HEWARD FOR THE STATE 
15 MR. HEWARD: Please give us your name and 
16 occupation. 
17 A. My name's Chris Zimmerman. I work for the 
18 Ogden Police Department, I'm a lieutenant with the 
19 Ogden Police Department. 
20 Q. And how long have you been with the Ogden 
21 Police Department? 
22 A. 18 years. 
23 Q. What is your current duty assignment? 
24 A. I'm currently the commander of the 
25 T'Jbber-Morgan Narcotdcd J^rike 'Fw-rCe, the Strike 
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1 Force's tasks with all of the narcotics 
2 investigations throughout Weber and Morgan County. 
3 And I command that Strike Force. 
4 Q. How long have you been the lieutenant or 
5 the commander? 
6 A. A little less than a year. 
7 Q. And what was your position prior to 
8 becoming the commander? 
9 A. The field supervisor of that Strike Force. 
10 Q. And how long did you hold that position? 
11 A. Approximately four years. 
12 Q. And what were your responsibilities as the 
13 field supervisor? 
14 A. As the field supervisor I had eight agents 
15 working for me and those agents primarily are out 
16 either purchasing drugs, hiring confidential 
17 informants to purchase drugs or working search 
18 warrants. My job is to make sure all their work 
19 is done properly, they write proper reports and so 
20 forth. 
21 Q. Do you review their cases? 
22 A. I review, over a four year period of time 
23 I reviewed every case that went through that 
24 office, every intelligence case that went through 
25 that office, h-rip-rd prepo.^.D them for court and so 
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1 forth. 
2 Q. What is an intelligence case? 
3 A. An intelligence case is a case that's 
4 called in by a citizen to give us information. 
5 It's not a case that a, that an officer initiates. 
6 It's one more through what we call a TIP-A-COP 
7 line. 
8 Q. In addition to the supervising and 
9 reviewing of all the reports do you actively 
10 participate in the narcotics cases themselves? 
11 A. Yes, I did. As a field supervisor I was 
12 out on numerous cases every day whenever my agents 
13 were involved in a case and needed assistance. I 
14 worked informants myself on occasions as far as 
15 purchasing drugs. I attended all search warrants 
16 that we went on whenever I was available. 
17 Q. And you were in that field supervisor 
18 position for how long? 
19 A. About four years. 
20 Q. Prior to that, your experience? 
21 A. Prior to that I was a field supervisor for 
22 the Patrol Division of the Ogden Police 
23 Department. Prior to that I worked Vice Squad for 
24 the Ogden Police Department. Detective Division 
25 il for appro;-"-!," iat.~ ly eig^*" years in kajor Crimes-; 
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1 S.W.A.T Team Tactical Squad and Patrol Division. 
2 Q. And your time in the Detective Division 
3 specifically on Major Crimes and Vice, does that 
4 work transfer over into narcotics cases? 
5 A. Almost always. 
6 Q. What is your educational background 
7 please? 
8 A. I graduated from Weber State College at 
9 the time, not university, in police science. I 
10 attended POST Academy, graduated number one in the 
11 POST Academy back in 1980. Since that time I've 
12 received over, in excess of 100 hours of various 
13 police training a year. I have attended the DEA 
14 Narcotics School, the DEA Narcotics Task Force 
15 Commander School, the Utah Police Officers Standard 
16 and Training Narcotics Investigator School as well 
17 as oh, numerous other various schools dealing with 
18 narcotics. 
19 Q. Do you teach in this field regularly? 
20 A. I do. I teach basic drug identification, 
21 I teach narcotic investigation and I teach search 
22 and seizure. 
23 Q. Even though the case we're here on today 
24 was not a Strike Force case are you acquainted with 
25 J che roje. r n v o i v i ^ che defendant, Julio Sosa, wiio. 
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1 the facts surrounding his arrest? 
2 A. Yes. I have reviewed the case. I'm not, 
3 1 wasn't familiar with it until I reviewed the 
4 case. 
5 Q. All right. And one additional question 
6 before I go specifically to the facts. Have you 
7 been qualified as an expert in narcotics cases both 
8 in the federal courts and the state courts in the 
9 State of Utah? 
10 A. Yes, I have. 
11 Q. Have you ever been offered as an expert 
12 and a court refused to recognize you as such? 
13 A, No, sir. 
14 Q. You indicated you are familiar with the 
15 facts of this case? 
16 A. Yes, I am. 
17 Q. Specifically if you will, and I want to 
18 try and keep this as narrow as I can. Do you 
19 understand the quantity of substances and their 
20 location as they were found on the defendant? 
21 A. I understand the quantity of the 
22 substances. The exact location each particular 
23 baggy was found I'm not sure of, no. 
24 Q. All right. What do you understand the 
2 5 qpaa^ -'Cities- Aa oe as they were located? 
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A. In reviewing the case there was one baggy 
that contain-L; approximately - .1 eve 
it was. ommonly known on the street as 
t e e 1:1 e i : w h , 61 h 3 f a 11 o i 1 n c e o f t h e 
substance lave also looked at the lab reports 
and J. Kixv_/w r u--~ substance ^^ have been analyzed as 
cocaine sn ~ IIRP that from, now on. So there was 
one baggy that was a., a teener of cocaine, there 
v a s :: 1 1 • E I: a g g } ' 11: 1. a t w e :i g 1 1 e d :: i 11 a p p :i : o x :i m a t« 
8-ball or l/8th of an ounce of cocaine, and there 
was one baggie that weighed out at approximately a 
half gram of cocaine ^^^ there was a baggy 
of what we ca\ . : . . r. , : crack cocaine. rt's a 
f • 
remember the exact weight 0:1 - hat. . 
MR. BOYLE: 
would object and move 1 ^  strike the use . .. . JI il 
cocaine. The witness assuming facts that are 
i e n c e . n :: e < - :i c:i e 1: 1 : e 1 1 e 1: e b e f o 1 e 
this court that what: ti;e substances that the State 
111 j 1 \ in t r t 1 1 I M ; HI 1 n H 11 in 1 - 1 1111 p p ( 1 JI 1 1111 - . 
MR. HEWARD: Experts can rely upon 
hearsay but it s not that *•  . " - :-F\:^ .qain, 
*
 ,|_
 ' joing to come i n. T: , .v. ... prefei that 
the witness not- -
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1 THE JUDGE: Well, are you going to tie it 
2 up later with your expert? 
3 MR. HEWARD: I am, Your Honor. 
4 THE JUDGE: All right. I'm going to 
5 allow it in at this point. It's going to be, 
6 assuming the State can tie that up. 
7 MR. HEWARD: In your experience, 
8 Lieutenant Zimmerman, is it consistent with a user 
9 of cocaine to have the quantities and the different 
10 types that were found on Mr. Sosa on their person 
11 at the same time? 
12 MR. BOYLE: Your Honor, objection. 
13 Once again I'm going to raise the, the objection as 
14 this is basically duplicative of, of the testimony 
15 of Mr. Ashment. In fact, Mr. Heward asked that 
16 exact same question of Officer Ashment. I'm 
17 assuming if this is going to be a parade of expert 
18 witnesses to try to, to shore up their case then 
19 indeed I guess that's what the Court is going to 
20 have to put up with but--
21 MR. HEWARD: I would object to Counsel 
22 extrapolating on the record. In fact 
23 specifically, Your Honor, I limited my questioning 
24 of the detective, sergeant. But specifically it 
;5 || wa"~ aefense counsel who went thrri'-jii' ^  he adi^ional 
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questions with Sergeant Ashment. I do not believe 
that in any way prohibits me 
questions I've anticipated going through with the 
,1 i e i 11 e ri a n t . 
THE JUDGE: I think many of the questions 
were brought out , :'.• cross. And Li^at may b** mav 
be duplicative i ;. i he sense that it's b<Mn 
in - • h<=- State at this point ,ome of it may 
h a v • - . . . - . 
State's entitled to bring it at rhrough their 
w , • . . 
MR. BOYLE: Well, Your Honor, for the 
record 1*1 .3 also argue that this is basically 
improper bolstering. Thei e J s beei i i i• : g i iesti on as 
to Officer Ashment's ability to testify, there's, 
I I l H I * " ' , I I II I ' I II II I  [ I I I " l i t . i l I ! I II I I I  II I  i I f t l i l t I I  I  I  I ' ' I  1 II 
this case. And what we're doing :i s just bringing 
in additional evidence, the exact same evidence 
that was brought in before for the purpose of 
possibly just having the j ur> hear it f or the 
s e c o i l • ::il 1: :i i i: i, e . 
THE JUDGEi I'i n going to overrule the 
O b J f* -'' t I i)1l i . 
MR, HEWARD: Thank you, Your Honor, 
^ryairi, Lieutenant -i^^e^.an, specifically 
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1 in your experience is it common for a street user 
2 or a user of cocaine to have an 8-ball, l/16th, a 
3 quarter or a half gram and crack on their person 
4 all at the same time? 
5 THE WITNESS: It would be very unusual. 
6 Q. (MR. HEWARD:) Why would it be unusual? 
7 A. (THE WITNESS:) Based on cost of 
8 cocaine. If a user wants to get the most amount 
9 of cocaine for his dollar and he has enough money 
10 to do that he buys his cocaine in larger quantities 
11 because the larger the quantity of cocaine the 
12 cheaper he pays for each dosage unit. For a 
13 person to buy a, what is commonly known as a teener 
14 he would have to pay anywhere from right around 
15 $100, $80 to-- I'm sorry. $100 to $120. A fair 
16 market value of a teener is $120. A fair market 
17 value of a half gram of cocaine is about $50. So 
18 for a teener and a half gram to be together, if he 
19 went and bought those for personal use he would be 
20 paying $170 for that amount of cocaine. That 
21 would give him $170 worth of cocaine in a teener 
22 and a half gram. He can buy that 8-ball for $200 
23 and got a lot more dosage units. And I can break 
24 it down into exact dosage units if you'd like. 
25 So in otner-vxib, 'for ni^i.LO just gr buy 
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cocaine for his personal use, if he has $200 he's 
going to buv a • | > 1 ias $4 C 3 I: < , ; t 
going : - b a l l , :eener a half gram. .e 
g o i n g - ; I i .,= t j s ] ;: i i : • w i i a , =; a 
quarter ounce and that's evert cheaper than two 
8-balls. 
You just don't buy cocaine Idke that on 
the street. 
w would a dosage unit b^eak out for an 8-ball? 
A. A basic dosage unit of cocaine, and 
that ' r T/,r« c:een__ W e # w e s a y a dosage unit is =» 
quarter gram of cocaine. That's a pretty common 
- *. - . n 
though I've seen people sj>iit a, a quarter gram. 
a g :: o :i ::i o s a g e i I n :ii t a 
quarter gram. -u •. ^ u figure you have four dosage 
units o.AA uiic ^xaui 0.110. y^L have ^.^ approximately, 
J U S L : or easy math- have arams in an . 
:- ••••• *cu:d qive you dosage uni: i _•: \.e 
i I = • = ::i s 
nee..:.::-:: ., *. ; :. : ... g ball it x s , . I 
lux personal use and, and divvy xu UUL. 14 different 
times and get high each time on that. 
^. -Would* yo^{;,^^t;-t to £4:FfgL: a user oi' cocaine 
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1 who had both crack form and powder form on them? 
2 A. That is also very unusual. 
3 Q. Why? 
4 A. Crack cocaine is a different form of 
5 cocaine. Cocaine in a powder form is a 
6 hydrochloride cocaine which can only be sniffed, 
7 snorted up the nose or injected with a needle. 
8 It's not very popular among anybody, even drug 
9 dealers, to shoot something into their arm with all 
10 the scares, with the blood diseases and so forth. 
11 So people that use powder cocaine normally sniff it 
12 up their nose. In order to get the high from a 
13 powder cocaine you're talking three to five minutes 
14 to get that high. 
15 Crack cocaine, however, what they've done 
16 is they've taken powder cocaine and they've put it 
17 through a chemical transformation to make what is 
18 called crack cocaine or rock. That can be 
19 smoked. When a rock is smoked it enters your 
20 system immediately and gives you an intense and, 
21 and quick high. It doesn't last as long but when 
22 somebody is addicted to the drug it's what they 
23 need. They're going through withdrawals, they 
24 need that immediate high so they do crack cocaine 
?6 because it s ni'i :.- 1* ^ ense, •»'-., s more immediate. 
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1 || If a person is using crack cocaine he's 
2 || not going to be using powder cocaine, he's not 
3 || going 1 : i lse powder. If a person is using powder 
4 11 c o c a :i i i € :i t s 
5 || cocaine. He's going : use one or the other. 
6 || Q. Specifically is it common for someone who 
7 II is using and selling to purchase a larger quantity 
8 || and then go through some type of repackaging? 
9 II A. y ei-. , i i i i. . 
H o w do t h e y do t h a t ? 
11 II A . Let person goes out and purchases 
12 || a quarter ounce of cocaine. He can purchase a 
13 || quarter ounce of cocaine :o: ~i^, sav $300 r. o 9400 
on the street. 11 varies, Bi 11 1 ie can pui c 1 Iase a 
quarter ounce for that. And that might be a little 
:1 gl it t • = i I]:: <E :i : :: i n l ::! $ I 0 0 . 
• W h a t h e w i 1 1 d o i s t ake that powder 
cocaine home and lay it out on, on a mirror, 
anything that is, is a set surface and then he can 
add what is called cut to it. And cut is a, :i t s 
.--..._ c i ; 1 " ; "l|! " : " p c:>' 3i t za ii be 
added .- cocaine • make him have more 
cc>ca :i Now tha 1 - *- v • • uai , 
intensity .ne cocaine i -r iridic / cf the 
25 |! cocaine ?-^ '^ L1 ay doi*' ?: care, Lhe> x u going to 
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1 || resell it and they need to make more money. 
2 || So they take their quarter ounce and they 
3 || lay it out and they add anastole, they add baking 
4 || soda, they add baking powder, baby powder. I've 
5 seen numerous different things that they can add. 
6 And then they have a little more cocaine. 
7 Then they start divvying that quarter 
8 ounce up. And the reason they're packaging it in 
9 different sizes is because they're marketing to 
10 different people. And you're going to package 
11 some in let's say a 8-ball size, you're going to 
12 package some in a gram size, you can package some 
13 in a teener size, you can package some in a half 
14 gram, you can package some in a, in quarter gram. 
15 And, and by doing this and having these sizes with 
16 you, when somebody comes over to buy some, if they 
17 come over and all you have is 8-balls and they have 
18 $50 you've got to sit there with your scale and 
19 with your packaging and, and take care of it right 
20 then. If you've packaged it into different sizes 
21 when somebody comes in with $50 you say you bet, 
22 I've got $50 worth, and you pull out a half gram of 
23 cocaine. If somebody walks in with $200 you pull 
24 out an 8-ball. 
2 5 II JO thau'^3 why it's important for soiu >Vr~> "I, 
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1 to take their cocaine to a place where they can lay 
2 it out and package it int afferent sizes 
3 they're ready to sell it when somebody wants some. 
4 r ; ^ ' cocaine 
5 and break :i t down into quarter gram baggies how 
6 many of those are you going * end up with? 
7 I A. A 12. If you ^ . J .  rut it- you'd 
8 end up with ur 14. 
9 ,\:. 
10 What'£ the fair market street value? 
11 I ±±. About 30 bucks. $420. 
IT ;; Q $420? *"n right. And that's from 
13 J roughly approximately a $200 purchase assuming no 
3 4 | c i it:": 
15 That's correct. Y^ purchase the^ 8 f.- : 
16 $ 2 0 0 . a L a. J. _L , . a L JJ J: e a A. xu intu 
quarter grams v...... double your money. 
Q All right. Did you find it unusual to 
19 have ind... v.aua^s in, motor vehicles that do no t h a v • s • 
20 distribution paraphernalia wi t:h them? 
21 A . N o . T h a t s II :: • t m 1 1 I i I s i i a ] a t a 3 1 . A g a :ii T \ 
2 2 like I told you, they like to go to an ai ea that -
23 safe with their scale, WXL.II m c i r glass or mirror 
24 where there's no wind T*T^ere +"hey can--
25 i! Tiifc powder _L; , +L L^T./ open a :*/' r.'^ o^  .in u. 
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1 car it can be blown away into the carpet and you'll 
2 never find it. So they like to go to an area such 
3 as a house, they have rooms in their houses, 
4 closest in their houses where they lay out their 
5 mirror, they lay out their cocaine, they do their 
6 cut, they do their individual packaging. 
7 To do that all in a car would be, would be 
8 a little chancy. Any officer going by could see 
9 what they were doing, anybody opens the door they 
10 lose some. So you're going to do your individual 
11 packaging somewhere else. 
12 To have your scales with you once you've 
13 weighed everything out into individual packaging 
14 is, is kind of futile. There's no reason to have 
15 scales with you. To have extra baggies with you, 
16 you've already packaged it into the different sizes 
17 that you need to sell it so you don't need any 
18 extra baggies with you. 
19 Those are some of the things you would see 
20 in a house. If you went on a search warrant on a 
21 house those are the things we see, these little 
22 tiny ziplock bags, we'll see a lot of them empty 
23 laying around. And what he's doing is getting 
24 ready to fill them with the different amounts. 
Q~i Okay. 
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A. You'll see the scales, O-notes and so 
forth. 
Let's take the reverse of that, 
L i i a i 11: Z :i i n n t e i: n i. a n . T * 1 i a e s :: • it t e • : n E \ 1 : : i s 
a heavy cocaine user and they are transporting an 
8 - b a n , teener, a half gratm and crack cocaine with 
them on their person, are they in your experience 
norma". : ^  going to be carrying drug paraphernalia 
for u 
In my experience they would never have all 
those ~ r * -• :i : r g t 
place , BLit i f someone i .v carrying cocaine and he 
is a heavy cocaine user, auia we re talking powder 
cocaine now, he is goi ng to have a manner of whi cl i 
to use it. 
Wi 
0 r o:: their person that has, le t' s s a y t h e y ' r e j i i £ • 1 
s n o r t : i 1 : , i 1 i j i i, : 1 g , i ng i have a ] ;i ttle what 
we call ,. mooter, which is just a, simply can be 
as - much as nothing hut a straw they've taken 
" 'i»I s e e i i i \ 1 > i i i i : ! i i 
gorgeous straw their 1 ittle mirror anc 
1 * """ " ' ," "1l J(" 1 - sci a p,{ I i 1 t. o^ i-t hpi t: 
line. And ; ve seen gold plated ones if they want 
tor T>e real farcy . I' ve seeu ti^ ;^nt>-,"that '-z.r.2ii' t 
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1 || quite as fancy. They'll have a driver's license, a 
2 || rusty, or an old mirror and, and the driver's 
3 || license is to scrape it together. And then they 
4 II have a dollar bill rolled up and they snort it up 
5 through their nose with the dollar bill. 
6 If they're doing crack cocaine they've got 
7 to have a pipe with them. There's no other way of 
8 doing crack cocaine. Even though-- I take that 
9 back. I've seen them put it in a piece of 
10 aluminum foil and put heat under the aluminum foil 
11 to smoke the crack cocaine. 
12 So yes, somebody who is addicted to 
13 cocaine or somebody who likes to use cocaine you're 
14 going to find paraphernalia on them. They're 
15 going to have paraphernalia. More often you find 
16 people with paraphernalia that don't have the drugs 
17 because they can't afford them at that time. But 
18 you don't find people with plenty of drugs that are 
19 using them that don't have the paraphernalia. 
20 Q. Thank you. No further questions. 
21 CROSS BY MR. BOYLE FOR DEFENSE? 
22 MR. BOYLE: Officer Zimmerman, in 
23 looking over the facts of this case was there 
24 something else just besides the cocaine that was 
25 %I^and on, or Mr. Sosa? 
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1 II A. Let's see. We had three bags Oh, there 
2 || was three bags of powder, one bag of rock and then 
3 ]| some marijuana I believe. 
' 4 .. Q. Yes. Now is marijuana snorted :r is it 
5 II smoked? 
6 A Smoked. 
7 Q Now have you ever heard of . , ractice 
8 where they place crack cocaine in ^ :.nf and smoke 
9 • it? 
^. Yes have. 
11 Okay. So quite possible that the 
12 mar- , a ::i • : i :i I: 3 :i m <=: 3 f : :i : t h e 
13 purposes of- Excuse me, I take that back. 
14 Withdraw the question. 
15 The crack cocaine that was, that was on 
16 his person was for the purpose of smoking the 
1 ' / in a r :i j I i a i i a t: 1 I a t 1 I e a 1 s o 1 i a c:i :: • n 1 :i :ii s j: • e r s o n 
18 correct? 
19 A . That's possible. 
2 0 Q Okay. Now going back to the idea, •* ™ 
21 your experience the, the total weight of this comes 
2 2 out 1: : • 1: = i ; 1 ia t 
2 3 P. I I don't think . : qu:t.r a quarter 
2 4 ounce I • • :i 1 ia B u 1 a n 
25 8-ba-.il a tiener* and .a ha 1 f^  y ^ m
 %and, another . 
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1 gram. It's, it's shy of a quarter ounce. 
2 Q. Okay. So if you went to somebody and you 
3 wanted to buy a quarter ounce and that's the only 
4 packaging they had, you would have to purchase it 
5 in those quantities. Is that correct? 
6 A. It's, it's not a quarter ounce. If you 
7 went to buy a quarter ounce you would probably get 
8 your quarter ounce and you'd make sure you got your 
9 quarter ounce. If your question is if, if you 
10 went to buy dope and you had X amount of dollars 
11 and that's all they had and they just gave it to 
12 you, yes, I guess that would be how you could do 
13 it. I've never seen a person that once his dope--
14 And you've got to--
15 This is expensive, cocaine is very 
16 expensive. They're not going to say well that's 
17 close enough. They're going to make sure they get 
18 their drugs. And to have it packaged in those 
19 different manners it would be very unusual for 
20 someone to go in and pay the market value for those 
21 different sizes. 
22 Q. In your experience as a Narcotics Strike 
23 Force agent have you ever been involved in, in 
24 cocaine buys yourself personally? 
25 I, ^ Cocaine what?. I'm sorry. 
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Cocaine buys in which you yourself or you 
-A with a confidential informant had gone 
someplace to buy cocaine? 
Yes, sir. 
H a i- e y : m 1 ; ; 1: i e i 1 ; ; 1 • i i p i 1 1 z ? ' ! : " j "l EI t 
cocaine and then went back •. weighed . • -..: at 
thP l • i ig ] a 1: have yoi i ever been shorted? 
Yes, sir . 
^
 S o j_t happens, it happens all the time 
then. Is that it? 
Well not, not all tht> time A rookie 
ge t. i ' I I I i "-; f.«r-- t j <-: n c F- d 
informant, In other words, if .* person who's 
selling the cocaine knows you to Dc not know what 
you're doing, yes, he h^.. :nore tendency to sh . '; 
you. But somebody who knows what they're doing ai 
f EI r a , = E £ I :i : i i g i i s e a i i i I :i : i i g s :i z e s 11 I € E, :i : = i I : t 
going to a 11 ow you 1:• E» short you. When you hand a 
p e i: s c i l a b a g g \, 11: i a t 1 l a E; E 1 I a ] f g i: a n t :ii i ;:i :ii t I 
guarantee y ou t he y k n o w t ha t i t s. a fa o ut a half g r a m 
or close and, and they know they're not getting 
shoi" t. e d . ' . • • 
LA But it does happen? 
A . Y e s :i t i : e s 1 I a p p e n . 
Q .' So i-t ' s ./qurT t e p o s s i b l e i f tlr . Soce was 
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1 || going to a place to purchase a quarter ounce of 
2 || cocaine he could have Very well got shorted in this 
3 II case? 
4 A. This would have been very short, yes. 
5 Very short. 
6 Q. Now you testified that in, in situations 
7 that you're involved with that they usually, if 
8 somebody was going to package cocaine they would do 
9 it at their house, is that correct, as opposed to 
10 doing it in a car? 
11 A. Yes. If they were going to repackage 
12 cocaine it would be more that they would package it 
13 in a room. And not necessarily their house. 
14 Their house, a motel room, somewhere safe where 
15 they're not worried about being seen and they're 
16 not worried about the weather and so forth. Yes. 
17 Q. Most of these situations where you run 
18 into where you see people selling cocaine and where 
19 you observe individuals selling cocaine, where is 
20 that at? 
21 A. I'd have to do a study to give you a 
22 breakdown but we've bought cocaine everywhere you 
23 can buy cocaine. 
24 Q. Okay. In your experience in buying 
2b i c caine d^ t.ix^ / tend to be-- They ha^e g^od forms 
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of communication, drug dealers? Pagers, cell 
phones? 
sorry. 1 didn't understand your 
q-
Q, T ~*- ™~, n <**- ™e rephrase it. : 
experience w:rr Weber-Morgan Narcotics S: r: ne Force 
h a v e y o u h a d a c 1 1 a n c e t c : b s e :i : ,; * e p e o p ] e who deal 
drugs that also use pagers? 
A. Yes. Many druq dealers u^ use pagers. 
Is a pager an integral part o 
drugs? 
,A 11 h a s b e c o m e s e i: \ :i i n p :: • i: t: a n t p a i: t • : f 
dealing drugs, yes. We see a major portion ui O U T 
d e d .1 (•• J f 
And can you explain, to the jury why that 
What, why is the pager so important? 
S Contact. When you 
your vehicle v^-en VOL. dealing cut 
street, t: . -. oux nome 
it's easier for somebody : ahold .-f "~u leave 
-a±± ihem back, they t e "*. '! vou h'^ w 
much they want and then you either ac . r 
t e H them to come over t «r» a certain place and get 
It or- meet you someplace ; r- ~ 
h^ve; b^cbmW an integral part of oope iojiling. 
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2 
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10 
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19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q. So it allows them greater freedom? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And it also doesn't tie them down to one 
phone line where the calls could possibly be 
intercepted? 
A. That is correct. 
Q. And from your reading of the facts in this 
case was there a pager found upon Mr. Sosa's 
person? 
A. I only read over the evidence report and 
the lab report. I don't remember seeing a 
pager. I'd have to review the case to tell you if 
there was. 
Q. I have no further questions. 
THE JUDGE: Redirect? 
REDIRECT BY MR. HEWARD FOR THE STATE 
MR. HEWARD: Lieutenant Zimmerman, do you 
see people dealing drugs without pagers? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Counsel asked you a question about the 
smoking of marijuana along with crack. I assume--
Does that require something in order to smoke 
marijuana? 
A. Yes. 
y. Or can you jvst pich. up P^re and light -" t 
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1 || and smoke it? 
2 || A. The only time I've seen marijuana be 
3 II smoked with crack cocaine is when it's rolled 
4 together in a zigzag paper commonly known as a 
5 cigarette rollers, what used to be considered 
6 cigarette rollers. They're just zigzag papers. 
7 And they roll it up, they lay out the marijuana on 
8 it and put one or two pieces of crack in there and 
9 roll it up. 
10 I have heard that they'll also take a 
11 marijuana pipe and stuff it with marijuana, put a 
12 rock on top. What happens there is the rock will 
13 not stay lit so the marijuana burns and keeps the 
14 rock burning. But unless he has zigzag papers or a 
15 pipe I don't know how he's going to smoke that 
16 marijuana and crack cocaine. 
17 Q. So it's going to require one of those two 
18 things? 
19 A. Yes, sir. 
20 Q. And do you know whether or not either of 
21 those two things were recovered? 
22 A. They were not. 
23 Q. That's all I have of this witness. 
24 THE JUDGE: Anv recross? 
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RECROSS BY MR. BOYLE FOR DEFENSE 
MR. BOYLE: Now i think your testimony 
was just they either have to have a pipe or papers 
to smoke marijuana with crack. Is that correct? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have, in your experience as an agent have 
you seen some rather common household objects 
become pipes? 
A. Yes, I have. 
Q. And certain fruits become pipes? 
A. No. But I haven't seen a fruit become a 
pipe . 
Q. Okay. And the household objects that 
you've observed that become pipes, what's the most 
common? 
A. I think the most common would be an 
aluminum can. 
Q. Okay. And exactly how would they use an 
aluminum can? 
A. They-- It's hard to describe. They take 
the aluminum can. If you were to think of it as 
laying down, they put a little dent in it so it's 
kind of dented like this, they poke a whole bunch 
of holes in it, they eithet lay their rock there or 
heir marijuana there or w^ at*?^ -? .. r -& "they fo;nehow .+-1-
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get it to burn either through a torch or through 
lighting the marijuana. And then they can inhale 
it through the lid. 
Q. Did they-- Was, was there any cans found 
inside the car to your knowledge? 
A. Not to my knowledge. 
Q. Were they looking for cans? 
A. I wasn't there. 
Q. Is a can, aluminum can pretty easy to find 
around Ogden? 
A. Pretty much. 
Q. I have no further questions. 
MR. HEWARD: Nothing further. 
THE JUDGE: You can step down. 
MR. HEWARD: May this witness be 
excused? 
you 
THE JUDGE: 
MR. BOYLE: 
THE JUDGE: 
THE WITNESS: 
MR. HEWARD: 
Any objection to that? 
No, Your Honor. 
You may be excused. Thank 
Thank you. 
Before we break may I 
recall Officer Ashment for just one question? 
THE JUDGE: Yes. Okay. 
MR. HEWARD: I'd "< j.\t ^d clari ^ > 
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We would ask this witness be 
Any objection? 
No objection. 
You can leave. Thank you 
1 || THE JUDGE: You may step d-..*Tn. May he 
2 j| be excuse!..T 
3 MR. HEWARD: 
4 excused. 
5 THE JUDGE: 
6 MR. BOYLE: 
7 THE JUDGE: 
8 very much. 
9 Any other witnesses from the State? 
10 MR. HEWARD: There is not, Your Honor. 
11 The State would move, the State would move for 
12 entry of the STATE'S EXHIBIT #1, #2 and #3. For 
13 simplicity I would propose just to place them back 
14 inside the bag that's been identified as the bag 
15 that they were transported in and we would move for 
16 admission of them. 
17 THE JUDGE: Any objection? 
18 MR. BOYLE: No objection, Your Honor. 
19 THE JUDGE: They'll be admitted and they 
20 can be placed back in that same bag. 
21 MR. HEWARD: With the admission of those 
22 exhibits, Your Honor, the State would rest. 
23 THE JUDGE: You reserved an opening 
24 statement. Do you want to give that now or... 
25 MR. BOYLE: Well, yes. I will. 
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O P T I N G STATEMENT BY I R . BOYLE FOR DEFENSE. 
MR BOYLE? Normally I like to reserve 
3 an opening statement for my case in chief. What 
4 that does much like when the State opens up with 
5 it's argument is that it, you get to hear us and 
6 it's still fresh in your mind as, as we present 
7 evidence and that way you can consider the evidence 
8 that's been presented as well as our arguments as 
9 what the evidence is supposed to show. In this 
10 case though it's going to be somewhat different 
11 because we're not going to present any evidence. 
12 In fact, at the end of any argument the defense is 
13 going to rest. 
14 Basically the reason we are going this 
15 route is that the issue that we see and the 
16 evidence that has been brought before you as the 
17 jury, we argue and we would state that the evidence 
18 doesn't seem to indicate that there has been any 
19 testimony as to Mr. Sosa's intent to distribute. 
20 Now there's been some--
21 MR. HEWARD: Isn't this a closing 
22 argument, Judge? 
23 THE JUDGE: It's, it's overlapping a 
24 little bit I think. 
25 MR. HEWARD: If they're not presenting 
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any evidence I don't Lclieve t ^ ey c m make an 
2 opening about what, and give the jury--
3 THE JUDGE: Is there going to be any 
4 presentation from the defense of any evidence? 
5 MR. BOYLE: No there isn't, Your Honor. 
6 THE JUDGE: May I suggest that, that in 
7 that, given that scenario that we just wait until 
8 closing argument. Unless you disagree strongly 
9 with me and can point to some reason otherwise. 
10 MR. BOYLE: No, Your Honor. I would 
11 defer to this Court. 
12 THE JUDGE: Okay. And, and but I did 
13 give you the opportunity and suggested essentially 
14 that you do it and now I've, I apologize that I've 
15 done that. 
16 MR. BOYLE: That's all right. 
17 THE JUDGE: So we'll just wait for 
18 closing argument on that. And what I'd like to do 
19 then is instruct the jury if, if the jury 
20 instructions are passing without any objection I'll 
21 go ahead with them now. 
22 MR. HEWARD: I would think that we need 
23 to confer with Your Honor for a few minutes. 
24 THE JUDGE: Do you want to? 
25 MR. HEWARD: I know there are alternative 
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1 || what we're going to do regard'"1 esc of what other 
2 || problems that it creates. And so let me go bao„ 
3 || through this and make sure that we have everything 
4 II here. Yes, we'll just have to work around that. 
5 1 need to make sure that I've got everything in 
6 order here. 
7 I don't know why these are numbered, 
8 changes in numbering here. I'll go back over 
9 them. If you'll just bear with me for just a 
10 minute. 
11 Let me take a recess and go through 
12 these. These are out of sequence and they need to 
13 be in sequence for us to, to proceed in a quick 
14 way. So let's take a recess. Just stay where 
15 you're at. I will go through these and get them 
16 numbered properly. If Counsel wants to come back 
17 and verify your numbers with me I'll do that. 
18 We'll be in recess for five minutes. 
19 (TAPE TURNED OFF) 
2 0 (COURT CALLED TO ORDER). 
21 THE JUDGE: Again, I thank you for your 
22 patience. In light of the fact that we've had to 
23 take this approximate half hour delay I'm not going 
24 to also burden you with reading the instructions 
25 this afternoon. It's going to be necessary that 
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we come ba^k. 
I understand one lur^- ^o.^ a problem in 
3 terms of travel. Unfortunately I, I really wish 
4 I'd been made aware of that earlier in the 
5 proceedings, I think we might have been able to 
6 accommodate that a little better. I think I did 
7 advise you that there was a possibility of it going 
8 into Monday. I did not think that was necessarily 
9 going to happen. But given that it's the end of 
10 the week, that it's been a long day for everyone 
11 and in light of all those factors I'm going to ask 
12 you then and require you to come back on Monday. I 
13 have court until approximately 11:00 o'clock on 
14 Monday morning in another, in another court and so 
15 we will not be able to begin until 11:00. And I 
16 would anticipate that Counsel will give closing 
17 arguments and that you would be instructed prior to 
18 my afternoon calendar beginning at 1:30. And at 
19 that time you would be allowed to deliberate and 
20 that we will bring in some lunch for you during 
21 that time. In fact, we'll just take your orders 
22 II before we even get started so that we can get your 
23 || lunch in here and ready for you when you go back to 
24 || deliberate. Okay? 
25 || I apologize for the inconvenience that it 
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1 il may be cuacir.g a*./ cf you. ,T was not avare of that 
2 when we discussed it and I, I just apologize. 
3 Hopefully we'll be finished after your 
4 deliberations and that could be Monday afternoon, 
5 could be early Monday afternoon, could be 
6 midafternoon, somewhere in that range I would 
7 anticipate. But that ends up being up to you at 
8 that point. And that's been discussed with 
9 Counsel. I think that's everyone's position on 
10 this at this point. 
11 At this time I'm going to excuse the 
12 jurors. You're free to leave. Please do. I 
13 believe both doors are open, the front and the back 
14 so you can go out either entrance. And I would 
15 expect you back here at 11:00 o'clock on Monday 
16 then. Thank you very much. 
17 I'd ask that everyone else in the 
18 courtroom please remain in the courtroom until the 
19 jury has been excused and has been allowed to go 
20 down the elevator and leave the building. Thank 
21 you. 
22 (JURY EXCUSED FOR THE DAY) 
23 THE JUDGE: Do you want to see if 
24 they're out in the hallway? I think we can 
25 start. All right.* 
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I think we just hav^ an issue regard^nc, 
tianspor z* Lion nv here on Monday. I ^ o n \ v.iOw 
3 what the options are, if he could stay in the Weber 
4 County Jail over the weekend. That would be an 
5 option I would give you. So I understand the 
6 problem, it's short notice. It's one of the 
7 situations that we don't like either, frankly. 
8 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: What I'll do, 
9 Judge, I spoke to my lieutenant at five to 5:00 and 
10 he instructed me since he's going to be gone Monday 
11 that when I get home tonight somewhere around 7:00, 
12 7:30 I'll call my Sergeant who he puts everything 
13 together and--
14 THE JUDGE: Okay. 
15 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: -- I'll just 
16 explain to him you're going to have to put bodies 
17 somewhere and so that we can--
18 THE JUDGE: I know they're bringing up 
19 probably somebody for Judge Taylor's in the 
20 afternoon. He has his law and motion on Monday 
21 afternoon. 
22 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Maybe we can 
23 combine the two. 
24 THE JUDGE: Yes. It's just that we, in 
25 order-- Because I've got court in the afternoon 
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1 starting ^t i:30 that's going t r go. I don't minJ. 
2 r'oing twj of them ac onr*f* h, ;- I ^eed them in the 
3 juryroom deliberating. So if we start at 11:00 
4 we're probably going to run almost all the way 
5 through to 1:30 by the time all is said and done, 
6 or it would be close. So we really do need him 
7 here at 11:00. 
8 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Oh, we're going 
9 to have him here. 
10 THE JUDGE: Yes. 
11 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: It's just I had to 
12 put him on notice down in Salt Lake. 
13 THE JUDGE: I understand. I don't know 
14 if you can just add him to the crew that you bring 
15 up for Judge Taylor's and hold them early. That 
16 might be another option. 
17 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: We sure could. 
18 THE JUDGE: I apologize for the 
19 inconvenience. I know it's not convenient for 
2 0 anybody. 
21 Okay. All right. So we'll see you 
22 back here Monday at 11:00. And just maybe you 
23 could talk with Mr. Sosa briefly. 
24 MR. BOYLE: Yes, I plan on it. 
25 THE JUDGE: You will advise him. If he 
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1 II 'chat. You'll receive another one next MOxiday when 
2 I you come'back "^c^aust you actually will have 
3 rendered three days of service by that date. 
4 Does anyone have any questions about that 
5 situation? Okay. 
6 I'm going to excuse you now. I know I 
7 promised you lunch but since we're at 11:15 and we 
8 need to take some other matters up on the record. 
9 Like I said feel free to keep the check, use it for 
10 whatever you want. And I need you back here next 
11 Monday the 26th at 11:00. Again with my apologies 
12 for the inconvenience to you. 
13 I'll excuse you now and then we need to 
14 put some things in the record at this point in 
15 time. 
16 (JURY EXCUSED FOR THE DAY). 
17 THE JUDGE: All right. The record 
18 should reflect the jury has exited the courtroom. 
19 Are there, is there one in there? 
20 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: (Short inaudible, 
21 no mic) . 
22 THE JUDGE: Well, I saw somebody go back 
23 in there. 
24 MR. HEWARD: Did he walk out? It was 
25 the young man, Mr. Maycock. Okay. I saw him go 
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1 il Is, i aTdn't bee nim :nme ouc. 
2 THE JUDGE: Okay. All right. Well, 
3 this is-- I'd like Mr. Boyle maybe as defense 
4 counsel to put on the record his statement of the 
5 reason for the continuance, motion for the 
6 continuance. We did discuss it in chambers but 
7 since that was not on the record and we want to 
8 make a, a good record and clear record as to what 
9 has happened and the reasons for the continuance. 
10 Why don't you go ahead, Mr. Boyle. 
11 MR. BOYLE: Thank you. Initially the 
12 I defense had argued and objected to the introduction 
13 or the admittance of any testimony from experts 
14 because the State had failed to give the requisite 
15 notice under 77-17-13. At this time we are going 
16 ahead and reasserting that objection. And I would 
17 assume the State's going to ask, ask for a 
18 continuance. We have no problem with that. 
19 MR. HEWARD: No. The State's not asking 
20 for anything. It's the defense moving for a 
21 continuance. 
22 THE JUDGE: That's my understanding. 
23 MR. BOYLE: The defense will move for a 
24 continuance at this time. 
25 THE JUDGE: Okay. Tell me the cite 
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again on that statute 
MR, BOYLE: 77-17-13. - . ^  
THE JUDGE: Okay. 
MR. HEWARD: Which is a different section 
than was previously given to Your Honor. 77-14-3 
was the one that was offered on Friday and the 
reason that the Court didn't at that time deal with 
it because the section previously provided did not 
cover the expert witnesses in general but 
specifically covered the mental health experts. 
And it's only this morning that we've gone to a 
different section. 
THE JUDGE: Now this section is in kind 
of a catchall category as I read it that really 
catches all the, the rules of procedure that 
weren't included in the rules of procedure and that 
were not included in the rest of the code and it 
includes quite a variety of things understandably 
somewhat, I don't know, I hate to use the word 
misleading but it's unfortunate that it's kind of 
buried in there, frankly. I believe--
MR. HEWARD: I believe it's under the 
section called the judgment actually. 
THE JUDGE: It's called the trial but 
it's--
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1 MR. • BOYLE:. ves, it's actually the. 
2 trial. Yes. 
3 THE JUDGE: But it includes lottery 
4 cases, it includes a number of different things. 
5 Be that as it may, I think my feeling on it was I 
6 think the defense made a sufficient objection that 
7 they had not been given adequate notice that an 
8 expert would be called. And I specifically feel 
9 that Detective Zimmerman, I may not be giving him 
10 his proper title, but came in not so much as a fact 
11 witness, he was not really part of this case. But 
12 he did come in and give a number of opinions about 
13 the drug culture, various information that would 
14 be, I would consider more in the expert realm to 
15 help the jury in terms of understanding the context 
16 of a drug arrest, that kind of thing and, 
17 therefore, I believe would qualify for purposes of 
18 expert testimony for this statute to apply. 
19 It does indicate that he should have 
20 prepared a written report relating to the proposed 
21 testimony and should, the State should have given 
22 notice at least as soon as they knew they were 
23 going to call him, not less than 30 days before the 
24 trial. Even if it hadn't been, hadn't been 30 
25 days, however, I probably would have given some 
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1 l| leniency there to the State o-ice they made a 
2 determination so long as the defense could get 
3 adequately prepared. 
4 The unfortunate part of this is that now 
5 we're in the mid-trial ready to instruct and now 
6 it's come up. I think because it was discussed 
7 earlier and there does appear to be some kind of 
8 need, potential need I will simply say for the 
9 record although the defense has not proffered any 
10 particular type of evidence that they intend to put 
11 on, it does give them an opportunity to prepare for 
12 it and meet the expert's testimony. Now that the 
13 defense has heard the testimony I think they're 
14 really raised to a slightly higher standard of now 
15 having to at least do something with it. Having 
16 heard it you made a determination that not only do 
17 you need to get prepared for it but because you've 
18 heard exactly what it is and what it's going to be 
19 as testimony there will even be further cross 
20 examination of the expert I would anticipate. Or 
21 you may bring in witnesses of your own and you'd be 
22 entitled to do that and we'd reopen defense's 
23 case. And that's where we're at. 
24 I did continue the trial a week but that 
25 was the earliest I-could schedule it because I do 
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1 || have matters scheduled all the way through the week 
2 jl and tnis would also givve the defense time to do 
3 what they need to do, approximately a week to do 
4 that. 
5 So go ahead, Mr. Boyle. Do you have 
6 something to say? 
7 MR. BOYLE Your Honor, in light of the 
8 date that we just received from the Court and the 
9 fact as I've read the statute we might run into the 
10 problem that the State would require time in which 
11 to meet the testimony of my expert if I do get an 
12 expert witness or if I can find an expert 
13 witness. Under the statute we're also required to 
14 provide a curriculum vitae as well as basically a 
15 report as to what that expert is going to testify 
16 to. I don't know at this time whether or not the 
17 State's--
18 THE JUDGE: Well, let's talk about it--
19 MR. BOYLE: -- willing to waive the 
20 notice requirement or--
21 MR. HEWARD: The only thing that I would 
22 ask is if in fact they do intend between now and 
23 one week from today of calling someone that they 
24 notify me who that is, that they get me whatever 
25 information they have. If I don't know who that 
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person ir and don't have, have haa previous access 
to their curriculum or naven't previously dealt 
with them, and if they can tell me who that person 
is I will contact them myself, which I have a right 
to do, and speak with them and that will obviate 
the need for Counsel to get me a written report. 
I will indicate for the Court and for 
Counsel that if their intent is to recall 
Zimmerman, obviously on the short notice I would 
suggest that that be done or he be subpoenaed 
immediately just as--
THE JUDGE: I think he should be just to 
Right. 
Because I don't know what 
avoid any problems. 
MR. HEWARD: 
THE JUDGE: 
his plans are. 
MR. HEWARD: I don't either. 
THE JUDGE: But after telling this jury 
what I just told them I don't plan to continue it 
either. 
MR. BOYLE: I understand. 
THE JUDGE: So I hope you, I hope you 
can cooperate with me to that degree including--
MR. HEWARD: But I will do everything I 
can and eliminate the need for the formal notice if 
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Coai-.oel wi21 just communicate with .^  as qu^ck1^/ as 
he finds out who it is. 
THE JUDGE: Okay. What if he won't 
talk to you, Mr. Heward? 
MR. HEWARD: Who? The expert won't talk 
to me? 
THE JUDGE: Yes. 
MR. HEWARD: That's great. I'd like to 
cross examine an expert who refuses to talk to me. 
THE JUDGE: Okay. And so you're not 
going to object to it if he will not talk with 
you? 
MR. HEWARD: No. That's fine. 
THE JUDGE: Do you want to be present 
during that meeting? I assume maybe you'd want to 
do that and certainly you have a right to. Maybe 
you can coordinate that if you want to, okay,, 
during his interview. Is that going to be 
acceptable to the defense though in lieu of a 
written report? 
MR. BOYLE: Your Honor, that's no 
problem. 
THE JUDGE: 
MR. HEWARD: 
Okay. 
Could you at a minimum, 
Judge, the only thing I would ask is perhaps that 
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you put, and I know we're on a real short line, say 
| bv Wednesday at 5:00 o'clock the requirement that 
if someone is going to be called that Counsel 
notify me. I would think if they know they're 
going to know by Wednesday at 5:00. Is that all 
right with Counsel? 
Okay. Let's, let's--
I hope, I hope within 24 
THE JUDGE: 
MR. BOYLE: 
hours I have somebody 
MR. HEWARD: 
THE JUDGE: 
Okay. 
Let's do this. Let's set 
Wednesday at 5:00 to notify the State what your 
situation is. If for some reason though you've 
run into a problem you can come in, we can talk 
about it and there's no, if, if Mr. Heward doesn't 
agree to give you a little bit more time or 
whatever you can come and we can have a short 
hearing on it and I may give you more time 
depending on what the circumstances are because I 
don't know how easy it's going to be or what 
problems you may run into, that kind of thing. 
But if you would please maybe someone 
contact Sergeant Zimmerman, is it? 
MR. HEWARD: Lieutenant. 
THE JUDGE: Lieutenant. And let him 
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1 II know that he' n going to be needed nsxt- -
2 || MR. HEWARD J 621-3^<0~is the Stride 
3 II Force . 
4 II THE JUDGE: -- Monday. That he will 
5 be needed and please subpoena him so that there's 
6 no question about his voluntary or involuntary 
7 appearance. And then we'll go from there. 
8 MR. HEWARD: And I anticipate that if 
9 there's any way he can, if that's who they want to 
10 call back for further cross he will do what he can 
11 to be here. 
12 THE JUDGE: I'm sure he probably will but 
13 if there's going to be a problem getting him here--
14 MR. HEWARD: We've got to give the most 
15 notice we can. 
16 THE JUDGE: -- like he's got an airline 
17 ticket to France, nonrefundable, he's probably not 
18 going to be too interested in coming in Monday. 
19 MR. HEWARD: Correct. 
20 II THE JUDGE: I hope that that's not the 
21 || case. Okay. Have we covered everything else that 
22 || we need to cover? 
23 || MR. HEWARD: I think we have. The only 
24 II other thing I, obviously the statute that Counsel 
25 || has referred to specifically provides in 
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subparagraph 3 exactly what Your Honor has jus*-
done and that is to give him tht opportunity of 
continuance as the remedy that's provided absent 
bad faith. And I haven't heard anybody say nor do 
I believe there's a claim of bad faith. 
MR. BOYLE: I will not argue that. 
That what? 
I said I will not argue with 
THE JUDGE: 
MR. BOYLE: 
that. 
MR. HEWARD 
MR. BOYLE: 
THE JUDGE: 
Would not? 
Would not. 
Let me get-- Would you 
please complete what you were saying, Mr. Heward, 
so we can get it on the record. 
MR. HEWARD: I'm sorry, Judge. 
THE JUDGE: Okay. 
MR. HEWARD: The only thing I was saying 
is in subparagraph 3 of the 77-17 section on notice 
the remedy provided is the same, is the one that 
you have just given the defense and that is a 
continuance. There is a separate remedy that 
allows Your Honor to impose sanctions--
THE JUDGE: For bad faith. 
MR. HEWARD: -- if you find good (sic) 
faith. And I haven't heard anyone raise the issue 
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and from tha^ I was assuming there wasn't, that 
wasn't being rctis-d which Counsel has juc-t 
indicated that's correct. 
THE JUDGE: There are no allegations of 
bad faith? 
MR, BOYLE: That is correct, Your Honor 
THE JUDGE: Okay. All right. And I 
appreciate that. I think under the circumstances 
we were, I think some errors were made is all. 
And, and they're understandable and, therefore, 
we'll try to work with each other and get it 
finalized here next week. 
MR, HEWARD: See you next Monday, Judge. 
THE JUDGE: Okay. 
MR, HEWARD: Thanks. 
MR. BOYLE: Thank you. 
(TAPE TURNED OFF). 
WHEREUPON, the hearing was concluded. Trial 
set to resume August 26th, 1996. 
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1 || they? Okay.
 4 If you want them. 
2 II THE CLERK: (Short inaudible, no mic) . 
3 THE JUDGE: Great. I didn't see anybody 
4 in the front row so that's fine. You don't have to 
5 take notes either so that's fine. 
6 WITNESSES FOR DEFENSE CASE IN CHIEF 
7 WHEREUPON, 
8 DR. RICKY DARRELL HAWKS 
9 having been placed under oath by the clerk of the 
10 court and sworn to testify truthfully in this 
11 matter, upon examination testified as follows: 
12 DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. BOYLE FOR DEFENSE. 
13 MR. BOYLE: Good morning, Dr. Hawks. If 
14 you could please state your full name for the 
15 record? 
16 A. My name is Ricky Darrell Hawks. 
17 Q. And what is your current occupation? 
18 A. I'm currently the division psychologist 
19 for Weber Human Services, a local mental health and 
20 drug and alcohol and aging agency across the street 
21 here. 
22 Q. And as, as your activities, if you could 
23 just kind give the jury an indication of what your, 
24 your daily activities entail? 
25 A. I began at* Weber Human Services about 
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. 1 almost 20 years ag~ aLte^ J'^^/'eived - doctorate 
2 from Brigham Young University. Initially the 
3 first 10 years of experience I worked as a drug and 
4 alcohol counselor, primarily worked with the 
5 methadone clinic and heroin addicts and a variety 
6 of street drug users. And then after about ten 
7 years I moved into administration and actually 
8 supervised the youth drug and alcohol team for a 
9 couple of years and had some other drug and alcohol 
10 counselors under me. And then after I received 
11 my doctorate I went into assessment, meaning 
12 testing. So primarily the last, I received my 
13 license in psychology in 1988 about and then since 
14 that time I've been doing primarily testing for 
15 agencies and courts and psychological testing, drug 
16 and alcohol screenings and consultations. 
17 Q. So in your experience you've run into 
18 quite a few cases of drug users? 
19 A. Initially it was perhaps more than more 
20 recently. When I was a drug and alcohol counselor 
21 then full-time we'd have anywhere from 20 to 60 
22 drug and alcohol clients on our caseload so we'd 
23 work with them one-on-one for a few years. More 
24 recently since I've been licensed as a psychologist 
25 my involvement has been in primarily assessment. 
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So that means I would be asking the .a questions 
about drug and alcohol hisLcry, giving them cestc 
3 || to determine how serious a drug and alcohol problem 
4 || they might have as part of the whole 
5 || psychological. So more recently my experience has 
6 || been less than the initial few years. 
7 || Q. During this period of time with Weber 
8 II County did you receive any honors or memberships in 
9 any groups or associations? 
10 A. Yes. I've during the last-- I'm looking 
11 at my resume to remember what they, they were. 
12 During the period of the last 18, 19 years I've 
13 been certified for example to administer nationally 
14 a drug and alcohol screening test that we call the 
15 SASI. I've presented a variety of State alcohol 
16 and drug workshops. I've presented at the, for 
17 three or four years at the State Drug-free 
18 Conference in Salt Lake and presented at the Utah 
19 Alcoholism and Drug State Conference for about four 
20 or five years. And then also presented most 
21 recently at the Weber State University conference 
22 on addictions and substance abuse the last, in '93 
23 and '95, and last year I presented at the Utah 
24 Alcoholism and School Conference at University of 
25 Utah. 
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I've also do_w a couple of articles for a 
z II couple c£ boc^p on drug and ai^ohoi ^l.upie^s, 
3 coauthored one with a professor and then also wrote 
4 a chapter in another textbook, a graduate textbook 
5 on drug and alcohol abuse. Have also done 
6 research. I've published three or four articles in 
7 national journals on alcohol and drug use kinds of 
8 issues. And I've also been used as a, by 
9 Washington, D.C. CESAT, that's the national 
10 organization that focuses on it, it's called the 
11 Center for Substance Abuse Treatment. And 
12 periodically they have documents they send out for 
13 review for experts in the field in America to kind 
14 of review and give input and I've done three or 
15 four of those over the past few years. 
16 Q. Have you ever been qualified as an expert 
17 in any other court proceedings? 
18 A. I have been qualified in mental health 
19 alienist in juvenile court proceedings. I've 
20 never been qualified in the drug and alcohol area 
21 though. 
22 Q. Is there anything else that you've done in 
23 your, in your long history with Weber County that 
24 in dealing or in, in treating people who have drug 
25 or alcohol problems? 
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A. Ix nave" done a lot of, of. a.& I mentioned 
lecture? and £3iRin<_.s a.? we' - .*•"'' ked about. I 
have also taught an alcohol and drug class a few 
years ago to a group of graduate students, masters 
degree students on alcohol and drugs, a semester 
class. 
Q. During your time at Weber County in which 
you were dealing specifically with the issues of 
drug and alcohol addiction, how many cases do you 
think that you were, you were involved with? 
A. As a front line practitioner, as a 
counselor the first ten years we averaged anywhere 
from, like I mentioned when we had the methadone 
clinic we had lower caseload numbers, maybe 20. 
When we started getting to driving under the 
influence and parenting classes with kids on drugs 
our caseload may go up to 50 or 60 at any given 
day. So in a period of 10 years I'm not too sure 
how that ends up, probably a few thousand. 
More recently as my duties as assessing 
and screening as part of psychologicals I do 
probably one or two a day and I always do an 
alcohol, well as a general rule I do an alcohol and 
drug assessment as part of each evaluation so I 
probably get into that at least once or twice a day 
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even currently. £Jt LOC in treatment, just in 
ass^ssmcj an<- .^r"11 Ing about alcohol and drug 
3 issues. 
4 Q. In your experience in assessing drug and 
5 alcohol problems have your evaluations been relied 
6 upon by the courts? 
7 A. In my opinion they have both in juvenile 
8 and adult courts. 
9 Q. Your Honor, at this time we'd move to, to 
10 admit Dr. Hawks as an expert in the field of drug 
11 and alcohol addiction. 
12 MR. HEWARD: I don't think there's been a 
13 sufficient basis. I would agree treatment and 
14 would certainly recognize Dr. Hawks as an expert in 
15 treatment but I don't believe there's been a basis 
16 for anything beyond that, Your Honor. 
17 THE JUDGE: I'm not sure of the scope 
18 you're talking about when you talk, when you refer 
19 to the addiction basis. How broad a scope are we 
20 talking about? 
21 MR. BOYLE: He has just testified to a 
22 lengthy history of not only assessment and 
23 determining whether or not there is drug and 
24 alcohol problems but in also in treating those. 
25 And I think the foundation has been laid. 
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THE JUDGE: T\ie word is addiction th_L 
2 you're objecting to? Is that it." 
3 MR, HEWARD: Correct. 
4 THE JUDGE: Okay. I think he's 
5 qualified to give an opinion as to drug and alcohol 
6 issues generally; treatment, evaluation of 
7 problems, things of that nature. I'm not sure 
8 specifically about addiction. But he may be able 
9 to qualify him if you want to go further. 
10 MR. BOYLE: For purposes of addiction? 
11 THE JUDGE: Right. 
12 MR. BOYLE: In your experience in, in 
13 assessing and in treatment of people who have drug 
14 and alcohol problems have you run into individuals 
15 who have been addicted to either alcohol or drugs? 
16 THE WITNESS: Both in an educational 
17 setting. As I mentioned when we was teaching the, 
18 when I was teaching the masters degree students, 
19 for example, the textbook we used by Dr. Forest was 
20 a, had several chapters in it about the 
21 understanding addiction and the continuum of 
22 addiction. So I think I have some understanding in 
23 relationship to the theoretical models of a drug 
24 and alcohol addiction at least, as well as in a 
25 practical sense obviously the people we work with 
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at the county program are by a ""a^g^, a large shai 
ol then1 are v»haL „a'a c">13 ^ ^\.w2d in the sense o 
having a serious problem and having very difficult 
times to overcome that. 
Q. In your methods of assessment is one of, 
one of the conclusions that you reach through the 
assessment that there is a drug problem that would 
rise to the level or raise to the level of 
addiction? 
A. Yes. The instrument I mentioned to you, 
the SASI, the drug and alcohol screening 
instrument, one of its purposes is to determine on 
a continuum how serious a problem an individual 
might have. So it's a, if they're just using, if 
they're abusing or if they're, the layman's term 
would be if they're addicted. And that's an 
example of an instrument to helps us to understand 
if it's an addiction or not. 
Q. Have you in, in administering that test 
and seeing its results have you found it to be 
reliable? 
A. Reliable meaning that obviously no 
instrument I use is going to be consistent and 
valid 100% of the time. But the SASI runs into, 
from my experience with other instruments it's as 
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j good as any. I ' v rroc perfect the ugh, no. 
w- 7- /'~»- ^is^ory with Weber County ha 'e you 
assessed and concluded in many cases that people 
are addicted to certain drugs? 
A. Yes, I have. 
Q. Your Honor, at this time I'd move to--
MR. HEWARD: May I voir dire briefly? 
THE JUDGE: Go ahead. 
VOIR DIRE BY MR. HEWARD FOR THE STATE 
MR. HEWARD: Dr. Hawks, just so that 
we're all clear when you're talking assessing and 
the methods of assessment, the way that that will 
happen when individuals come in to you is you will 
sit down with them and you are dependent upon what 
they tell you. Truth or lie, you take what they 
give you as information in arriving at a decision 
or a determination. Correct? 
A. That's partly correct. In addition to 
what the client might say we also try to make 
collateral contacts, talking to significant others; 
mothers, spouses, etcetera. And also we use 
instrumentation. The tests we use, they have 
scales that help us determine sometimes the truth 
or lie. So there would be three components to 
that. There would be what the client says, there 
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1 || would be collateral contacts, then there would be 
2 j| any information we*'d gain from the, the tcbuing 
3 itself, the specific scales that might be on it. 
4 Q. And the testing is done --
5 A. By the client. 
6 Q. -- from them answering questions? 
7 A. Correct. 
8 Q. So again that information is coming 
9 directly from them? 
10 A. That would be. 
11 Q. So the validity and how accurate a test 
12 is, is totally dependent in two of the three areas 
13 you talked about and what you get from an 
14 individual? 
15 A. That's still not correct. Maybe I'm not 
16 explaining it right. On a standardized test like 
17 a drug and alcohol test see they've normed that. 
18 That means they've given it to hundreds and 
19 hundreds of other people and then they have a feel 
20 for how a normal person answers that. So if there 
21 are several scales on a test some of those scales 
22 will tell us if the person is lying or not separate 
23 from what he says. So if a client is giving, 
24 taking this test and they're being real defensive 
25 and lying the test will tell us that independent 
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some w-/ because we, of the ^ ^ ~i£ ^nd the examples 
of the other ir_ £--, ~*-]~ ^ ^ p ] e who have taken 
the test. So we do have some information separate 
from the client on tests. 
Q. But even the scales from other people and 
how they're set up are dependent upon what those 
other people told the examiner? 
A. Yes. They're all self-report. 
Q. All right. They're all self-report? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And they may well have been reported in a 
variety of circumstances. Correct? 
A* That's correct. 
Q. They may have been reported where someone 
has voluntarily come into a situation like Weber 
County drugs and alcohol operate who come in and 
say I, I have a drug problem, I need help. And 
then they go through and do some type of an 
assessment to see how serious that drug problem 
is. Correct? 
A. That would be one use of it, yes. 
Q. All right. And there are also certainly 
other ways that that information would, would be 
gathered as opposed to specifically people who are 
coming to you for help? 
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A. T h a t ' •>
 t t:\?,t would be correct. 
2 I! >K -Q. - u1 J be people who are ordered to qo to 
3 II drug and alcohol counseling. Correci? 
4 A. That, that would be correct. 
5 Q. Okay. And SASI you indicate is, is 
6 recognized as an appropriate measuring, what do I 
7 call that? 
8 A. The SASI is a screening instrument. It's 
9 a--
10 Q. Screening instrument. All right. 
11 A. It's a drug and alcohol screening 
12 instrument. 
13 Q. And SASI itself has other things built 
14 into it in an effort to tell whether or not people 
15 are being truthful you indicate? 
16 A. The SASI has a couple of what we call 
17 validity scales. One meaning did they read the 
18 questions and did they understand the questions. 
19 And then the other one is a defensiveness scale. 
20 It's if they're lying or not. So it does have a 
21 couple other scales besides the drug and alcohol 
22 scales. 
23 Q. I believe you also indicate that you rely 
24 upon, and I, and I wrote down several chapters of 
25 textbooks and when you have been teaching. Is that 
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A That was ji st an exa^^iv:- T" ^r '^ oth^.r 
things besides that. Clinical experience after 
having worked with alcohol and drug users for a few 
years I--
The textbook was just an example. That's 
not solely. 
Q. The one thing that is not relied upon by 
people in your field at all is actually going out 
and trying to gather physical evidence to support 
what they tell you. Correct? 
A. That's correct. In my field I've never 
been part of a drug bust in the sense of being 
there or measuring the amounts of drugs, etcetera. 
Q. Or, or never made any undercover drug buys 
to see how they're packaged. Never participated in 
the execution of a search warrant. Nothing like 
that? 
A. No, I have not. 
Q. And in fact your focus as you've indicated 
specifically, while it wasn't gone through you have 
a doctorate in education specifically with an 
emphasis in psychology? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. You do not have any law enforcement 
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exper anca. 
A. T'VP A-cxi.^ n a f T<T m - s s e s up at the Weber 
3 State University in working with a few attorneys 
4 but I have no other than that. 
5 Q. All right. You have never worked as a 
6 police officer, you have never worked in any 
7 undercover capacity as a narcotics officer or 
8 assisting a narcotics officer? 
9 A. I have not. 
10 Q. Specifically do you, when you do the SASI 
11 do you attempt to get other sources of information 
12 other than-- When you say collateral, for instance 
13 a collateral would be a relative. Is that right? 
14 A. Well, we use the term significant other. 
15 Q. And who falls into that category? 
16 A. Sometimes it might be a live-in 
17 girlfriend, sometimes it might be a parent, a 
18 spouse. Someone who knows the client. 
19 Q. Someone who has an attachment either 
20 emotional or marriage or something familial to the 
21 person. Someone who cares about them. Fair 
22 statement? 
23 A. That would be correct. 
24 Q. All right. That's all I have, Your 
25 Honor. 
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C O N T I N U E L1X.ZCT BY MR. BO* r»E FOR DEFENSE 
> 
fciiv. BOfL1?. Orcc again, Your Honor, I 
would move at this time to qualify Dr. Hawks as an 
expert in addiction. 
MR. HEWARD: I would simply allow the 
Court to rule. Again, I'm not sure--
THE JUDGE: Okay. I will rule then. 
I'll qualify him as an expert in this case for 
purposes of that. Go ahead. 
MR. BOYLE: Dr. Hawks do you, are you 
aware of the facts in this case? 
THE WITNESS: I'm aware of some of 
them. The information that I obtained I've read 
through. 
Q. (MR. BOYLE:) Okay. You weren't here 
during any of the testimony? 
A. (THE WITNESS:) I was not. 
Q. Did you have a chance to talk with Julio? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. And from that have you, have you developed 
a report or--
A. Yes, I did. I completed a report just 
this morning in fact on the Mr. Sosa case. And as 
part of that evaluation I, I met with Mr. Sosa down 
at the prison, did a clinical interview with him. 
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I administered tl at SASI test we've been talking 
%
 ; .. abcut , 
3 Also reviewed come records. The records I 
4 was able to review included those from the prison. 
5 Mr. Sosa has been down to the prison a couple of 
6 times so they, they had a file on him and he has 
7 been in some testing situations before. He's also 
8 been in Observation and Assessment as a teenager, 
9 that's a program north of here, and had some 
10 testing done there and I was able to review those 
11 records. He was also a client of ours a few years 
12 ago and I was able to review those records as 
13 well. 
14 In addition to reviewing records and 
15 consulting with prison staff I also made contact 
16 with a Carmen Katerez who was the collateral 
17 contact I made in this case was a name given to me 
18 by Mr. Sosa to chat with about to verify some of 
19 the information. It's my understanding 
20 Ms. Katerez was a, kind of like raised him, an 
21 aunt, biological aunt but more or less raised him. 
22 And that's the information that I based 
23 the report on. 
24 Q. Did you come to a conclusion as to from 
25 the, from your interactions with Julio, have you 
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1 || come v o a conclusion as to does he have a drug 
2 H problem? , • 
fi ^ " 
3 A. Yes. In my opinion based on all that , 
4 information it's clear that there's a, a, if you 
5 remember what we talked about, a continuum. Some 
6 don't have a very big problem, some have a pretty 
7 big problem and some have a serious problem that's 
8 often referred to as an addiction. In my opinion 
9 based on those contacts and review of records he 
10 would fall down here as having a serious alcohol 
11 and drug problem. 
12 Q. Okay. What was the basis of that opinion 
13 if you could give it? 
14 A. The basis of that opinion was initially he 
15 began in the system in the drug and alcohol 
16 treatment program clear back in '87. That would 
17 have been about when he was about 14 so he began 
18 hitting the system with drug and alcohol issues at 
19 that point. And then he's been in about, as I 
20 count, and again I'm not too sure exactly of all 
21 the programs, but I counted I think about six 
22 treatment programs, most of which have been drug 
23 and alcohol programs. The Odyssey House I think 
24 was one, Project Turn, treatment down at our place, 
25 AA and NA meetings. So he has a history of being 
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usually cour+" orltred. As I recall mo<=t of those 
2 !! >«ex^ *-h*e , •»'1 ^  mad': him go to treatment of r ^^e 
3 II sort. So he has a treatment history. 
4 Some of those records suggest that there 
5 was an alcohol and drug problem. So when they 
6 make their clinical notes as part of that program 
7 they say he has a serious alcohol problem. For 
8 example, the Observation and Assessment program up 
9 here when he was in there as a teenager made a note 
10 that he has a serious alcohol and drug problem. 
11 So there's the records and other professionals 
12 along the way saying there was a drug problem. 
13 In addition, the collateral contact, 
14 Ms. Katerez, also said she was aware he had a drug 
15 problem and when, when he did visit her recently 
16 prior to prison that he would be high or out drunk 
17 and, and she was suspicious of him stealing from 
18 her to do those. And so she kind of supported the 
19 alcohol and drug problem as well. 
20 And as I mentioned I also administered the 
21 SASI test. In the SASI test those scales that 
22 were, tell us if there's a serious alcohol and drug 
23 problem or not were also elevated suggesting, the 
24 test suggests that there's a serious problem. And 
25 in addition, my experience working with alcohol and 
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arug clients over ""he y.dis also suggest? t^ar 
^ jj tic^ that he ans /ered qiiP c^Oi^ and .^,^^u:e across 
3 and the history appears to be someone who has an 
4 alcohol, a serious alcohol and drug problem. 
5 Q. Were you able to come to an opinion as to 
6 how serious of a drug problem Mr. Sosa has? 
7 A. Yes. Specifically the, sometimes it's 
8 difficult with cases to, to go through because so 
9 many clients now days use multiple drugs it's 
10 unusual to find someone who just uses cocaine or 
11 just uses alcohol and so it's difficult to sort 
12 through that. So I'm not, I can't say as with 
13 much confidence that it was a solely a drug 
14 problem. I feel quite confident there's a serious 
15 problem but to kind of sort through that and say 
16 well it was just a marijuana problem, just a 
17 cocaine problem, that's difficult to do. However, 
18 the drugs that did appear to be a problem from the 
19 information I gathered would be alcohol, marijuana 
20 and then cocaine in its different forms, powder and 
21 rock cocaine. So those are the three drugs that 
22 I, I felt like that there's been a problem with. A 
23 serious one. 
24 Q. Were you able to conclude from your 
25 discussions and from your experience what type of 
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1 uaily ucage Mr. Soca miahc have? 
2 A. OfvcJ than ' 1 ^  .epo^ted data which would 
3 mean during the clinical interview obviously I 
4 asked Mr. Sosa in terms of drug use history and he 
5 admitted to me prior to being arrested the most 
6 recent time that he was using what they call 
7 premos. Now premo is a kind of a slang name for a 
8 marijuana joint and they put rock cocaine on it and 
9 smoke it. And he was saying he was smoking, could 
10 smoke up to four or five premos a day and also 
11 mentioned that he was using powder cocaine. And 
12 if you, if you think that powder cocaine, of course 
13 rock and crack come from the powder cocaine, they 
14 rock it up they say. So he said he was snorting on 
15 occasion powder cocaine and drinking alcohol. So 
16 to me he reported those three drugs, the marijuana 
17 use daily, the cocaine and its derivatives either 
18 the rock cocaine or powder cocaine, and then 
19 alcohol. 
20 Q. Were you able to include, maybe not from 
21 anything that Mr. Sosa might have said but from 
22 your experience in dealing with other addicted 
23 persons what type of cocaine habit Mr. Sosa might 
24 have? Was it, was it a light usage or was it heavy 
25 usage or was it, were you able to determine that? 
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A. In ry opinion, of cour^^ at rur clinic 
ovirthp... w hs^e. folks, we terd to get fCx!;s w h o . 
have very serious problems so they've been using or 
dealing for quite a long time so we see what we 
call tolerance. Now just briefly tolerance means 
that they use the drug long enough that it takes 
more of that drug to get that same high. They 
build a tolerance. So if someone started to use a 
certain amount of cocaine and they didn't build a 
tolerance then that would mean they'd probably have 
a, could have a bad reaction. So usually what 
happens over a period of time they'11 start using 
and their body, and they begin to build a tolerance 
to handle more of the drug. So we, after they 
built a tolerance and they've used it for a while 
then I've seen individuals to drink large amounts 
of alcohol. Cocaine, for example, it wouldn't be 
unusual for some of our clients, cocaine clients 
who has that as a drug of choice to do an 8-ball in 
an afternoon, meaning l/8th ounce of powder 
cocaine, that that wouldn't be unusual, and to use 
a couple of 8-balls in a couple of days if they're 
the ones that have that tolerance built up. So 
that large amounts of drugs can be used if they 
have that. 
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1 II Q. Now, are vou aware cf the quantity of 
2 || drugs that were fourd on Mr. S^sa's pe^so^*3 
3 II A. Yes. I did gee ulie weights, the net 
4 weights from the prosecuting attorney. And those 
5 weights come to as I estimated just under a couple 
6 of 8-balls of cocaine. 
7 Q. So in your experience at Weber County then 
8 the people who have, who I think most people 
9 consider a serious drug addiction to cocaine could 
10 easily use that amount in two afternoons? 
11 A. Easily. We've had some use even more 
12 than that. 
13 Q. Now I, I think probably for the benefit of 
14 the jury some kind of education as to your 
15 experience with people who use drugs. Do they--
16 If we can get some characteristics of, of drug 
17 users. Now I understand that everybody varies from 
18 a greater extent but if we can just kind of get an 
19 idea of certain characteristics? 
20 A. In preparing for this case I'm, I'm 
21 thinking about a drug user versus some of the 
22 dealers we have in our treatment program. And if, 
23 if I could I'd like to use a little display here. 
24 MR, HEWARD: No objection. 
25 THE WITNESS: I'm not too sure how to do 
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this. * 
2 II' MP.. BQVJUE: ProoaDly--
3 THE WITNESS: So in preparing for this 
4 in my years of working with, like we have a couple 
5 of cocaine dealers now in our treatment program. 
6 And I also have this little chart by the alcohol 
7 and drug director at our program just this morning 
8 to make sure of my thinking, that I haven't been 
9 directly in treatment, involved in treatment in the 
10 last few years. But I just wanted to run this 
11 by. It's kind of small but I'll run through it. 
12 So what's here I'm looking at is an 
13 established dealer. Established dealer means 
14 someone who's well into dealing cocaine. Now we 
15 need to make a difference here just to point out 
16 that it's, for me (short inaudible, no mic), that a 
17 single individual deals cocaine or not. So I'm 
18 talking about, you know, 18 years experience with 
19 drug and alcohol and my professional experience of 
20 how I kind of came up with this. 
21 So typically there would be a history of 
22 drug dealing in an established drug dealer, cocaine 
23 dealer. And in this case Julio would have had, 
24 Mr. Sosa would have had that history. One of the 
25 records I reviewed was, at our agency said very 
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i r 
clearly that at age aDout 14 Mr. Sosa's treatment 
qoal "nciud •:' i^aling diu^s and that one of the 
treatment goals was trying to get him out of 
dealing drugs. In other words, that treatment 
plan was trying to get him to find options and 
alternatives to dealing drugs. So Mr. Sosa does 
have a history back in '87, that one record that I 
reviewed of drug dealing reported. 
And the next one is the type of legal 
problems - -
Q. Dr. Hawks, if I just may interrupt and we 
can clarify that point. The, the drug dealing 
that you just mentioned was that, was that a 
referral, a juvenile referral? 
A. What that was was a, the therapist's 
handwritten note. We have to write down what our 
treatment goals are. You might have heard of 
that. And the treatment goal for Mr. Sosa when he 
was 14 included working through the drug dealing, 
to find options, a different life-style. I've 
mentioned that his goal was to, to deal drugs in 
life at that point. And so it was a, it was a 
social worker's notation. 
Q. So in other words, in an interview 
Mr. Sosa said that he wanted to deal drugs? 
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1 || A. It was probably a little more than just an 
2 II interview. Ic wasn't a court record. It wasn't 
3 part of any court history as I can tell. It was 
4 just the social worker said that that's an issue, 
5 we need to work with it. He wants to be a drug 
6 dealer and we want to change his attitude about 
7 that. It was a treatment goal. 
8 Q. Okay. After that-- You've had a chance 
9 to review extensively his records. Was that ever 
10 mentioned after the age of 14? 
11 A. It wasn't. It wasn't mentioned in the 
12 prison. I talked to Dr.--, I've forgot his name, 
13 Dr. Dunn at the prison and read through the (short 
14 inaudible, no mic) report. That doesn't mean it 
15 didn't occur but it didn't get into any writing in 
16 the prison or the other records that I reviewed. 
17 But it did occur at that young age of 14 but not, 
18 as I recall, subsequent. So he does have a 
19 history. 
20 The other thing that I look for is that 
21 those who are established cocaine users are going 
22 to have a, a legal history that suggests that. 
23 Usually possession of paraphernalia. Like for 
24 cocaine often they're going to use scales. Because 
25 it's so expensive they don't want to waste any of 
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the powder on they're going to use. scales, for 
P |i example. Tad his, M*"~. Rosa's -er::_.J as I reviewed 
3 it and the copy that the attorney gave to me would 
4 basically, and I'm just recalling lots of thefts, 
5 burglaries, larceny, some assault charges. So I 
6 didn't see quite the history that if it was the 
7 drug dealers that I would, might otherwise expect 
8 for something like that. 
9 The personal use pattern. Now, the drug 
10 dealers, the successful establish cocaine dealers 
11 for some reason they end up not crossing that line 
12 down to the addiction because they end up doing all 
13 their drugs, all their profits. So those kind end 
14 up using more than they ought to and end up being 
15 more of a user than a dealer. 
16 In my understanding, as I mentioned, 
17 Mr. Sosa seems to be more of a user in that sense 
18 because he had such, he reported and the testing 
19 suggests there was such a serious problem that, 
20 that he, he's probably over on the addiction 
21 side. And my experience with drug dealers is that 
22 they're for some reason able to keep a business 
23 running on this side of the addiction side. 
24 Finances. Of course, the cocaine imagine 
25 of a dealer is the gold necklaces, the beepers and 
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1 tie phones. And they do that. We, we havf;-
2 clients Lhat, that are, that s'pena, spend ^15,000 
3 buying boats and toys or putting it back into 
4 business and have two or three other people working 
5 for them. And in this case, I'm not so sure about 
6 this because as I read the police reports Mr. Sosa 
7 didn't have any money on booking which would be 
8 unusual in my experience. His brother had a couple 
9 hundred dollars of cash which somehow maybe-- I'm 
10 not too sure. I put a question mark there because 
11 I'm not too sure where that one went. 
12 Life-style. The guns, the peers, hanging 
13 out with people. Of course, established drug 
14 dealers have that kind of culture and they'll hang 
15 out with people with guns, etcetera. And of 
16 course, Mr. Sosa from the information I gathered 
17 certainly has that. There was apparently a gun in 
18 the vehicle and he was hanging out with his brother 
19 in this case and apparently has had legal problems 
20 as well. So that one I put that was similar to 
21 what we might find in an established cocaine 
22 dealer. 
23 The life-style, cars, apartments goes back 
24 to that money issue. An established drug dealer 
25 we'd expect that.- With Mr. Sosa as I reviewed and 
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1 II checked that with collateral contacts was kind of 
'2 II horueiess, running froru the pc lice You know, ' ^oa 
3 think of an established drug dealer they often 
4 would have one or two pads, one to cut the cocaine 
5 and to sell out of and another one to kind of crash 
6 often, the ones I've had treatment with. 
7 And so here's Mr. Sosa that's homeless and 
8 has virtually, appears to have no money and would 
9 have difficulty to be an established drug dealer at 
10 that point. 
11 Potential for dissimulation or lying. 
12 And of course, I think both those are true. I 
13 think Mr. Sosa had a tendency to lie and 
14 exaggerate. I think there's some things he told me 
15 that were, were probably a little bit farfetched. 
16 And, and historically from my dealing with alcohol 
17 and drug users you have to somehow, you have to 
18 take that into consideration, their potential for 
19 lying. 
20 And then a couple of final ones. 
21 Carefully packaged product. Now with cocaine 
22 especially, maybe not with marijuana but with 
23 cocaine from my experience both on the dealing end 
24 and the consuming end the amounts are pretty 
25 significant in terms of how much they have and how 
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., niu-jh they don't npve And from my expexxtnce, I 
'. :| ju'-t ;out this up here just L O rtT:ru .r_, chat, t L. 
3 show you that this was a couple of the packages 
4 that the police department told me their net 
5 weight, that means without the baggy. That was 
6 3.21 grams. That's the most, the closest to what 
7 we call an 8-ball. That means l/8th of an ounce 
8 of cocaine. Then the second package had 1.54 
9 grams which is called a teener which is l/16th of 
10 an ounce so the slang is teener. If w e -
ll I called the Ogden Police Department Task 
12 Force and said what are you using for your weights 
13 for an 8-ball and they told me about 3.5 grams. 
14 These are rounded numbers. So if it was, so if I 
15 was to go buy some cocaine, I would go buy an 
16 8-ball of cocaine I would expect that to be 3.5 
17 grams to be an l/8th of an ounce. And if that was 
18 a teener roughly, and again these are estimates so 
19 give or take one or 2/l00ths of a gram I won't 
20 worry about. It's 1.8 grams. 
21 In fact, often times with drug dealers 
22 you'll see the weight a little bit higher because 
23 they want to make sure you're a good customer so 
24 they'll put like 3.6 or 1.9 grams in it so you get 
25 kind of a good deal and get return business. 
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1 II *"" Well, if I subtract unuse two I will hav° 
2 || just in chose two pacl^^es alone +. just \ost a half 
3 gram of cocaine. And my experience with cocaine 
4 users is a half gram of cocaine, remember like the 
5 premo they'll take maybe a quarter, you have to 
6 rock it up but let's say roughly a quarter of a 
7 gram to do that, that would be, half gram might be 
8 30, 40 bucks depending on what price they've got it 
9 for. So from my experience if, if I seen some 
10 with those amounts it would be, or if I was to buy 
11 an 8-ball and a teener and I was short a half gram 
12 it's, that would be real surprising to me. The 
13 dealer who does that probably wouldn't be in 
14 business long and the consumer of that would 
15 probably be real upset losing that much cocaine. 
16 So that's--
17 And the thing that I'm saying with 
18 established cocaine dealers is that they're very 
19 careful in packaging and weights and that's why the 
20 scales are there for the weights. And so I didn't 
21 see that with Mr. Sosa, that real fine tuned 
22 packaging and weights. 
23 The other thing that concerns me is the 
24 drug dealers that are, really do well are quite 
25 clever, they're smart. Their IQs would probably be 
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1 || a v e r a g e t o 7.1-cve a v e r a g e . In t h o s p . e c o r d s one of 
2 " Lix3 o t h . . . ^ouuncn ':hFines t h a t k e p t s h o w i n ^ up w-»n f" 
I1 
3 that Mr. Sosa had some severe learning 
4 disabilities. At the prison he was given two IQ 
5 tests. One was the Shipley. His verbal IQ on that 
6 was a 70. And the other one was a Beta and his IQ 
7 on that was less than 60. And if you remember 
8 that normal IQ goes from 90 to 109-- Excuse me. It 
9 goes from, yes, 90 to 109. So we'd expect 60% of 
10 everybody's IQ to go right in between there. So 
11 if, if 90 is on the low end then we go down to 80, 
12 70 and the one test at 60 you're talking about 
13 someone that's down on the 4th percentile on verbal 
14 skills at least and intellectual abilities. That 
15 would be equivalent to if we had 100 people off the 
16 streets and we got them all and we said we'll give 
17 you all IQ tests, only Mr. Sosa's verbal IQ would 
18 be only as good or better than four of the 100. So 
19 that the verbal skills-- Like even on the SASI I 
20 had to help him understand some of the words. He 
21 couldn't understand them during the interview. 
22 So those are some of the concerns. And 
23 from my experience and staffing with a colleague 
24 about just the difference of an established drug 
25 dealer and what we call just a plunker. A plunker 
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is just the street slarj f^i someone who basically 
* II just geic: nigh and kiud of like burn ~^t . MayDe 
3 you've heard that word before. A plunker is what 
4 we use for the cocaine. 
5 Q. Now you testified too that there are 
6 differences between the, the actual weights of the 
7 cocaine found and the normal stated weights of 
8 those type of, the 8-balls and the teeners. Is 
9 there any way to explain what, why there's a 
LO difference? 
LI A. Mr. Sosa said he's been--
L2 MR. HEWARD: I'll object. That calls for 
L3 speculation, is there any way to explain. I'll 
L4 I accept there is, there is any number of ways. What 
L5 I would ask is if there is some, that he can tie it 
16 to something that we have as opposed to any way to 
17 explain. 
L8 THE JUDGE: I'll sustain that 
.9 objection. Why don't you rephrase it and you'll 
10 (inaudible, voice dropped). 
11 MR. BOYLE: Have you had-- Did Mr. Sosa 
!2 say anything to you regarding why there was a 
!3 difference in, in the weights? 
!4 THE WITNESS: Yes. Mr. Sosa said he had 
!5 been using the cocaine. 
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1 || MR. BOYLF- And ^ n arl^iticn to that and 
2 all the other iactors have you been able to, to 
3 arrive at an opinion as to whether or not Mr. Sosa 
4 is a drug user or a drug dealer? 
5 MR. HEWARD: I'll object to that. That 
6 clearly calls for a violation of the rule on 
7 experts. I don't believe this witness can answer 
8 that, Your Honor. 
9 THE JUDGE: I think he's testified to the 
10 bases and, and it goes to an ultimate issue in the 
11 case. I'm going to sustain the objection. 
12 MR. BOYLE: Given the facts in this case, 
13 just the, without anything that you know about 
14 Mr. Sosa, the fact is that basically there were 
15 four packages found of different, differing 
16 amounts. In that alone can you in your experience 
17 make a determination as to whether somebody could 
18 be using drugs or somebody could be dealing drugs? 
19 THE WITNESS: I don't think I have that 
20 area of expertise to answer that one. 
21 Q. (MR. BOYLE:) In your experience of the 
22 people that you-- Let me see if I can rephrase 
23 that. 
24 Is there any one factor that can determine 
25 somebody is a drug*users or drug dealer? 
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A. (THE WITNESS:) Again, I'm not too sure 
if I can answer that one. I have a, a fairly good 
feeling of drug users and drug dealers who end up 
in our treatment program but I don't know about all 
drug users in even, even Weber County. So I'm not 
too sure I could, I could do that one either. 
Q. Let's just, let's just confine it to the 
people that you've, you've had your experience 
with. Is there some factor that would determine 
somebody was a drug dealer as opposed to drug user? 
A. From my personal experience I'd say no. 
Q. So just the fact that somebody has four 
packets of cocaine on their person does not 
indicate, at least in your experience, that they 
are either a drug dealer or a drug user? 
A. In my experience we've had many clients 
over the years that have carried that much for, for 
personal use. Many meaning not hundreds but, you 
know, there's been some that have carried that much 
for personal, personal use. 
Q. Okay. Now, as to you discussed briefly 
the issue of-- In your experience have you found 
people that have both used both rock cocaine and 
powder cocaine? 
A. In my experience-- Now if you understand 
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1 we mentioned before _n estah 1is^p^, someone who 
2 really knows and had been into cocaine, they rock 
3 it up, they use the term rock it up themselves. 
4 So you can buy powder cocaine at a cheaper rate 
5 than rock cocaine. Buy the powder cocaine then 
6 they get the spoon and the lighter and, and they 
7 cook it with baking soda and some water and then 
8 the rocks appear. And so obviously if you're 
9 rocking it up yourself you're always going to have 
10 powder cocaine and rock cocaine because you're 
11 processing it. So I would expect someone who is 
12 well into drugs to, and rocking it up themselves to 
13 occasionally have powder cocaine on their 
14 presence. 
15 In addition, those individuals that are on 
16 the end of the continuum, the addicts, the 
17 addiction side, now those people sometimes have a 
18 drive or a need for drugs and sometimes will do 
19 just about anything for different kinds of drugs 
20 just to get the, that feeling, that high. So it 
21 would not be unusual for someone who is doing rock 
22 cocaine to snort up some powder cocaine as well if 
23 there wasn't any rock or if they were in a car or, 
24 or something where they just wanted to line up some 
25 coke, powder cocaine they'd just snort it. Roll up 
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a dollar bill ana, ctnd do it right th^re bo in 
2 H my uxpeii >rce ^^wder c^^ine and rork cocaine, it c 
3 not an unusual combination. 
4 Q. And if somebody was going to do a premo 
5 they would need in addition to just the rock 
6 cocaine something else; wouldn't they? 
7 A. They would have to have marijuana and then 
8 they'd have to have some papers. The papers are 
9 what they roll it in. So they would put three or 
10 four rock cocaine on the marijuana. Not a lot of 
11 marijuana because they want to taste the cocaine. 
12 So they take a few rocks, roll it like a reefer, a 
13 marijuana joint then they'd smoke it. So that's 
14 what you'd use to do a premo. 
15 Q. I have no further questions. 
16 THE JUDGE: Go ahead. 
17 CROSS BY MR. HEWARD FOR THE STATE 
18 MR. HEWARD: Thank you. Dr. Hawks, 
19 you've made reference to, and I believe if I 
20 understand correctly you're putting them in two 
21 clearly defined categories of dealers and users. 
22 Is that a fair statement? 
23 A. That's correct. 
24 Q. All right. So when you talk about 
25 dealers or I think what you've categorized as 
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Q. A? 1 right. You alf i-" ^lk^na with the 
2 II defendant went through with him the difference 
3 between possession or conviction for possession and 
4 conviction for distribution. Fair statement? 
5 A. I did do that. 
6 Q. And this defendant was very aware of the 
7 different penalties that those two carried. 
8 A. That's correct. What-- As part of the 
9 evaluating and talking to people in legal 
10 situations, one of the difficult tasks we have is 
11 to determine if they're credible or not, if they're 
12 lying or not. So there's different strategies and 
13 certain things we'd like to be present to, to check 
14 that out. 
15 Now one of the ones is certainly they have 
16 to have the opportunity and the motivation to be 
17 lying or it doesn't make sense to. So if someone 
18 is just coming to treatment and there's no big deal 
19 to lie then we don't expect them to lie. If 
20 someone is going to court and they have a 
21 motivation, financial or jail sentence, then we'd 
22 expect, we have to take that into consideration 
23 and, and see if there's a reason or an opportunity 
24 for someone to lie. 
25 In this case"it was, it's clear to 
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Mr/ Sosa that the difference between possession and 
; j | i ' distribution i* a serious one, meaning longer jail 
3 sentence, etcetera, and which would suggest that 
4 he's very much aware that there would be a benefit 
5 for him lying if he, if he was. 
6 Q. Specifically just in your, on page seven 
7 of your report just before you go through and you 
8 provided that diagram you indicate what you just 
9 basically testified to about him understanding the 
10 possession-distribution difference, the motivation 
11 and the opportunity. And then you say "to 
12 dissimulate". I assume dissimulate means to lie. 
13 A. To lie. Correct. 
14 Q. All right. You also go on and indicate 
15 that Julio's social history and brief testing, also 
16 he has a personality disorder that would support 
17 lying. 
18 A. Correct. One of the things other, we 
19 also look for in assessing the credibility is to 
20 look down and see if they have a personality style 
21 like they have a, the other features that people 
22 would have like stealing and like being antisocial, 
23 not liking the legal system, etcetera. We call 
24 that a, a personality disorder. And the nature, at 
25 least my impression of Mr. Sosa is there's 
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1 || certainly, as I mentioned up there, tnat potential 
2 j! :: in fact not only Mr. Sosa. In fact it's in 
3 probably a lot of the drug users. Many drug users 
4 have that personality life-style that are prone to 
5 lying including, in my opinion, Mr. Sosa 
6 Q. Thank you. Nothing further. 
7 REDIRECT BY MR. BOYLE FOR DEFENSE. 
8 MR. BOYLE: When you talk about lying are 
9 you including issues of denial on his drug use? 
10 A. That would be one element of lying. 
11 Q. In your experience in dealing with people 
12 who are addicted to drugs do they tend to overstate 
13 their addiction or understate their addiction? 
14 A. It depends on the situation again. You 
15 could think of a situation where a drug user would 
16 want to understate and in another situation where 
17 they'd tend to overstate. 
18 In a case like Mr. Sosa's in you could 
19 suspect that there may be a reason to actually 
20 understate his drug use and overstate. I see both 
21 things in this case. Understate because then he 
22 won't have a big serious drug problem. And 
23 overstate because possibly he might think that that 
24 way he could, all the drugs he had were for his own 
25 use when maybe they really weren't. So I could 
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mosL recent evaluation dene in 1994 there was no 
luiLcion c« -Irug ^buse o^ ' addictic-i. 
3 THE JUDGE: Well, I'm going to allow it 
4 in because it does go in rebuttal so. . . 
5 THE WITNESS: That's correct. 
6 MR. HEWARD: Thank you. That's all. 
7 THE JUDGE: Okay. Anything else? 
8 MR. BOYLE: No, Your Honor. 
9 THE JUDGE: Okay. You may step down. 
10 Any other witnesses from the defense? 
11 MR. BOYLE: No, Your Honor. The defense 
12 rests / 
13 THE JUDGE: Does the State have any 
14 rebuttal witnesses? 
15 MR. HEWARD: No, Your Honor. 
16 THE JUDGE: Are you prepared to have the 
17 jury instructed at this time? 
18 MR. HEWARD: Yes, Your Honor. 
19 THE JUDGE: All right. I'll need that 
20 instruction. 
21 Let me ask before we start reading these 
22 does anybody wish to just take a five minute 
23 recess, take a break? 
24 MR. HEWARD: I would like to at least be 
25 gone long enough to get my copy of the instructions 
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1 || area and the experts th\t had been used in the 
2 II past . 
3 I don't remember how the name of Rick 
4 Hawks came to me. I'd had experience with Rick in 
5 the past with the alienists reports that he put 
6 together for the law and motion calendars that we 
7 do. But besides that, Rick Hawks' named did come 
8 about. I talked to him, he said he could do an 
9 evaluation, that he had some experience in, in 
10 identifying and, what's the word I'm looking for, 
11 assessing whether or not a person is a drug abuser. 
12 Q. Let me see if we can refresh your memory 
13 just a little bit. Do you recall that perhaps 
14 maybe the conversation you had regarding experts 
15 may have occurred over at the Sports Page and in 
16 fact John Caine was at a table, I was at a table 
17 and you were at a table as a Public Defender group 
18 when you joined the group? Do you recall that 
19 conversation? 
20 A. Yes. I think that yes. It's coming back 
21 to me, yes. 
22 Q. And do you recall talking to Mr. Caine and 
23 asking him his expertise in the area? 
24 Just for the record would it be fair to 
25 state, Mr. Boyle, tJiat Mr. Caine is a well 
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officers? Do ^Ou recall that? 
A. . T
 UA- XIK in fact y ° u r name came up * &, <u 
possible expert witness because of your, your long 
experience. And, and but I don't remember him--
He, I think he just mentioned the fact that that 
would be, that would be one avenue to go after. 
Q. Do you recall any conversation you may 
have had with Mr. Caine at that time about the 
pitfalls or downfalls of using someone at Weber 
Human Services in that they had records that would 
not otherwise be admissible, or had access to 
records that would not otherwise be admissible? 
A. I'm not sure I recall. 
Q. Let me bring you up to date on this. 
Dr. Hawks eventually did interview Mr. Sosa and did 
prepare a report for you prior to trial. Correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And if I may approach, Your Honor. 
THE JUDGE: Go ahead. 
MR. SNIDER: Just for purposes, this is 
the report we're talking about. Correct? 
MR. BOYLE: That looks like the report, 
yes . 
MR. SNIDER: This one is not marked but 
we would ask to have it marked and admitted as 
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1 defense exhibit wherei «*r we are for the purposes of 
2 || taking ic up ^n appeal. 
3 THE JUDGE: Yes. And we don't have the 
4 exhibits either, unfortunately. Have you, have 
5 you filed a Notice of Appeal? 
6 MR. SNIDER: No, we haven't. 
7 THE JUDGE: I wonder if-- You have not 
8 yet? 
9 MR. SNIDER: We have to wait for the 
10 Court t o -
ll THE JUDGE: Yes. 
12 MR. SNIDER: -- rule on this motion for 
13 new trial. 
14 THE JUDGE: Right. But I thought I saw 
15 something cross my desk on an appeal in this case 
16 but I was thinking maybe that's what, maybe that 
17 the file has been placed in another area for that 
18 reason. But anyway--
19 MR. SNIDER: I have not filed a notice. 
20 MR. HEWARD: Has your client, 
21 Mr. Snider? 
22 MR. SNIDER: Mr. Sosa, have you filed? 
23 You have not? 
24 THE JUDGE: I think I would just as soon 
25 have this marked EXHIBIT #1 connected with this 
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hearing--
* MR. SNIDER: C'kct^ . 
THJS. ^ • -- rather than connecting 
w: : • i.e exhibits, the trial exhibit s ' s 
EXHIBIT -* :.., nearing. 
MR. SNIDER: Thank yc m , Y• : i: i I I : i« : i A n » i 
^e report. Correct? 
THE WITNESS: T b ^ 
Q. _ : a:: =3 n opportunity 
review tne report prior t c the hearing. 
Lorrect." 
A /mur. WITNESS:) That', ight " r - i , 
remember ^ ° ^  ^  ° ^  r "* A * P ^  ^ v h "• ^  ^°re to see r 
. _. ~~ , x^ x* ~ . dud then he 
prepared the report as we 1 ^  c.s e demonstrative 
-diiiei . A::u remember correctly the 
Vl\\r\'i 1 »-.J.XC= a ± J. O d l i e Q IIXIII / 
- , :. -:• 1 we g.. L t o g e t h e r a n d h ° p r e t t y R IUCL w e n t 
h r o u g h t h e r e p o r t a n d h i s c o n r - ^ i c ^ **r"-• " L ^ U U U 
^ - . t a 
.'.. i , ' '.- r e p o r t f r o m w l i a : ' . r e m e m b e r . 
Q. JNOW : 
page h^  page pnu i *~u yivmu ••; , H e w a r d ? 
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A. I did. I read through it. 
Q. INOW you haa tne option a.*~ this poiut, yo. 
did not have to call Dr. Hawks. Correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And I want to specifically ask you about 
page four. Do you recall reading this portion--
And this is the part that I've marked actually in 
regards to Dr. Hawks' evaluation as to Weber, looks 
like WHS records. Which would be what? 
A. Weber Human Services records. 
Weber Human Services records. Okay. 
Can I read this? 
You may. About three-quarters of the way 
Q 
A 
Q 
down. 
A Okay, 
Q. Do you see what I'm referring to? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Specifically the last line of the 
paragraph about Julio presents symptoms and it goes 
on and says, and says Julio maintains a very strong 
belief about becoming wealthy early in life but has 
one primary choice on how to obtain success, to 
sell drugs on the street for profit. 
Now you read that before you gave a copy 
to Mr. Heward? 
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1 I Mr. Boyle. J.ny other witnesses, Mr. Snider? 
2 || - MR. SNIDER: I have no other witnesses", 
3 Your Honor. Let me speak with my client first. 
4 We're prepared to argue, Your Honor. 
5 THE JUDGE: Okay. Why don't you go ahead 
6 and present your argument. 
7 ARGUMENT BY MR. SNIDER FOR DEFENSE 
8 MR. SNIDER: Thank you, Your Honor. 
9 Your Honor, specifically in looking at the 
10 report, and Mr. Boyle has conceded that this is a 
11 long time ago and we're working from some, from 
12 recollection. He remembers talking to Dr. Hawks 
13 before he prepared the report and Dr. Hawks was 
14 very positive about what he was going to be able to 
15 testify to. However, the day of the hearing 
16 Mr. Boyle was handed a report where Mr. Sosa admits 
17 on one occasion back in 1997 that he sold drugs for 
18 profit or he could sell drugs for profit and that 
19 was the way he could get any money. 
20 MR. HEWARD: And I apologize for 
21 interrupting. The report's '87, not '97. 
22 MR. SNIDER: Thank you. '87. And I'm 
23 sorry. That's old age there. 
24 THE JUDGE: Could you go back and repeat 
25 that then. 
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1 || drugs. Proper preparation would nave had an 
2 II expert witness befoie trial to establish that 
3 position. 
4 He had the idea a month before that his 
5 only defense was to plead or to work on a theory of 
6 possession with intent to use rather than 
7 distribute and yet he was asking for a continuance 
8 the day of the trial to get an expert. He relied 
9 solely on the fact that the State had not provided 
10 the experts within 30 days but he knew before trial 
11 that that was his only defense even if the State 
12 didn't provide those witnesses. 
13 Under Templin, State Vs. Templin and also 
14 Strickland, Mr. --
15 THE JUDGE: Give me the standard again so 
16 I can write it down. 
17 MR, SNIDER: The standard, the standard 
18 is that one, it's a two-prong test, Your Honor. 
19 First prong is, is that the level of representation 
20 fell below an acceptable standard of 
21 representation. And that but for, the second prong 
22 is but for that failure to perform as effective 
23 assistance of counsel the outcome would have been 
24 more favorable to the defendant. And I'll have to 
25 defer to Mr. Heward. I believe the standard is, 
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1 If could have been more- fa*Oa.~jj±e to Mv. Soba had 
2 Mr. Boyle prepared and had an expert that could 
3 have avoided this information. 
4 True, Mr. Hawks is a great witness. No 
5 one disputes that his testimony was not helpful. 
6 But he also provided all the ammunition the State 
7 needed to turn around and totally gut the entire 
8 defense. 
9 THE JUDGE: Have you got someone in mind 
10 that would have said something different than 
11 that? I mean do we have-- I guess what I, in 
12 order for me to determine if that was even a 
13 feasible option to Mr. Boyle there would have to be 
14 someone out there that would be willing to say 
15 that. And I, given the difficulty he had finding 
16 anybody I, I'm just kind of asking you if you've, 
17 if you've located anyone that would say something 
18 different. 
19 MR. SNIDER: In retrospect I have not 
20 talked with Detective Illsley. Detective Illsley 
21 is, perhaps Mr. Heward knows him, is a sergeant 
22 with West Valley Police Department. He's worked 
23 Metro Narcotics in Salt Lake County and also for, 
24 for the DEA and also for the FBI and is very 
25 knowledgeable in that area. Also I'm trying to 
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defendant's background thec were beneficial but not 
talk about tne defendant's background anu those 
things that were not beneficial. So perhaps not 
looking toward justice being done or the jury 
getting an idea of who this person really is but 
rather someone who comes in as a defense expert and 
attempts to make judges and juries believe that 
this person is or is not something that they truly 
are . 
Frankly if-- I don't, I don't think the 
Court should also enter into any speculation about 
potential other witnesses because there's two 
questions there. One, the question is could a 
witness be found? Yes. And I suspect the answer 
to that is, is that a witness could be found that 
is qualified to talk about these things. However, 
the second part of that also has to be answered and 
that is would that person's opinion have been any 
different than Dr. Hawks'. And there's no 
evidence of that. 
And frankly, I would have been more than 
happy to have Sergeant Illsley from the West Valley 
Police Department. I am well acquainted with his 
qualifications and I have a hard time believing the 
defense would have Jbeen able to bring him in with 
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1 w'nich then gJ^es the Stat^ the opportunity tc cross 
2 examine Mr. Sosa. Mr. Sosa was a parolee at the 
3 time and may very well have had things that would 
4 have come in which would have damaged him 
5 substantially. Beyond that Mr. Boyle himself told 
6 you that he had talked with Julio and assessed how 
7 he thought he would stand up under cross 
8 examination and it was not his opinion that that 
9 was something that he wanted to do. 
10 So he's now left with the evidence that's 
11 come in against him and he's looking at what other 
12 options do I have. He goes out, he finds a 
13 witness who comes in and a jury makes a 
14 determination not to believe Dr. Hawks' position 
15 that he believes this is consistent with personal 
16 use. That is the opinion that he offered for the 
17 Court, this was an amount consistent with personal 
18 use. And he went through all the reasons why he 
19 believed it was consistent with personal use. 
20 So he, Mr. Boyle went out and found a very 
21 credible witness. A witness who, who comes across 
22 and presents himself well, he's very clean-cut, 
23 he's very well respected as counsel points out in 
24 this community. He gets that witness to come in 
25 and present the evidence that he needs which is 
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jury at that point in time ber?^,?o they -ha'*. ':he 
evidence of either believing that Dr. Hawks' 
opinion was one, that it was for personal use or 
believing the other side of it plus the cross 
examination. 
We would submit to you that under Rule 24 
the burden that the defense must meet has not been 
shown. That in fact there was not ineffective 
assistance of counsel and that there was not an 
error committed that substantially, that had 
substantial adverse affect upon the jury. And that 
is the standard under Rule 24, motion for a new 
trial. 
THE JUDGE: All right. I'm ready to 
give you a decision in this. 
MR. SNIDER: It looks like a clean 
unadulterated report just walked in. 
THE JUDGE: Okay. Good. We'll get it 
marked as EXHIBIT #1 then. 
THE CLERK: I can say, however, that 
it's not signed. 
MR. HEWARD 
THE JUDGE: 
THE CLERK: 
THE JUDGE*: 
We don't object to--
I think that--
I don't know about that--
Do you have a signed copy 
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1 that was s^nt ojt LO al' the jurors, Your Honor. 
2 MR. HEWARD: We would so stipulate and we 
3 don't have any objection to those being admitted. 
4 MR. SNIDER: And I would just ask that 
5 the juror's address and name be stricken from this 
6 letter, Your Honor. 
7 THE JUDGE: All right. We'll eliminate 
8 that. 
9 MR. SNIDER: Thank you. 
10 THE JUDGE: Those will be received also. 
11 MR. SNIDER: We're ready to submit it, 
12 Your Honor. 
13 THE JUDGE: All right. A, well first of 
14 all I'm going to deny the motion for a new trial 
15 and I'll give you my reasons now. 
16 First of all, I do remember this because 
17 it was a novel experience for me to have this 
18 argument raised during trial that the State hadn't 
19 given notice of the expert per the statute. In 
20 fact, I think Mr. Boyle was probably, at least in 
21 my experience was the first one that's ever raised 
22 that and in fact maybe set a new standard for 
23 practice for defense counsel in Weber County in 
24 that regard because it's been raised since. And I 
25 think everybody, everyone has been more mindful. 
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